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1. Introduction
With the growing interest in the use of technology in daily life, the potential of using wearable
wireless devices acrossmultiple segments, e.g., healthcare, sports, childmonitoring, military, emergency,
consumer electronics, etc., is rapidly increasing. It is predicted that there will be multibillion wearable
sensors by 2025, with over 30% of them being new types of sensors that are just beginning to emerge.
This Special Issue will be focused on wireless wearable and implantable system, flexible textile-based
electronics, bio-electromagnetics, antennas and propagation, RF circuits, sensor, security of wearables
and implantable system, nano-bio communication and electromagnetic sensing.
2. Contributions
The special issue consists of 10 contributions in the area of wearable wireless devices:
In the paper, ‘Reservoir Computing Based Echo State Networks for Ventricular Heart Beat
Classification’ [1] a Reservoir Computing (RC) based Echo State Networks (ESNs) for ventricular
heartbeat classification based on a single Electrocardiogram (ECG) lead has been proposed.
The proposed method was especially designed for Medical Internet of Things (MIoT) devices, for
instance wearable wireless devices for ECG monitoring or ventricular heart beat detection systems and
so on. The performance of the proposed model was evaluated using the MIT-BIH-AR dataset and it
achieved excellent results.
In the paper, ‘AReal Time andLossless Encoding Scheme for Patch ElectrocardiogramMonitors’ [2]
an ECG encoding scheme for joint lossless data compression and heartbeat detection to minimize the
circuit footprint size and power consumption of a patch electrocardiogram (ECG) monitors (PEMs) has
been proposed. The proposed encoding scheme supports two operation modes: fixed-block mode and
dynamic-block mode. Dynamic-block mode provides heartbeat detection accuracy at a rate higher
than 98%. Fixed-block mode was also implemented on the field-programmable gate array, and could
be used as a chip for using analog-to-digital convertor-ready signals as an operation clock.
In the paper, ‘Foot-Mounted InertialMeasurementUnits-BasedDevice forAnkle Rehabilitation’ [3],
authors presented an inertial measurement units (IMU)-based physical interface for measuring the foot
attitude, and a graphical user interface that acts as a visual guide for patient rehabilitation. According to
the results, more consistent rehabilitation could be achieved by providing feedback on foot angular
position during therapy procedures.
In the paper, ‘Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Warning in the Approximate Ward
Environment’ [4] the usage of modern 5G C-Band sensing for health care monitoring has been
proposed. The focus of this research was to monitor the respiratory symptoms for COPD (Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease). The 5G sensing technique enhances the sensing performance for
the health care sector by monitoring the amplitude information for different respiratory activities of a
patient using the above-mentioned devices.
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In the paper, ‘Movement Noise Cancellation in Second Derivative of Photoplethysmography
Signals withWavelet Transform andDiversity Combining’ [5] authors proposed an algorithm to remove
movement noise from second derivative of photoplethysmography (SDPPG) signals. Experiment
results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the previous filter-based algorithm, and that
movement noise with 30% time duration can be reduced by up to 70.89%.
In the paper, ‘An Anonymous Mutual Authenticated Key Agreement Scheme for Wearable Sensors
in Wireless Body Area Networks’, [6] authors proposed that Li et al. lightweight protocol for wearable
sensors in wireless body area networks is still vulnerable to three types of attacks i.e., the offline identity
guessing attack, the sensor node impersonation attack and the hub node spoofing attack. Authors
present a secure scheme that addresses these problems, and retains similar efficiency in wireless sensors
nodes and mobile phones.
In the paper, ‘Respiration Symptoms Monitoring in Body Area Networks’ [7] authors presented a
framework that monitors particular symptoms such as respiratory conditions (abnormal breathing
pattern) experienced by hyperthyreosis, sleep apnea, and sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS)
patients. The rhythmic patterns extracted using S-Band sensing present the periodic and non-periodic
waveforms that correspond to normal and abnormal respiratory conditions, respectively.
In the paper, ‘Internet of Things for Sensing: A Case Study in the Healthcare System’ [8], authors
did a pilot study, to look at narcolepsy, a disorder in which individuals lose the ability to regulate their
sleep-wake cycle. Using S-band sensing Classification and validation of various human activities such
as walking, sitting on a chair, push-ups, and narcolepsy sleep episodes are done using support vector
machine, K-nearest neighbor, and random forest algorithms. The measurement and evaluation were
carried out several times with classification values of accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, Kappa, and
F-measure of more than 90% that were achieved when delineating sleep attacks.
In the paper, ‘Emergency-PrioritizedAsymmetric Protocol for ImprovingQoS of Energy-Constraint
Wearable Device in Wireless Body Area Networks’ [9], authors proposed a new MAC protocol to
satisfy the higher energy efficiency of nodes than coordinator by designing the asymmetrically
energy-balanced model between nodes and coordinator. The proposed scheme loads the unavoidable
energy consumption into the coordinator instead of the nodes to extend their lifetime. Additionally, the
scheme also provides prioritization for the emergency data transmission with differentiated Quality of
Service (QoS). For the evaluations, IEEE 802.15.6 was used for comparison.
In the paper, ‘Virtual Reality-Wireless Local Area Network: Wireless Connection-Oriented Virtual
Reality Architecture for Next-Generation Virtual Reality Devices’ [10], authors carefully examine the
feasibility of wireless VR over WLANs, and proposed an efficient wirelessmultiuser VR communication
architecture, as well as a communication scheme for VR. Extensive simulations have been performed
to corroborate the outstanding performance of the proposed scheme.
The editors hope that this special issue will benefit the scientific community and contribute to the
knowledge base.
Acknowledgments: The editors would take this opportunity to applaud the contribution of the authors to this
special issue. Efforts of the reviewers to enhance the quality of the manuscripts is also much appreciated.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: The abnormal conduction of cardiac activity in the lower chamber of the heart (ventricular)
can cause cardiac diseases and sometimes leads to sudden death. In this paper, the author
proposed the Reservoir Computing (RC) based Echo State Networks (ESNs) for ventricular heartbeat
classification based on a single Electrocardiogram (ECG) lead. The Association for the Advancement
of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) standards were used to preprocesses the standardized diagnostic
tool (ECG signals) based on the interpatient scheme. Despite the extensive efforts and notable
experiments that have been done on machine learning techniques for heartbeat classification, ESNs are
yet to be considered for heartbeat classification as a is fast, scalable, and reliable approach for real-time
scenarios. Our proposed method was especially designed for Medical Internet of Things (MIoT)
devices, for instance wearable wireless devices for ECG monitoring or ventricular heart beat detection
systems and so on. The experiments were conducted on two public datasets, namely AHA and
MIT-BIH-SVDM. The performance of the proposed model was evaluated using the MIT-BIH-AR
dataset and it achieved remarkable results. The positive predictive value and sensitivity are 98.98%
and 98.98%, respectively for the modified lead II (MLII) and 98.96% and 97.95 for the V1 lead,
respectively. However, the experimental results of the state-of-the-art approaches, namely the
patient-adaptable method, improved generalization, and the multiview learning approach obtained
92.8%, 87.0%, and 98.0% positive predictive values, respectively. These obtained results of the existing
studies exemplify that the performance of this method achieved higher accuracy. We believe that the
improved classification accuracy opens up the possibility for implementation of this methodology in
Medical Internet of Things (MIoT) devices in order to bring improvements in e-health systems.
Keywords: reservoir computing; echo state networks; bio signals, bio sensors; heart beat classification;
medical internet of things; medical wearable wireless devices
1. Introduction
According to the American Heart Association [1] and the World Health Organization [2],
the mortality ratio due to heart diseases is growing rapidly in the world. It is estimated that around
17.7 million people were affected due to cardiovascular disease (CVD) in 2015. The documentation
report from China in 2011 [3] disclosed the information of CVD patients, which showed the statistics
that around 230 million people were suffering from CVD and that 3 million death cases were due
to the CVD. Electrocardiogram (ECG) signals are a major tool which have been widely used for
the analysis of heart disorders in many applications [4–6]. The collection of these ECG signals
are based on contemporary devices which are being used to communicate with the body surface
using sensors or nodes [7]. The ECG signals refers to the physical activity of the heart; either the
heart has disease or an abnormal rhythm. Irregular rhythm or abnormal rhythm is also known as
arrhythmia, which is the leading source of any heart disease. It is not stated that all arrhythmias
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 702; doi:10.3390/app9040702 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci5
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are dangerous, however it requires therapy to avoid the severe heart diseases [8]. In recent
years, many computer-assisted techniques have been proposed to classify heartbeats for arrhythmia
prediction [8–10]. The two main aspects were considered in previous studies (1) feature extraction
techniques were used to extract the morphological changes from the ECG signals and, (2) learning
algorithms for the classification of heart beats. Based on the feature extraction aspect, the studies
used time domain analysis [8,11,12], frequency domain analysis [13–15], and feature analysis based on
wavelet transforms [16–19]. The most common selection of learning algorithms includes Support Vector
Machines [11,12,14,20], K-nearest Neighbors [21,22], Neural Networks [19,23–26], decision trees [15,27],
and deep learning [28–30].
With the increasing trend of contemporary ECG monitoring devices, the demands of efficient
computer-assisted diagnostic methods are also increasing. These types of devices demand fully
automated methods for real-time classification which requires less computational cost and can easily
be adaptable for hardware. Nowadays, the concept of the Medical Internet of Things is improving the
e-health systems. All of these systems require less computational cost and time-saving algorithms for
classification. However, despite the extensive efforts that have been made in the previous techniques
for heartbeat classification with the real-time scenarios, they often deal with a limited number of leads
which are often contaminated and some of the studies are lead specific which do not perform efficiently
in terms of cost and time [12].
Furthermore, inter-patient variability is the major problem in ECG signals because heart beats
with the same class behave differently in patients. In the literature, most of the studies were majorly
focused on simple heartbeat classification based on the single lead ECG signal. Therefore, we observed
that the analysis of ECG signals are not sufficient to classify the proper heartbeats; to bridge this gap,
the author proposed the patient adaptable approach template matching [31] which allows a learning
algorithm to classify the heartbeat lead-specific and this method also enhances the efficiency of the
algorithm to classify heartbeats from non-standard leads.
In this work, this paper proposed the Reservoir computing based echo state-network for
ventricular heartbeat classification. The design of the Reservoir computing is based on a large recurrent
neural network (RNN), and the main advantage of this proposed ring network is to handle real-world
problems efficiently with high processing speed. This study used ESN (Echo State Networks) with
non-random cyclic technique to classify the ventricular heartbeats from the physiological signals.
The main advantage of this technique is that the output connections are fitted by using the simple
regression technique [32] and only the network outputs are being trained [33]. The other main reason
to apply Reservoir Computing Based ESNs is that it is easy to handle large real-time data and it is also
adjustable to implement in medical devices, for instance, Medical IoT gadgets.
2. Materials and Methods
The workflow of our proposed methodology is illustrated in Figure 1. The signal pre-processing
stage comprises of several steps, which include denoising of the ECG signals, peak detection,
heartbeat segmentation, and morphological, temporal feature extraction. Finally, the model is
evaluated based on the input materials (processed feature sets) by training and testing the classifier.
2.1. ECG Data Sources
The experiment was conducted based on two different databases named the American Heart
Association Ventricular Arrhythmia ECG database (AHA) [34] and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology-Beth Israel Hospital Supraventricular Arrhythmia database (MIT-BIH SVDB) [35].
These databases are used to train the study’s proposed classifier. On the other side, the paper used
MIT-BIH arrhythmia to evaluate the performance of our proposed classifier. The list of all acronyms
which are used in this study is present in Table 1 and the overall description of these above-mentioned
datasets is defined in Table 2. According to the American National Standards Institute/Association for
the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (ANSI/AAMI) standards, the ECG signal recordings
6
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have annotated beats in five groups [36]: Ventricular ectopic beat (VEB), Supraventricular ectopic beat
(SVEB), Fusion beat (F), Unclassified and paced beat (Q), and Non-ectopic beat (N).
Table 1. List of acronyms used in this study.
Acronyms
MIT-BIH-AR Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Beth Israel arrhythmia
MIT-BIH-SVDM Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Beth Israel HospitalSupraventricular Arrhythmia database
AHA American Heart Association
ECG Electrocardiogram
RC Reservoir computing
MIoT Medical Internet of Things
ANDSI/AAMI American Nation Standards Institute/Association for theAdvancement of Medical Instrumentation
SVB Supraventricular Beat
VB Ventricular Beat
However, paced beat recordings were omitted from the datasets. These annotated signal-based
ECG recordings have a 30 min long duration, whereas the MIT-BIH-SVDM dataset has two types of
lead recordings: the modified lead II (MLII) and V1; a few patients also have V5 and V2 instead of V1.
The AHA dataset has no information about the lead recordings. Hence, this study’s methodology is
based on the classification of a ventricular heartbeat. Therefore, in this paper we consider two classes
of AAM/ANSI standards for our binary class models to determine the normal and abnormal beats:
Supraventricular beats as normal morphology and has a label 0, whereas the ventricular beats as
abnormal morphology and has a label 1.
Table 2. The Description of Data sets used in this study.
Dataset ECG Rec Patients Leads SVB VB
AHA 155 - 2 317,612 32,403
MIT-BIH-SVDB 78 - 2 174,317 9953
MIT-BIH-AR 48 47 2 92,754 7803
2.2. ECG Signal Preprocessing
In this study, ECG signals-based recordings are used, and these are discussed in the previous
Section 2.1. The signals are collected based on the common sampling frequency rate of 360 Hz. In order
to create a new feature set for input of the classifier, by using the ECG signal dataset, the following
steps were conducted and summarized in Figure 1.
2.2.1. ECG Signal Denoising
The contaminated signals contain numerous kinds of noises and artifacts, for instance,
baseline wanderings and power line interference. There are several reasons for contamination;
sometimes it occurs due to respiration or it also occurs when the patient moves while recording
the physiological signals. There are two noises that are frequently highlighted in ECG signals baseline
wandering and Power line interference [37] which are caused by respiration and the variation of
50% amplitude in peak to peak due to the 50 Hz, respectively. These noises and artifacts can create
a problem in the extraction of information of interest (hidden features) from the raw ECG signal.
Furthermore, a corrupt ECG signal can lead to the wrong diagnosis and it also has a major effect on
the performance of algorithms during classification [37–39].
7
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of ventricular heartbeat classifier.
In the literature, there are many studies that are dedicated to innovating the algorithm
for the filtering of noisy physiological signals for the highest performance of proposed models,
for instance [39,40], this study applies the same filtering technique as used in [8,41], and these studies
also addressed the similar aim of classification. The author believes that this is the major decision
that helps to evaluate the performance of the current study with the existing methods. Therefore, to
bridge this gap, we used a median filter on the ECG signal (x) which had nth length. The sliding
window is created for the preprocessing of signals, so the length of the ECG signal n will be represented
as the length of the sliding window. For every step, the median value will be calculated by using
this equation: {
x
(
i− n−12
)
: x
(
i+ n−12
)
if the value of n is odd
x
(
i− n2
)
, x(i− ( n2 )+ 1, . . . ., x(i+ ( n2 )− 1) if the value of n is even (1)
This study used two median filters, one is for length n = 600 ms and the second one is for n = 200 ms.
This study used the medfilt1 function of the Matlab [42] which implemented the one-dimensional
filtering on the ECG signal. The main benefit of applying the medfilt1 function was that it eliminates
the unwanted distortion from the signal.
After the application of median filters for the baseline wandering outlier’s removal, this study
applied 12th order finite impulse response (low pass filter) with the given cut-off frequency k = 35 Hz for
removing the outliers which are related to power line interference by using the fir1 Matlab function [43].
The clear picture based on the results of these filters is reported in Figure 2a,b.
8
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 2. (a) Representation of Noisy ECG signal; (b) Representation of Filtered ECG signal.
2.2.2. High Frequency component (Peak) Detection
This study carried out the second step peak detection which was very useful for further steps.
The High-frequency components are detected by applying the modified Pan Tompkins
algorithm [44]. The algorithm consists of the following steps:
9
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In the first step, this study used a block of the differentiation equation to obtain the high slope
values; secondly, the output values of the signals were squared to extract the R-peaks; in the last step,
this study applied the summation on all values of R-wave slope. The values related to the R-wave,
for instance, R-location and amplitudes of R-wave were stored in the RnXm matrix. Figure 3 represents
the example of detecting the R-peaks based on the Pan Tompkins algorithm. The reason for applying
this modified Pan Tompkins algorithm is that it can easily adapt the variation of signal changes and
extract the high-frequency component in an efficient manner.
Figure 3. Representation of detected R-peaks in the ECG signal.
2.2.3. Heart Beat Segmentation
The aim of this subsection is to segment the heartbeat; after the detection of peaks, this study used
the Rnxm matrix for selecting the R-location as a reference point. After determining the position of
R-peak, 200 samples or around 0.52 s points were separated in the window, which is considered a single
heartbeat. The segmented area based on the QRS complex is described in Figure 4.The start point and
end point of the highlighted beat represented as Q wave and S wave respectively, whereas the peak
area is defined as R wave. The combination of Q, R and S wave represents ventricular depolarization
of the heart.
However, for the extraction of P and T waves, this study divided the 200 samples in two part
(the division of points was based on 75 and 125 points which were taken from the left side and right
side of the R-peak, respectively). To avoid the misleading of extraction, all samples were collected
from 0.2 s to 0.32 s. In this way, using the temporal location and samples, the study extracted the Q, S,
P, and T waves from each heartbeat.
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Figure 4. Representation of QRS segmented area in the ECG signal.
2.3. Temporal Feature Extraction
The aim of this study is to design a reliable and optimal classifier for ventricular heartbeat
classification which can be useful for Medical IoT based on a single ECG lead. The other main focus of
this study is to extract those features which should not contain more computational cost and should be
easy to implement in the real time environment. Therefore, this study does not consider those signals
for the feature extraction phase which has contamination in their parts.
The characterization of normal heart beats (N + SVB) and abnormal heartbeats (A + VB) are well
known and are also suggested by the medical specialists in the literature [45,46]. (N + SVB) were
distinguished by regular RR intervals, the presence of P-wave, and has a narrow QRS complex,
whereas (A + VB) has shorter RR interval, the p-wave is not present, and it also has a wider
QRS complex.
Moreover, in this part of feature extraction, this study follows two types of methods; one is based
on temporal feature extraction which is less expensive and easy to implement, however these features
are lead independent yet useful for real-time implementation, therefore to overcome this inter-patient
variability issue, this study used a second method by the name template matching. It is a patient
adaptable and simple approach which measures the similarity between the input signal beat and
template beat [47].
In the first method, the author computed the relevant attributes for the study’s classifier; the six
temporal features were computed from each segmented beat.
1. The Previous R-R interval is defined as the time duration between the current beat and
previous beat.
2. The Subsequent R-R Interval is explained as the time duration between the current beat and
subsequent beat.
3. The Standard deviation of Successive Difference (SDSD) is defined as the standard feature of
physiological signals for arrhythmia classification. It is the difference between 10 consequent RR
intervals [48].
4. The Average of RR-Interval
∣∣Beat∣∣ is defined as the average ratio of 10 consecutive RR intervals.
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5. The Average Derivate of RR interval
∣∣∣Beat′∣∣∣ is defined as the average ratio of the derivate of
the RR interval, where the derivation of the segmented beat is calculated by using this central
difference Equation (2). (
f′(z) ≈ f(z+ h)− f(z− h)
2h
)
(2)
Based on clinical specialist advice, ventricular abnormal beat has a wider area of QRS complex and
it also tends to rise and fall more than a normal beat. Therefore, the derivative area should have the
lowest value.
In contrast, in the second method, template matching was used to avoid the lead independency
and inter-patient variability issues. The approach was quite simple and patient adaptable; the study
used this approach to compare the ECG signal heart beats with the same class specific template in
order to define the Pearson’s correlation coefficients (PCC) between the input ECG signal and template
beat. However, template beat was calculated by taking an average ratio of at least 50% beats in
which 25% belongs to the normal beat and 25% belongs to the abnormal beats. After calculating the
specific template beats for normal and abnormal, this method compared the current heartbeat with the
template beat example which is shown in Figure 5.
 
Figure 5. Template matching of segmented heartbeat where red is the original abnormal beat and blue
and black is the original normal beat and template beat, respectively.
To this end, for the comparison of heartbeats in real time scenarios, we updated and calculated
the template based on a real-time adaptation of the system. Assuming that doctors are using 10 s ECG
strips which have around 15 heartbeats in every 10 s ECG strips, the new template is estimated and
updated and also replaces the old beats from the template. To evaluate the similarity measurement
between the template beat and ECG signal heartbeat (PCC), features are extracted for our classifier as
follows:
6. PCC (Template beat,heart beat) is defined as the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the
template beat and ECG signal heartbeat.
7. PCC ( Template beat′,heart beat′) is defined as the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the
derivatives value of the template beat and ECG signal segmented beat.
8. PCC (Template beat2,heart beat2) is defined as the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between
the squares ratio of the template beat and ECG signal segmented beat.
9. PCC
(
(Template beat′)2, (heart beat′)2
)
is defined as the Pearson’s correlation coefficients
between the squares of the derivatives of the template beat and ECG signal segmented beat.
10. The Average of Template beat
∣∣Template beat∣∣ is defined as the average of the template beat.
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11. The Average Derivate of Template beat
∣∣∣Template beat′∣∣∣ is defined as the average derivatives
of the template beat.
To this end, the total 11 features are selected for the study proposed classifier in which five were
based on temporal features of ECG morphology and the rest of the features were based on (PCC) by
using the template matching approach. All these features are stored in the matrix denoted as F(n).
2.4. The Configuration of the Echo State Network Based Reservoir Computing for Classification
The main idea of reservoir computing (RC) is based on artificial neural network (ANN) because
the nature of functional elements in RC is based on the input weights, biases, and connection weights
among the neurons that are similar to ANN. The RC is further divided into two common methods (1)
Echo State Networks (ESNs) [32] and (2) liquid state machine (LSMs) [49]. ESNs tend to use sparsely
connected sigmoid nodes, whereas LSMs are a network which is made up by spiking neurons in the
reservoir model [50]. In this study, the author considered the main type of RC echo state networks
(ESNs) to construct an efficient model; for implementation in real-time scenarios, see Figure 6. In our
methodology, the author used a cycle-based ESN architecture where the neurons of the reservoirs were
connected in a ring form, which is also called non-random links between neurons (see Figure 7).
Figure 6. Representation of standard ESN (Echo State Networks) architecture.
Figure 7. Representation of standard proposed cyclic or ring ESN architecture.
The reason behind using the non-random topology was that an ESNs model could easily be
implemented in hardware and it also allows low power consumption with efficient processing
speed [51]. These advantages encouraged the author to use the ESNs model for ventricular heart beat
classification. The activation vector of the echo state network is defined by Equation (3).
s(n) = g(ϑWinF(n) + αWs(n− 1) (3)
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where S(n)RNd , is the activation vector or state in which Nx represents the number of neurons in the
connection weights and WinRNxX Nd is a random matrix which was typically drawn uniformly from
[−1, 1] in which Nd represents the dimension of the input vector. In the end, the connection weight
matrix was computed based on the connection between neurons in the network and it is represented as
WRNxX Nx , whereas ϑ and α are the input parameters of connection scaling, F(n) represent the input
feature vector of heart beats which has dimensionality = 11. The activation function of ESN is also
called classic sigmoid function which is shifted to become symmetric near to 0. In general, the ESN
state initialized with null state. The linear combination of the Nx activation s(n) or response of the
ESN model was calculated according to:
y(n) = g
(
WoutS(n)
)
(4)
where Wout RNoutX Nx represent the weight matrix of the connections between ESN neurons and
output nodes, Nout represents the number of readouts. We extend our ESN model to know the bias
weight and feedback between the y(n) and the reservoirs is defined as:
S(n) = g
(
Win F(n) +Ws(n−1) +WORy(n−1) +W
bias
)
(5)
2.4.1. Learning Phase of The ESN Model
In the learning phase of this study, the author split our dataset based on a 10-fold cross-validation
technique. The substantial amount of data around 80% was used to train the classifier, whereas 20% of
data was used for testing. In this training phase, the ESN model tries to find the weight matrix which
minimizes the error rate between the output and target values. The representation of the training input
and output sequence is defined as:
C =
(
Win(1),Wout (1)
)
, . . . . . . ..,
(
Win(n)max),W
out (nmax)
)
(6)
Hence, the output matrix Wout RNout X Nx and the reservoir states in the training phase are
represented as A RNx X T. The corresponding output weight matrix is defined as B RNx X T, where T
denotes the time of training phase. The training is defined as follows:
Wout A = B (7)
It can be rewritten as
Wout AAT = BAT (8)
The solution of this equation is computed as in inverse matrix in order to find out that Wout is
defined as:
Wout =
(
BAT
)(
AAT
)−1
(9)
We used Moore Penrose pseudoinverse [52] for numerical stability which is defined as:
Wout = BAT
(
AAT
)+
(10)
To mitigate the overfitting of the model, we used Ridge Regression [53] which minimized the
amplitude of Wout which is according to:
Wout = BAT
(
AAT +I
)−1
(11)
where  is the regularization factor of each reservoir which has no absolute meaning and I represents
the identity matrix
(
I ∈ RNx X Nx
)
.
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The ratio of normal and abnormal values is estimated here in this point based on scaling
parameters, the maximum threshold value of the study set is 0.4, and by using this value, the study
scales our parameters to get the accurate prediction. In the end of the training phase, the regression
technique helps to minimize the quadratic error between the output values and desired output values.
The performance of our proposed classifier achieved outer perform results which are discussed in the
following section.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Performance Evaluation Parameters
To evaluate the performance of our ESN model, the study used three performance parameters
which are recommended by AAMI standards for evaluating the performance of learning algorithm,
which includes sensitivity (Se), classification accuracy (Acc), and error rate (Er)
Se =
TP
TP+ FN
∗ 100 (12)
Acc =
TP+ TN
TP+ TN+ FP+ FN
∗ 100 (13)
Er =
FN+ FP
N
(14)
where True negative (TN) is defined as the number of normal records, which is correctly classified as
normal, True positive (TP) is defined as the number of abnormal records, which is correctly classified
as abnormal, False positive (FP) is defined as the number of normal records that are classified as an
abnormal record of the dataset, and False Negative (FN) is defined as the number of abnormal records
that are classified as normal.
3.2. Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed classifier is evaluated in terms of accuracy,
sensitivity, and error rate. This study can also indicate that this evaluation part is the final classifier
performance as the study already trained the model before. Table 3 shows that ECG 1 and ECG 2 from
(MIT-BIH SVDB) and AHA recordings obtained remarkable performance. The ECG 1 lead achieved
98% accuracy, whereas ECG 1 and AHA recordings obtained 97% and 96% accuracy, respectively.
ECG 1 achieved the highest result because this lead is modified which is good enough to distinguish
the beats very efficiently. The detailed performance of our proposed model is described in Figures 8–11
where the confusion matrix shows the total number of classified beats and the graph represents the
performance statistics based on percentage in terms of accuracy and sensitivity.
Table 3. Performance Analysis of ESN model.
Leads Acc (%) Se (%) Er
ECG 1 98 98.98 0.02
ECG 2 97 98.97 0.03
AHA 96 97.95 0.04
Where acc is accuracy, Se is sensitivity, Sp is specificity, and Er is the error rate.
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Figure 8. Confusion matrix of the ECG1 classified beats.
Figure 9. Confusion matrix of the ECG2 classified beats.
Figure 10. Confusion matrix of the AHA classified beats.
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Figure 11. Graphical representation of the performance Analysis of the ESN model.
It is noticed that the complexity of RC is higher in random connections, whereas the cycle-based
ESN model has low computational cost and it is suitable for implementation in real time scenarios.
In the learning phase, this study used Ridge regression to optimize the desired output weights and
avoid overfitting, whereas in the testing phase, it only involves sparse connectivity which helps to
reduce the number of heavy multiplications and additions. In this study, all experimental work was
conducted using MATLAB (2018a) on a desktop computer running with 128 GB RAM and 16 cores.
Once all scaling parameters were adjusted in the model, the system only required eight minutes in
training with a 30 min duration ECG dataset. However, the testing runtime was observed that it takes
1.5 s for feature extraction or selection from ECG beats and the model takes 5 s to classify the heartbeat
either as (N + SVB) or (A + VB). The total approximation time is estimated as 2.0 s and total time
complexity is observed O(F(n)2E) where E denotes the training examples and F(n) is the number
of features.
In contrast, this study examined the limitation of our proposed ESN in implementation and the
finding is that the classifier needs to wait until the reference beat is computed. Once the template beat
is computed, the system is ready to implement the real-time beats for classification. The system is able
to compute the new template beat when more than 10 beats were classified properly and the model
starts retraining by using the new template beat and it only consumes 2.0 s for the training model.
3.3. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
In the literature [12,16,54,55], the author noticed that many studies used the MIT-BIH arrhythmia
dataset for the heartbeat classification, whereas this study used different datasets. Therefore, it is
obvious that this study cannot present a fair comparison between the current study and state-of-the-art
methods. To support a fair comparison analysis, this study used the MIT-BIH arrhythmia dataset
for heartbeat classification using our proposed non-random ESN model. This method is focused on
a single lead and ventricular heartbeat classification. Therefore, this technique considered only two
classes: (N + SVB) or (A + VB). For MLII and V1, both leads were taken individually to classify the
ventricular heartbeats from the ECG signals. This methodology outperforms the rest of the other
studies that were discussed in Table 4. Moreover, some studies in the literature only focused on
one lead classification and the computational cost of the proposed algorithm was not suitable for
real-time application [9,56]. However, this study used both leads for classification and the technique
computational cost and performance of our technique is noteworthy for real-time implementation.
Thus, the author compared this study with those state-of-the-art methods that used both leads for
learning the algorithm and the results were extracted from their confusion matrix which is only related
to ventricular heartbeats.
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Table 4. Comparison analysis of the proposed work with existing studies.
Existing Studies Leads +P (%) Se (%)
[57] MLII (modified lead II) and V1 92.8 85.5
[58] MLII and V1 87.0 89.0
[17] MLII and V1 98.0 91.8
Proposed Work MLII 98.98 98.98
V1 98.96 97.95
4. Conclusions
The proposed algorithm is especially designed for implementation in medical wearable wireless
gadgets as it is fast with less power consumption. The study’s proposed methodology used single ECG
lead signals to classify the ventricular heartbeats. Hence, the performance of the proposed classifier
is compared to other existing methodologies. The system provides a significant contribution in the
field of MIoT (Medical Internet of Things) and also provides the ability to train the new dataset for the
enhancement of system performance. The quality of the system is capable enough to be implemented
in wearable wireless devices or MIoT gadgets. In future work, there will be the need to modify this
algorithm for other annotated heartbeat classification.
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Abstract: Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death worldwide. Due to advancements
facilitating the integration of electric and adhesive technologies, long-term patch electrocardiogram
(ECG) monitors (PEMs) are currently used to conduct daily continuous cardiac function assessments.
This paper presents an ECG encoding scheme for joint lossless data compression and heartbeat
detection to minimize the circuit footprint size and power consumption of a PEM. The proposed
encoding scheme supports two operation modes: fixed-block mode and dynamic-block mode.
Both modes compress ECG data losslessly, but only dynamic-block mode supports the heartbeat
detection feature. The whole encoding scheme was implemented on a C-platform and tested with
ECG data from MIT/BIH arrhythmia databases. A compression ratio of 2.1 could be achieved with a
normal heartbeat. Dynamic-block mode provides heartbeat detection accuracy at a rate higher than
98%. Fixed-block mode was also implemented on the field-programmable gate array, and could be
used as a chip for using analog-to-digital convertor-ready signals as an operation clock.
Keywords: electrocardiography (ECG); patch ECG monitor
1. Introduction
According to the World Health Organization, cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are the leading cause
of death worldwide [1]. An estimated 17.7 million people died from CVD in 2015, representing 31% of
all global deaths. Of these, an estimated 7.4 million and 6.7 million deaths were caused by coronary
heart disease and stroke, respectively.
Of the 16 million people aged under 70 years who died from non-communicable diseases in
2011, 37% of these deaths were caused by CVD, and 82% of them lived in low and middle-income
countries, where people often do not have access to integrated primary health care programs for the
early detection and treatment of such illnesses. The cost of CVD treatment escalates quickly with the
rapidly increasing requirements for supervision and medical management, and traditional health care
infrastructures are easily overwhelmed by the demands of effective late-stage treatment. However,
such costs can potentially be reduced by using systems that monitor individuals in the course of their
daily activities, which would thus reduce the need for inpatient care or visits to the primary physician.
Early detection and prevention are critical for reducing both the direct and indirect costs of
CVD, and researchers have responded to this need by focusing on improving techniques that assess
cardiac function, including electrocardiogram (ECG) analysis, which helps screen for various cardiac
abnormalities. Current ECG monitoring systems provide continuous, simple, risk-free, and inexpensive
recordings of the heart’s electrical and muscular functions [2], and advances in technology have
changed the way that ECG signals are collected, stored, and analyzed to realize “proactive health care”.
This has enabled continuous health care monitoring through the use of smartphones [3–7], because
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ECG signals can be easily transmitted through common communication channels (such as phone lines
or wireless channels). In addition, wireless body sensor networks (WBSNs) [8,9] promise large-scale
solutions and can be used in place of mobile phones. These solutions automatically report cardiac
signals to health care providers, which make them extremely useful in ambulatory settings.
To minimize power consumption and enable long-term ECG data logging, a Holter monitor is
used to record patients’ ECG data offline continuously for 24–72 h. However, the Holter device does
not analyze data or detect a disease, and it does not provide calculated diagnosis information to the
hospital, doctor, or patient in response to a critical heart condition. Nevertheless, it has emerged as the
most common ECG battery-operated platform that does not have cellular or WBSN connections [10].
Advances in semiconductor technology have enabled additional ECG signal storage with even lower
power consumption; these ECG signals provide information that is subsequently used by clinicians to
determine the mechanisms underlying CVD, and this development is expected to ultimately lead to
effective treatment.
The emerging trend is to use wearable devices to record patients’ ECG data [11]. However,
the Holter device typically has six to 10 sensors that must be arrayed on the body, which makes
it inconvenient for everyday use. Recent technological advances have thus produced single-use,
wearable, monitoring devices that are capable of continuously recording ECG signals for a period of
three days or more. A wearable patch ECG monitor (PEM) records ECG signals using an embedded
electronic circuit that is attached to a patient’s chest with invisible electrodes and lead wires. The device
can be considered a wearable health care system that is based on the use of knitted integrated sensors
connected to electrodes using a conductive and piezoresistive yarn [12]. PEMs are typically highly
energy-efficient and provide an analog readout application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) for signal
acquisition, amplification, and analog-to-digital conversion. They also have the advantage of using
wireless network interfaces instead of power-hungry wireless links while simultaneously maintaining
an extremely small footprint.
ECG monitoring systems produce large volumes of data that must be compressed for efficient
processing, storage, and transmission. Many wavelet transform–based methods have been proposed
for use with the lossy data compression technique [13–23], and these have fine visual qualities that
minimize reconstruction errors. Such methods achieve high compression ratios (CRs) and have no
diagnostic-affecting features relating to reconstructed signals. Lossless compression schemes [24,25]
employ original signals that are not reconstructed, and because no signal distortion can occur with
their use, they are preferable for diagnostic applications. In this respect, Koski [26] used LZ77, complex
extraction, and Huffman coding to achieve lossless ECG compression; Giurcâneanu et al. [27] proposed
a lossless compression scheme using contexts and R–R interval estimation; and Miaou and Chao [28]
proposed a lossless compression method using vector quantization and wavelet transforms.
The encoding scheme proposed in this study addresses real-time application under
resource-limited conditions for field-programmable gate array (FPGA), ASIC, or chip implementation,
and the primary objective of this design was to achieve easy circuit integration (Figure 1). The ECG
signal-acquiring module uses an Analogy-to-Digital converter (ADC) chip to convert an analogy signal
to digital raw data for processing. This implementation requires less modification when inserting
the proposed chip between the ADC chip and the processor, because it uses the existing sample
clock from the ADC data-ready signal as the only operation clock. This chip encodes raw data from
the ADC output, and sends it for processing using the same connection interface. The encoding
scheme comprises an arithmetic logic unit, such as subtraction or rotation, and a counter unit for
minimal power consumption. A PEM uses this encoding scheme by employing the existing ASIC at
no additional cost. This approach offers two operation modes: fixed-block mode and dynamic-block
mode. Fixed-block mode has one prefix parameter, a “split resolution”, which affects the CR and was
experimentally applied to the MIT/BIH Arrhythmia Database [29] to identify parameters for optimal
compression. Dynamic-block mode uses the selected “split resolution” from the fixed-block mode to
compress ECG data while simultaneously producing a quantity of continue flat data, which could
24
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be as heartbeat detection. The final CR exceeds 2.1; however, and the heartbeat detection accuracy
reaches 98% with a normal beat.
Figure 1. Easy chip integration.
2. Design, Materials, and Methods
ECG signals comprise low-frequency (P and T waves and ST segments) and medium-frequency
(QRS complexes) components [30]. This study aimed to reduce the storage space required for
low-frequency segmentation using the fixed and dynamic-block modes. In this study, “block” refers
to a quantity of ECG records, and it is the basic unit of data to be compressed. Both modes are used
for real-time and lossless ECG data compression for wearable devices, particularly for PEMs. Herein,
fixed-block mode is discussed in three main sections: Section 2.1 discusses delta coding [31], Section 2.2
discusses zero separation, and Section 2.3 discusses zero run length encoding (ZRLE). In Section 2.4,
the format output provides a detailed description of the compressed result. Since the dynamic-block
mode is similar to fixed-block mode, Section 2.5 explains only the major differences between the
two modes.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the process used in the proposed encoding scheme.
This encoding scheme processes only the voltage values. First, delta coding is used to generate
delta values by reducing the dynamic range of the ECG volume. Next, the delta value is rotated one bit
to the left in zero separation. This rotation can displace the sign flag of the highest bit, which produces
the lowest bit so that the remaining bits shift to the left. The rotated delta value is then split into
low bits and high bits with the prefix parameter “split resolution”. Finally, one of the listed coding
methods, ZRLE, which is based on run length encoding (RLE), is used to encode the zero value of
high-bit data only. This scheme bypasses low-bit data and can be subsequently enhanced.
25
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Figure 2. Flow chart.
2.1. Delta Coding
Delta coding is applied to reduce the dynamic range of original ECG signals. Subsequent encoded
samples are generated from the difference between the current sample and the previous sample of
the original ECG signal. An ECG signal contains the shape and size of the P–QRS–T and U waves,
and time intervals between various peaks. Each interval contains different frequencies and variations,
and the dynamic range of the delta coding volume therefore depends on the input waves. The minimal
dynamic range is the P–Q or T–U wave, and the maximal dynamic range is the QRS complex.
A 30-minute ECG recording of MIT/BIH 100 was taken from the MIT/BIH database, which uses an
11-bit resolution over a 10-mv range, and has a dynamic signal range from 485 (2.3 mv) to 1308 (6.3 mv).
In addition to the first recorded value of 995 that has a previous sample of 0, delta coding generates a
new dynamic range with a delta volume from −217 (−1.05 mv) to 141 (0.688 mv). Since MIT/BIH has
a resolution of 11 bits, the first delta value of the first sampled ECG volume can be calculated using
the initial previous value of 1024 (middle value) to reduce the dynamic range of the delta volume.
Figure 3 compares the MIT/BIH 100 probability of occurrence of each distinct symbol between the ECG
(original) volume and delta volume variance; the distinct delta volume variance is more centralized
than the original volume. The dynamic range of the delta volume is limited to between −217 and
141, which can be represented by nine bits (in addition to the first record of 995). Figure 3 shows the
MIT/BIH 100 ECG volume and delta volume.
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Figure 3. Comparison of probability of occurrence of each distinct symbol for an electrocardiogram
(ECG) (original) volume and delta volume variance with MIT/BIH Arrhythmia Database 100.
2.2. Zero Separation
Since an ECG is composed of low-frequency (P and T waves and ST segments) and
medium-frequency (QRS complexes) components, each ECG interval can be stored in different
resolutions. Figure 4 shows that a nine-bit resolution can be used to present delta sequence data
in MIT/BIH case 100. This step splits the delta value into two parts: high bits and low bits. Ideally,
high bits contain only zero values with specific bit quantities (resolutions) in each interval. With a
low-frequency component, a flat signal means a smaller dynamic range of delta volume and produces
a zero value with a higher resolution in high bits, and a sign flag problem arises in this step when
the delta value is negative. One additional bit, the Most Significant Bit (MBS), increases the data size
to indicate either a positive or a negative delta value, and results in many non-zero values in high
bits. Since neither maximal (2048) nor minimal (0) ECG signal values appear nearby, the additional
bit can be ignored. The delta value must be rotated one bit to the left to encode the bit with the most
negative value as zero. Figure 5 shows the MIT/BIH recording of 100 original volumes and rotated
delta volumes.
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Figure 4. MIT/BIH Arrhythmia Database recording 100 original ECG volumes and delta volumes.
Figure 5. MIT/BIH Arrhythmia Database recording 100 ECG volumes and rotated delta volumes.
2.3. ZRLE
Preprocessing with delta coding for optimal selective Huffman coding is used to achieve lossless
ECG compression [32]. Huffman coding creates variable-length codes with shorter code words
for higher probabilities, and each is represented by an integer bit number. Huffman coding is
relatively simple, and it is the best coding scheme possible when coded words are restricted to
integer lengths [32,33]. Section 2.2 describes how zero separation increases the zero-value probability
of high bits, and this can then be compressed using Huffman. For real-time encoding and minimal
implementation complexity, a new method based on RLE [33] was designed with a high probability
of zero bases. RLE is a simple technique that is used for digital data compression and represents
successive runs of the same value in the data when the value is followed by a counter, rather than the
original run of values. ZRLE is modified from RLE to encode zero values only. This method replaces
continual zero values as one zero and a number of consecutive zeros, and it requires a quantity of
consecutive zeros greater than two. In addition, it fails to compress a single zero with a pair of 0 and 1.
The resolution of high bits defines the maximum number of consecutive zeros. For example, four-bit
high-bit resolution presents a maximum number of consecutive zeros of 16, or two to the fourth power.
However, a lower resolution corresponds with more consecutive zeros in high bits, but an increasing
low-bits resolution reduces the total CR. Although a QRS complex is of medium-frequency and has a
higher dynamic data range, it provides fewer periods in a single heartbeat. Since it is not possible to
know the encoded size of high bits, two consecutive zeros represent the end tag that identifies the end
of one block. When a block of data is encoded, the end tag is appended to the last record (that is not a
28
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pair of zeros) and the counter. Thus, the decoding process restores the high-bit volume with the same
predefined block size, or the zero value is used to make up for the shortage of records in a high-bit
volume. The end tag affects the CR terminating the data string with 0, 0, and a suitable segmentation
has an end tag to eliminate longer continual zeros in the tail. This experiment aimed to provide a
high-bit resolution encoding scheme to achieve the optimal CR for use in dynamic-block mode.
2.4. Format Output
ZRLE compresses high-bit data produced by delta coding and zero separation. Zero separation
splits delta data with a selected resolution that must be experimentally identified. Figure 2 shows a
flow chart where the low-bit and high-bit streams are the compressed results of continuous, real-time
ECG data. Zero separation directly transfers the low-bit portion of the rotated delta data into the
low-bit stream without compression. The maximal CR is then determined by the high-bit resolution
and limited (low-bit resolution + high-bit resolution)/(low-bit resolution). Figure 6 shows the encoded
data format of a fixed-block size, where the M value is determined by ZRLE, and should be smaller
than N, the block size.
Figure 6. Fixed-block mode output format.
2.5. Dynamic-Block Mode and Heartbeat
The heartbeat ratio and sampling rate influence the quantity of samples for each interval, such as
P, PR segments, QRS complexes, ST segments, T, U, and V in fixed-block mode, and an increment
counter counts the quantity of the encoded data and appends an end tag to the high-bit output stream.
The optimal CR has a valid end tag when using ECG data block segmentation with QRS complexes,
and the sequence value following the QRS complexes in one heartbeat can be replaced by an end
tag. Although many real-time QRS detection algorithms have been proposed, dynamic-block mode
can simply modify the counter for QRS complex detection. In addition, counting continual zeros in
high-bits can be used roughly to segment the ECG stream by QRS complexes. When the quantity of
consecutive zeros exceeds the threshold, one-third of the sampling rate is calculated in the normal
heartbeat range from 0.8–3 HZ [34]. The next non-zero has a high probability of being a QRS complex,
which will thus determine the block size of the dynamic-block mode. The compression procedure
is identical to that of the fixed-block mode; the only major difference is the block size K, which is
generated through non-QRS-complex segmentation, and is inserted in the initial output (Figure 4).
Figure 7 shows the output format for dynamic-block mode.
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Figure 7. Dynamic-block mode output format.
3. Results
This encoding scheme was implemented in C using GCC 4.01 on FreeBSD 10.1 and tested using
the MIT/BIH Arrhythmia Database records 100 to 109. Each record had a sampling rate of 360 Hz
and 11-bit resolution. The CR calculation is defined as follows, and the results are provided in the
following sections.
CR = Number of bits in/Number of bits out
3.1. High-Bit Resolution
With respect to the fixed-block mode, this research reserved 512 records as the block size and
512 units of output buffer space to identify three to eight suitable high-bit resolutions. The CRs are
presented in Table 1 and Figure 8. The preferred CR was found at a resolution of seven bits on recording
100. Figure 9 shows the best case for high-bit and low-bit results for recording 100. Recording 107
provided the lowest performance of all 10 records because it contained an ECG signal with an abnormal
“paused” heartbeat. The best CR of recording 107 was at a resolution of five bits for high bits, and it
was the only recording that provided a high performance at five bits. Figure 10 presents the original
ECG signal, which has a longer QRS complex than a standard ECG signal does. Since the QRS complex
has a high-variation signal, high bits are used to represent the value and have short continual zeros.
In contrast, zero separation exhibited a less favorable performance.
Table 1. Compression rate for high-bit resolution.
3 bits 4 bits 5 bits 6 bits 7 bits 8 bits
100 1.342 1.453 1.679 1.981 2.220 1.637
101 1.351 1.457 1.693 1.973 2.172 1.455
102 1.364 1.464 1.713 1.971 2.177 1.509
103 1.263 1.445 1.679 1.936 2.119 1.412
104 1.350 1.459 1.680 1.889 1.936 1.417
105 1.370 1.501 1.644 1.814 1.798 1.234
106 1.307 1.468 1.686 1.922 1.742 1.100
107 1.263 1.458 1.586 1.576 1.341 1.090
108 1.371 1.552 1.733 1.923 1.749 1.215
109 1.366 1.494 1.609 1.822 1.824 1.276
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Figure 9. Best case: MIT/BIH Arrhythmia Database recording 100 high bits = 7.
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MIT 107 Low-Bits = 4
Figure 10. Worst case: MIT/BIH Arrhythmia Database recording 107 high bits = 10.
3.2. Block Size of Fixed-Block Mode
Whole high-bit data that are zero have the highest compression rate in this scheme; however,
QRS segmentation causes the data to fail. To attain the optimum performance, the input data need
an ECG data length of one heartbeat over time with QRS segmentation at the start of the data;
this best-encoded high-bit data content employs QRS segmentation and an end tag only. This data
length can be predicted because of changes in the heartbeat rate. Since using the QRS detection
algorithm to segment the ECG signal makes this scheme complicated, this section addresses finding a
prefixed- block size that has the most end tags to attain a higher encoded performance for each high-bit
resolution with a 360 sampling rate in the MIT/BIH database.
High-bit data requires an efficient storage space to be encoded. Table 2 presents the results
of different block sizes. Since the CR can be improved by increasing the block size, the block size
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properties for different CRs in Figure 11 suggest that diminishing marginal returns occur when the
block size reaches 256 records. More storage space enhances the CR, but the effect diminishes.
Table 2. Block size and compression rate.
100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109
128 2.197 2.143 2.152 2.094 1.916 1.809 1.912 1.596 1.913 1.819
256 2.214 2.164 2.170 2.111 1.931 1.813 1.923 1.591 1.925 1.822
384 2.218 2.169 2.174 2.116 1.934 1.813 1.922 1.588 1.925 1.822
512 2.220 2.172 2.177 2.119 1.936 1.814 1.922 1.586 1.923 1.824
640 2.221 2.174 2.179 2.122 1.937 1.814 1.922 1.586 1.923 1.826
768 2.221 2.174 2.179 2.122 1.937 1.813 1.921 1.584 1.922 1.826
896 2.222 2.175 2.180 2.123 1.938 1.814 1.921 1.584 1.923 1.827
1024 2.223 2.176 2.180 2.124 1.938 1.814 1.921 1.584 1.922 1.828
1152 2.223 2.177 2.181 2.124 1.939 1.813 1.921 1.583 1.922 1.829
1280 2.223 2.176 2.181 2.124 1.938 1.814 1.920 1.584 1.921 1.829
1408 2.223 2.177 2.181 2.125 1.938 1.814 1.920 1.583 1.922 1.829
1536 2.225 2.178 2.182 2.126 1.940 1.814 1.920 1.583 1.922 1.831
1664 2.224 2.178 2.182 2.126 1.940 1.813 1.920 1.583 1.922 1.830
1792 2.223 2.177 2.181 2.125 1.939 1.815 1.921 1.583 1.923 1.830
1920 2.224 2.178 2.182 2.126 1.940 1.814 1.920 1.582 1.922 1.831
2048 2.226 2.179 2.183 2.127 1.941 1.815 1.921 1.583 1.923 1.833
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Figure 11. Compression rate trend.
3.3. Dynamic-Block Mode
Our experiments used high-bit resolution and block size, with the aim of eliminating as many
records as possible using the end tag. MIT/BIH database recording 107 has the best CR with a block
size of 128, whereas the other recordings have block sizes of 256. In dynamic-block mode, the block size
is calculated by detecting the number of consecutive zeros produced by applying QRS to the high bits.
Segmenting the high-bit streaming data with QRS complexes also provides useful information about
the heart rate. The correct rate and CR for dynamic-block mode are shown in Table 3, which shows a
positive correlation between the CR and heartbeat detection ability based on the numbers provided by
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the MIT database. However, while this feature works well for normal heartbeats, it performs poorly
with MIT/BIH database recording 107, which features insignificant QRS complexes.
Table 3. Dynamic-block mode compression ratio (CR) and heartbeat detection rate.
HIGH-BITS 4 BITS 5 BITS 6 BITS 7 BITS
QRS C.R QRS C.R QRS C.R QRS C.R QRS
100 2273 1.52 2272 1.72 2272 2.00 2272 2.19 2272
101 1865 1.52 1863 1.74 1868 1.99 1868 2.13 1919
102 2187 1.53 2099 1.76 2148 1.98 2186 2.14 2187
103 2084 1.51 2084 1.72 2084 1.95 2083 2.07 2088
104 2229 1.53 2155 1.72 2231 1.88 2195 1.87 2132
105 2572 1.55 1351 1.67 2535 1.79 2492 1.72 2324
106 2027 1.52 1635 1.72 1895 1.92 1968 1.66 2049
107 2137 1.52 2132 1.59 2137 1.52 2105 1.25 1137
108 1774 1.56 503 1.77 1496 1.92 1906 1.67 1907
109 2532 1.54 1400 1.63 2528 1.81 2532 1.74 2410
4. Discussion
Lossy compression methods produce a much higher CR than lossless methods [26], with some
methods achieving 10–20 times the compression with total errors under 10%. Table 4 shows the
reported lossless compression results obtained from many different sources. Although the proposed
method does not outperform other methods in terms of total compression, it can be easily implemented
through ASIC or FPGA. In addition, although the heartbeat detection feature may not be entirely
accurate, it may be suitable for some applications. The result could be used to trigger ECG data
transmission, which could be followed by analysis at a medical center.
Existing PEM systems provide a feasible ECG recording solution that replaces wireless
transmission with local storage. To determine its capabilities, fixed-block mode was implemented
and verified on an Xilinx ML505 FPGA evaluation board (Figure 12). Arithmetic and logic units
were used to implement the proposed scheme, which is shown as a block diagram in Figure 13.
This implementation is triggered by data input from ADC conversion to reduce power consumption.
An rs232 module was used as a communication interface between the desktop computer and evaluation
board that transfers MIT/BIH arrhythmia data and verifies data compression.
Table 4 presents the results from various lossless ECG compression sources. Typical “entropy
coding” is Huffman coding, which requires the Huffman tree to be written as part of the data.
Differential pulse-code modulation (DPCM) uses a baseline of pulse-code modulation and a
prediction function to encode data. DPCM linear prediction uses a discrete-time signal to estimate
a linear function from previous samples. The entropy coding of second differences and orthogonal
transforms—Compute Tomography (CT), Korhunen-Loeve transform (KLT), and Hibert transform
(HT)—have the same time complexity, but orthogonal transforms is a frequency domain method;
therefore, more computational power is used.
Table 4. Lossless compression rate method. DPCM: differential pulse-code modulation.
ECG Data Compression Schemes Compression Rate
Entropy coding of 2nd differences 2.8
DPCM—delta coding with threshold 4
DPCM—LINEAR PREDICTION 2.5
Orthogonal transforms—CT, KLT, HT 3
Proposed encoding scheme 2.1
In Figure 13, the encoding scheme’s delta coding module comprises CURRENT, PREVIOUS,
and DELTA. The ROTATION and SEPARATION operation implement the zero separation module
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to generate the high and low-bit streams, which indicate to the other module that the input signal is
ready. The low-bit stream is connected to the four-pin LowData_out interface, and can be stored on an
external flash drive with four-bit writing. ZRLE uses MAX, HALF, ZERO, and ZERO-COUNTER to
compress the high-bit stream from the previous module. ZERO-COUNTER is an increment that is used
to count the number of consecutive zeros to trigger one MAX, HALF, or ZERO operation. The high-bit
output stream can also be stored on an external flash drive using the storage module. Furthermore,
Output_status_0 and Output_status_1 are used to identify three different output formats that appear
in the high-bit stream pipeline system architecture: non-zero value status, maximal zero value status,
and continual zero values with a non-zero value status. Two studies have developed lossless ECG
data compression chips [26,35] and determined that a high operation clock is not needed (Table 5).
Existing chips have low power consumption, and although this cannot currently be ascertained for the
proposed chip, it is expected to be even lower.
 
Figure 12. Xilinx ML505 field-programmable gate array (FPGA) evaluation board.
 
Figure 13. FPGA implementation.
Table 5. Compression operation clock.
[35] [36] Proposed
Compress Rate 1.9 2.43 2.11
Operation Frequency 100M Hz 100M Hz 360 Hz
Gate counts (K) 13.4 3.57 1.16
5. Conclusions
Wearable ECG monitors do not provide sufficient computing power to detect critical P, QRS,
and T events to allow a reliable cardiovascular assessment [37–42]. The proposed encoding uses a basic
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logic component, arithmetic and logic unit subtraction, rotation, comparator, and counter, and stores
original real-time and lossless data for processing in clinical contexts. It is used to minimize the
physical size and power consumption of a unit, and the encoding scheme offers superior efficiency to
comparable software solutions. Since this scheme rotates only one bit, a simple circuit switch can be
used to replace the rotating arithmetic logic unit (ALU). In addition, because each module is triggered
by the previous one, the pipeline architecture achieves real-time ECG data encoding, and the scheme
can be integrated into a wearable ECG monitor or PEM system. Replacing wireless modules with local
storage in wearable ECG monitors (e.g., Holter device or PEM) reduces the overall footprint, power
consumption, and battery weight. Existing PEM ASICs are suitable for implementing this design to
minimize equipment size and power consumption while enhancing user convenience.
The designed scheme detects significant QRS complexes in a normal ECG signal. MIT records
100 and 103 have the best CR of approximately 2.1, whereas MIT 107 has the worst (i.e., 1.5),
because it contains abnormal signals such as premature ventricular contractions and pauses. However,
when high-bit resolution was split into five bits for MIT recording 107, both the CR and heartbeat
detection correction increased. Despite its poor performance with abnormal ECG signals, the proposed
approach can be used for Holter or PEM-based health care devices for occasional CVD assessment
without data loss. FPGA was used to compress real ECG data from an ECG generator with a high
sampling rate, and has reached a high CR (2.7 when a five-KHz sampling rate is used), as shown in
Figure 14. This result confirms that an ADC-ready signal can be used as an operation clock when this
scheme is implemented on a chip.
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Figure 14. FPGA compresses real ECG data.
However, the actual performance did not meet expectations in dynamic-block mode. With an
eight-bit high-bit resolution and a sampling rate of 360 Hz, the longest plate period of one heartbeat
has 320 values for non-QRS segmentation, and it has the same storage requirements for the end tag
(zero, zero) and zero encoding (zero and number). Dynamic-block mode could provide excellent
performance with a higher data sampling rate or more high-bit resolution with a long continual zero
values. MIT/BIH arrhythmia provides Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) databases with a
one-kHz sampling rate and 16 bits of raw data resolution. However, this encoding scheme doesn’t
archive expected performance; the CR is only 1.98 because of eight high-bit resolutions and 8 eight
high-bit resolutions. Figure 15 shows the MIT s0010_re probability of occurrence of each distinct
symbol between the ECG (original) volume and delta volume variance. However, this record has
high resolution, but the plate period needs eight bits in order to be present. Then, the maximal CR of
36
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s0010_re is restricted to the ratio of high bits and low bits. In fact, although MIT s0010_re has a 16-bit
resolution, it still only uses nine bits to record data.
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Figure 15. Comparison of probability of occurrence of each distinct symbol for ECG (original) volume
and delta volume variance with MIT s0010_re.
The rough heartbeat rate detection feature of dynamic-block mode, which has a lower CR than that
of fixed-block mode, could be used in medic alert applications. Furthermore, in order to enhance the CR,
uncompressed low-bit data can be processed through a method such as Huffman coding. The optimal
integration is to implement this scheme on an existing ADC chip or main processor, because it changes
no input and output interfaces. Fixed-block mode can use a chip that is taped out from TSMC (Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, Limited) to evaluate power consumption.
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Abstract: Ankle sprains are frequent injuries that occur among people of all ages. Ankle sprains
constitute approximately 15% of all sports injuries, and are the most common traumatic emergencies.
Without proper treatment and rehabilitation, a more severe sprain can weaken the ankle, making
it more likely for new injures, and leading to long-term problems. In this work, we present an
inertial measurement units (IMU)-based physical interface for measuring the foot attitude, and
a graphical user interface that acts as a visual guide for patient rehabilitation. A foot-mounted
physical interface for ankle rehabilitation was developed. The physical interface is connected to the
computer by a Bluetooth link, and provides feedback to the patient while performing dorsiflexion,
plantarflexion, eversion, and inversion exercises. The system allows for in-home rehabilitation at an
affordable price while engaging the patient through active therapy. According to the results, more
consistent rehabilitation could be achieved by providing feedback on foot angular position during
therapy procedures.
Keywords: IMU; inertial sensor; gyroscope; accelerometer; rehabilitation; ankle sprain; wearable
electronic device; Unity; Arduino; telerehabilitation
1. Introduction
Ankles sprains are common injuries that can produce temporary or permanent impairments.
An ankle sprain occurs when the ligaments are torn because of being stretched beyond their limits.
Ankle sprain causes approximately 15 to 20% of sports injuries, when considering all the different
grades of tears [1]. It can take several weeks or even months for a sprained ankle to heal. When a
sprain is not properly treated, a more severe sprain can occur and permanently weaken the ankle,
making it more likely for new injures to take place. Due to the lack of correct treatment, repeated
ankle sprains can lead to long-term problems, such as chronic ankle pain, ongoing instability, and
arthritis [1]. In this case, rehabilitation is the part of the treatment that helps restore a patient to the
regular use of their injured extremity through eliminating the impairments caused by the injury, when
there has been no permanent damage. The problem is that unsupervised rehabilitation is prone to
mistakes. Well-performed medical treatment can be undermined by poor rehabilitation [2].
Ankle movement can be described as a three-dimensional object with three degrees of freedom.
The basic movements used in ankle rehabilitation are: abduction, adduction, plantarflexion,
dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion.
The term sprain, also known as twisting or entorsis, indicates ligament injury by traction, which
is executed by an indirect mechanism that extremely stretches the ligament structure beyond what the
ligaments can tolerate. The mechanism of this injury is related to the inversion or eversion movements.
The inversion movement is the most common acute injury that damages the lateral ligaments of the
ankle. Its inadequate treatment can lead to problems, such as a decreased range of motion, joint
instability, and pain [1].
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Depending on the degree of the injury, this traumatism can be catalogued into the following
categories [1]:
• Grade l: Involves the stretching of any ligament without tearing and slight signs of pain
and/or inflammation.
• Grade II: Involves the partial tearing of one or more ligaments and moderate pain and
inflammatory signs.
• Grade III: Involves full tear of ligaments and joint instability; pain and inflammatory signs are
significant, and there is a loss of ankle function and mobility.
The diagnosis of ankle sprain starts with the evaluation of the situation and mechanism of the
injury. This is done to determine the current degrees of possible ankle movement, and the required
treatment for this specific situation. This evaluation is based primarily on physical exploration using
techniques such as inspection, palpation, mobilization, and radiology. Due to the frequency of this
injury, it is necessary to develop a set of strengthening exercises for the rehabilitation of the ankle that
allows recovering the amplitude of the movement of the joint and helps strengthen the muscles of
this extremity.
Telerehabilitation is the clinical application of Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) to provide rehabilitation services remotely and without the presence of a therapist all of the time.
Telerehabilitation has been proven to be technically feasible; the case has been made as to how this
technology can improve access to health services, as well as to extend the reach of clinicians beyond
the physical walls of a traditional health care facility [1].
Devices that are used for ankle sprain rehabilitation can be grouped by complexity. Examples
of low-complexity devices include elastic bands, roller foams, and wobble boards. Intermediate
complexity devices provide more consistent results; in these devices, the patient plays a passive role in
the rehabilitation process. Examples of intermediate devices include the DOF JACE Ankle A330 CPM
system and the DOF Optiflex Ankle CPM system. High-complexity devices have high capabilities for
data acquisition, storage, transmission, and providing written feedback. However, some disadvantages
include being expensive and bulky, which restrict the use outside of a clinic. An example of these
systems is the Biodex Multi-Joint System 4 Pro [1]. Besides the lack of portability, perhaps the most
important disadvantage is that intermediate and complex systems work in a continuous passive
motion basis [1,3,4]. This reduces the type of therapy where they can be used. Portable devices are
needed for the active rehabilitation of ankle injuries; these devices could reduce the cost of healthcare
for patients [5].
Inertial measurement units (IMU) can be used to make portable rehabilitation devices. They have
been extensively used in position and attitude estimation, allowing for pedestrian navigation
tracking [6–13], gait analysis [14–20], foot pose estimation [21], foot clearance estimation [22], wearable
devices for Game Play application [23], and detecting foot strike in recreational runners [24]. A problem
of inertial measurement units is that they present biases and other systematic errors that are responsible
for position and attitude estimation errors. To provide robust distortion-free and refined absolute
position and orientation vectors, data fusion is used to combine the measurements from the three-axis
gyroscope, three-axis geomagnetic sensor, and three-axis accelerometer enclosed in the IMU [17].
Approaches used with data fusion include Kalman filters [6,9,15], clustering algorithms [7], and
hidden Markov models [8]. Some of these approaches rely on additional information, such as map
information [8,10], multiple IMU [11], biomechanical models [25], or light detection and ranging
(LIDAR) systems [12]. A major challenge of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) position
estimation concerns how to restrain the rapid accumulation of navigation errors. Without an
error-resetting algorithm, this error rapidly increases. For pedestrian navigation tracking and gait
analysis, a zero velocity update (ZVU) algorithm could be employed as an effective way to correctly
detect the stance phase of each gait cycle and compensate for speed bias errors [6,9]. Another source for
errors in IMU sensors comes from magnetic disturbances that might take place in indoor environments
42
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such as medical facilities, which becomes a problem for IMU clinical applications. Two approaches that
are used to reduce the impact of magnetic disturbance are: magnetic anomaly detection algorithms [13],
and a method based on analytical solutions in combination with parameterization for corrections [26];
both are used as part of data fusion.
IMU use related to rehabilitation therapy can be separated into systems that provide explicit
biofeedback for therapy and those that aim to help with the diagnosis and detection of pathologies.
In the first group, we can find systems for treating foot drop syndrome [27], hip and knee
rehabilitation exercises [28], improving therapy adherence [29], improving gait in patients with walking
disabilities [18], exoskeletons [30], and even therapies for animals [20]. In the second group, we can
find systems that help diagnose gait pathologies [16], explore elderly gait [19], and assess human gait
parameters [14]. Most of the above used foot-mounted devices or insoles. Chirakanphaisarn, Seel,
Long [18,27,30] created systems that depend on other sensors besides the IMU. Giggins [28] tested
their system with a single IMU mounted on the foot and another IMU incorporated in knee and hips,
and Shepherd [29] used a single IMU-based approach as well. The case has been made that for some
rehabilitation, a single IMU could suffice for posture and motion recognition [28]. Of relevance is
Seel [27], which explored foot movement for rehabilitation, and used IMU to map foot pitch and roll to
dorsiflexion, eversion, and inversion movements, which are also used in rehabilitation exercises for
ankle sprains.
In this paper, we developed a foot-mounted inertial sensor device to determine the foot attitude
with the aim of making an active rehabilitation session following the same process that a therapist
would. We develop a graphical software interface to provide feedback on common rehabilitation
movements that can be described with two degrees of freedom: dorsiflexion, plantarflexion, inversion,
and eversion. The work has been done for the active free stage of rehabilitation, which is the stage
where the patient makes the movements without any opposing force [1].
For the remaining sections of this paper, in Section 2, the materials, methods and main concepts
are presented. Section 3 presents the foot attitude biofeedback device description. Section 4 shows and
describes the experimental results. Finally, in Section 5, concluding remarks are provided.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Inertial Sensor
2.1.1. Inertial Measurement Units
Inertial measurement units (IMUs) have been widely used in mobile robot navigation [31–33],
and can be used to make portable rehabilitation devices. IMU devices measure acceleration, angular
rates, and magnetic field vectors in their own three-dimensional local coordinate system, and, with
proper calibration, represent an orthonormal base that is aligned with the outer sensor casing [34].
Some commercial devices provide the orientation estimation of this sensor for a global fixed coordinate
system. They do this by using algorithms that provide orientation information in the form of
quaternion, rotation matrix, or Euler angles. These algorithms employ a strap-down integration
of the angular rates to obtain a first estimate of the orientation. Also, the angular position drifts in the
inclination part of the IMU’s orientation, which is eliminated using the assumption that the measured
acceleration is dominated by gravitational acceleration (i.e., for low-acceleration ranges) [34].
Ankle movement can be described as a three-dimensional object with three degrees of freedom.
The basic movements used in ankle rehabilitation (abduction, adduction, plantarflexion, dorsiflexion,
inversion, and eversion) are shown on the foot anatomical reference frame in Figure 1. This work
is focused on ankle movements that can be described with two degrees of freedom: dorsiflexion,
plantarflexion, inversion, and eversion. Dorsiflexion and plantarflexion correspond to the angular
movement denominated as pitch, which is performed around the “Y” axis, with normal ranges of
20◦ and 50◦, respectively. Inversion and eversion relate to the angular movement denominated as
roll, which is performed around the “X” axis, with normal ranges of 45◦ and 20◦, respectively. For
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this work, the main interest lies in the active free stage of rehabilitation, which is the stage where the
patient makes the movements without any opposing force [1].
A fundamental problem in IMU-based human motion analysis is that the IMU’s local coordinate
axes are not aligned with any physiologically meaningful axis. However, a common approach is to do
this via calibration postures and/or calibration movements. Some authors make the patient stand with
vertical, straight legs for a few seconds, and use the acceleration measured during that time interval to
determine the local coordinates of the segment’s longitudinal axis [34].
 
Figure 1. Foot anatomical reference frame, and the six basic movements: abduction, adduction,
plantarflexion, dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion. Sign of the rotation is specified according to the
mathematical definition of the counterclockwise (positive) or clockwise (negative) rotation.
2.1.2. Estimation of the Inertial Measurement Variable
An MPU-6050 device was chosen for developing the rehabilitation device due to its commercial
availability in local stores and low price. The MPU-6050 consists of six degrees of freedom (6DOF),
which combine a three-axis accelerometer and a three-axis gyroscope. The main characteristics of
this component are 16-bit digital analog converters (ADC), and that the component can communicate
by both SPI and I2C bus, which makes it easy to access the measured data. On the other hand, the
accelerometer range can be set to ±2 g, ±4 g, ±8 g, and ±16 g, and the gyroscope range can be set
to ±250◦/s, ±500◦/s, ±1000◦/s, and ±2000◦/s; for the best resolution, ranges of ±2 g and ±250◦/s
were selected.
To use the device, the angular velocity and angle with respect to the horizontal position must be
obtained from the IMU. The angular velocityω = (ωx, ωy, ωz), is directly provided by the three-axis
gyroscope in the IMU, but the angular position θ = (β, α, γ) needs to be calculated through the process
explained below.
Following the methodology presented in Seel [35], defining pitch angle α and roll angle β, the
IMU reference frame of the foot anatomical reference coordinates xf, yf has to be determined. The IMU
was fixed to the foot to assure that the IMU sensor axis xs lies in the sagittal plane of the foot, and then
we proceeded to determine the xf, yf axis as follows: at the foot flat position, the IMU accelerometer
readings a(t) are integrated over time, and the resulting vector is normalized to the unit magnitude zff,
applying the Euclidian norm:
zˆ f f = ∑
t ∈ [ f oot f lat]
a(t) (1)
z f f = zˆ f f/‖zˆ f f ‖2 (2)
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During the calibration procedure, at the foot flat position, the foot is at rest, and zff is nearly
vertical. Then, yf is calculated as follows:
yˆ f = z f f × xs, (3)
y f = +yˆ f/‖yˆ f ‖2 for a left foot, (4)
y f = −yˆ f/‖yˆ f ‖2 for a right foot (5)
Similarly, xf is calculated as follows:
xˆ f = z f f × xs × z f f , (6)
x f = xˆ f/‖xˆ f ‖2 (7)
For each foot exercise, a strap-down integration of the angular velocityω is started that produces
the rotation matrix Rff(t). By transforming xf to the reference frame, we calculate the pitch angle α:
α(t) =
π
2
−
(
z f f ,Rf f (t)x f
)
, (8)
= arcsin(zTf f R f f (t)x f ), ∈
[
−π
2
, +
π
2
] (9)
Similarly, we calculate the roll angle β:
β(t) =
π
2
−
(
z f f ,Rf f (t)y f
)
, (10)
= arcsin(zTf f R f f (t)y f ), ∈
[
−π
2
, +
π
2
] (11)
The IMU provides two information sources that allow the estimation of the angular position θ of
the IMU local coordinate system. The first is through the three-axis accelerometer signals g = (gx, gy,
gz), which measure the vector of the acceleration of gravity, and trigonometric relations are used to
calculate one estimation for the angular position θ. The second is through the three-axis gyroscope,
which measures the angular velocity ω, whose numerical integral with respect to time gives an
approximation of the angular rotation since the beginning of the integration, and is used to compute
a second estimation for the angular position θ. These means that in the first source, information is
highly noisy due to the accelerations caused by vibrations that can occur in rehabilitation procedures.
This makes it unreliable in short periods, but this same source is reliable on average over a longer period
of time. The second source of information is very reliable in short periods, but accumulates offset errors
as time progresses. For this reason, the MPU-6050 incorporates a digital motion processor (DMP),
which is an internal processor that executes MotionFusion algorithms to combine the accelerometer
and gyroscope data together to minimize the effects of the errors that are inherent in each sensor,
avoiding having to compute the filters by an external processor. The DMP computes the results
in terms of quaternions; it can also convert the results to Euler angles, and perform other filtering
computations with the data as well [36].
The DMP eliminates the need to perform computationally expensive calculations on the Arduino
side. The problem is that there is little information available on the inner workings of the DMP.
This problem was addressed by using a library created by Jeff Rowberg [37]. The library can calculate
the sensor’s orientation with respect to a global fixed coordinate system in Euler angles from the raw
data numerical values from the DMP as given by the sensors, without any additional type of filter
or processing. Jeff Rowberg’s library also allows specifying the sensor sensitivity and measurement
ranges for each variable.
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Some IMU consist of a tri-axial accelerometer, a tri-axial gyro, and a tri-axial magnetic sensor.
The initial conditions for gyro integration can be given by the accelerometer, which is used in
combination with the magnetic sensor. However, ferromagnetic materials near the IMU critically
disturb the magnetic sensor output [26,38]. We use only gyroscopes and accelerometers, and therefore
do not rely on a homogeneous magnetic field, and the complete orientation of the IMU with respect to
a global reference coordinate system is calculated using a fusion algorithm that combines gyroscope
and accelerometer measurements.
It has been demonstrated that: “in a real-time assessment of foot orientation by accelerometers
and gyroscopes, validated with respect to a conventional optical motion capture system in trials
with subjects walking, at different velocities, root mean square deviations of less than 4◦ were
found in all scenarios, while values near 2◦ were found in slow walking” [35]. Taking this into
consideration, regular therapy procedures can be correctly performed considering this angular
precision for the exercises.
3. Foot Attitude Biofeedback Device
The solution proposed is a physical interface consisting of an electric circuit to measure the
degrees of ankle movement and an application that provides continuous graphical feedback to the
patient during his rehabilitation exercises. The physical interface provides feedback on dorsiflexion,
plantarflexion, eversion, and inversion exercises.
The software components that were used to develop the app and communicate with the
hardware were the Arduino Software (IDE) version 1.6.9 (Open-source general public license), the
game development platform Unity 5.5 (Unity Technologies, 30 3rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94103,
United States), and SQLite3 (Hwaci, 6200 Maple Cove Ln, Charlotte, NC 28269, EE. UU.), which is a
relational database management system that is compatible with the properties ACID.
The hardware components that were used in the device were the USB-based microcontroller
development system Teensy 2.0, the MPU-6050 sensor, the Bluetooth HC-05, three capacitors of 330 mF,
100 nF, and 10 mF, and two voltage regulators, 7805CT and LM2936.
3.1. MPU-6050
The MPU-6050 sensor contains micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), a 16-bit resolution
three-axis accelerometer, and a 16-bit resolution three-axis gyroscope in a single chip. They capture
the x, y, and z channel at the same time, which means that it is an IMU of six degrees of freedom
(6DOF). The operational ranges for the accelerometers and gyroscope were respectively selected to
±2 g, and ±250 ◦/s. Consequently, accelerometer least significant bit sensitivity was 8192 LSB/mg,
and gyroscope least significant bit sensitivity was 131 LSB/(◦/s). The sampling rate was selected to
100 Hz.
The MPU-6050 works with 3.3 volts; it contains 16-bits analog to digital conversion hardware for
each channel, and it uses the I2C bus to interface with the Teensy 2.0 and Arduino IDE. The addresses
that were used in I2C are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Addresses for I2C.
Pin AD0 Address 12C
AD0 = HIGH (5 V) 0 × 69
AD0 = LOW (GND or NC) 0 × 68
The ADDR pin internally in the module has a resistance to GND, so its connection was not
necessary, because the default address is 0 × 68.
The raw values of the accelerometer and gyroscope are read when the sleep mode is disabled.
This sensor contains a 1024 byte FIFO buffer to the sensor values, which can be programmed to be
placed in the FIFO buffer, and then they can be read by Arduino.
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The FIFO buffer is used together with the interrupt signal. If the MPU-6050 places data in the
FIFO buffer, it signals the Arduino with the interrupt signal, so the Arduino knows that there is data in
the FIFO buffer waiting to be read [39].
3.2. Libraries for the MPU-6050
To know the angular movements, it was necessary to work with the library developed by
Jeff Rowberg; this library works with an additional library for I2C communication called I2Cdev.
The libraries are used to read the accelerometer/gyro data and handle all of the calculations to convert
the raw values of the angular velocity and acceleration into angles for determining the foot attitude.
Correct placement of the IMU device is assured by fastening the MPU-6050 to the instep according
to the orientation presented in Figure 2, considering the foot anatomical reference frame shown in
Figure 1.
 
Figure 2. Correct placement of the IMU device MPU-6050, considering the approximate foot anatomical
reference frame.
3.3. Calibration
The MPU-6050 needs to be calibrated before it can be used properly. The goal is to remove the
zero error; this is where the sensor is leveled, but it detects that it is slightly angled. Therefore, we need
to adjust the offsets in order to compensate for this error. We used a script made by Luis Rodenas [40]
that calibrates the MPU-6050 and solves this issue. To use the program, the script needs to be uploaded
to the accel–gyro module, and the module should be placed in a flat and level position. The program
will make an average of a few hundred readings and display the offsets that are required to remove
zero error. This calibration is carried out before every trial, while an IMU is attached to the foot, and
the foot must be completely still to avoid introducing measurement errors. It is essential to properly
place the sensor to ensure accurate measurements.
3.4. Connections
The MPU-6050 and the Teensy 2.0 were connected (Table 2), and the Bluetooth and the Teensy
2.0 module were connected as well (Table 3). The connections between the hardware components are
shown Figure 3. The prototype consisted of a band (MPU-6050) that was connected to a small case that
contained the rest of the components (Figure 4).
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Table 2. Connections between the MPU-6050 and Teensy 2.0 modules.
MPU-6050 Teensy 2.0
VCC 3.3 V
GND GND
SCL D0
SDA D1
Table 3. Connection between the Bluetooth and Teensy 2.0 modules.
Bluetooth HC-05 Teensy 2.0
VCC 5 V
GND GND
RXD B1
TXD D2
Figure 3. Connections diagram.
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Figure 4. Portable foot attitude measuring device.
3.5. Communication between Arduino and Unity
Unity 5.5 is used to process the data from Arduino and generate a graphic user interphase (GUI),
which is used for calibration and during the exercises (Figure 5).
To integrate Unity 5.5 with the Arduino IDE, it is necessary to use the serial port with the class
SerialPort that mediates the communication in C#. Unity doesn’t include the necessary libraries by
default. Therefore, one must include the full NET 2.0 library in Unity. To establish the communication
between Unity and the Arduino, Steven Cogswell’s ArduinoSerialCommand library was used.
 
Figure 5. Graphical user interface.
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3.6. SQLite
SQLite is a library that implements a self-contained, serverless, zero-configuration, transactional
SQL database engine. The database is defined by the entity relationship model that is shown in
Figure 6.
 
Figure 6. Entity relationship model.
The final product that was used for the evaluation sessions can be seen in Figure 7.
 
Figure 7. Experimental validation showing the graphical user interface and the patient.
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4. Experimental Results and Discussion
4.1. Motion Range Evaluation
To evaluate whether the physical interface can effectively detect the movement required for
rehabilitation, separate rehabilitation and/or strengthening sessions were conducted with a group
of 10 people age 34 ± 16, gender (five male, five female), and a range of ankle motion depending on
previous ankle sprain events. Six were under rehabilitation, and four had old ankle sprains that had
not been treated by professional therapists. The research was approved by the University’s Evaluation
Committee on 2 February 2017 under the project identification code: A01206782-2017EM.
Each patient performed a total of four sessions of rehabilitation and/or strengthening, with two
different types of assessment for each foot: the assessment with a therapist and the evaluation with the
application. Each session consisted of basic 2DOF movements, which were identified as dorsiflexion,
plantarflexion, inversion, and eversion. Both types of evaluation were performed under the same
conditions. In total, 20 evaluations were carried out: 10 for each assessment. The goal was to execute
the four movements of the rehabilitation exercises mentioned above. For each movement, the patient
was seated and asked to make three sets of two repetitions each. The MPU-6050 was used in both tests
to accurately measure the patient’s range of motion.
4.2. Therapist Evaluation
In this test, the therapist guided the patient during the session; the input given by the therapist
was verbal, providing a reference with the hand pointing near the specified position, and no additional
references were used by the therapist. The patient’s movement were detected and processed by the
Arduino throughout the session. Neither the therapist nor the patient could see what the Arduino
detected at this point. The goal was to use the device to provide exercise feedback to compare with
specified foot movements.
The patient was asked to sit to start each session and place his foot on the ground at an angle
of 90◦, this first movement was identified as the initial position, which was used to calibrate the
device. Also, for each repetition, the patient maintained the foot in the indicated position for five
seconds; at this time, the values provided by the accelerometer and gyroscope were taken, processed
to generate the angular position, and recorded in Excel. These results were then compared with the
results obtained in the evaluation with the application.
4.3. Evaluation with Application
In this test, the application that was developed in Unity provided biofeedback. The application
showed the movement, time, series, repetitions, and goals to achieve in that session so that the user
could see their performance. The values that were obtained were averaged by movement and stored in
the application database so that at the end of the session, the patients could also observe their results
and compare them with the expected normal movement range of an ankle.
The information provided by the application at the end of the session, which represents an average
of degrees per movement, was recorded and compared with the original information recorded from
the therapist evaluation. In this way, we can compare between the results of the feedback provided by
the application and the feedback provided by the therapist, which is represented by the difference of
degrees between the therapist and the application.
4.4. Results
The values in the degrees recorded from the therapist session and the ones recorded by the
application were subtracted. If the difference in degrees was a positive number, it meant that the
user had moved her ankle more than the therapist suggested. If the difference was negative, then the
user should have moved her ankle further to match the therapist suggestion. It is worth mentioning
that the patient performance is not only dependent on how accurately they match the angle given by
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the therapist. The patients should try to reach the specified angle without hurting the foot, and it is
acceptable if the patient moves further than suggested.
Figure 8 shows the averaged difference; root mean square errors of the measured angles were
found to be about 1◦. Tilting the entire lower leg would affect the ankle joint angular position;
the precision of angle measurement depends on how accurately the subject performs the motion.
These were then run through the therapist opinions, and were found to be well within the appropriate
values. This means that the difference of degrees was not expected to affect the rehabilitation exercises,
and movements were done properly using just the feedback provided by the application.
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Figure 8. Differences in degrees between software application and therapist.
5. Conclusions
A foot-mounted physical interface for ankle rehabilitation was presented; the proposed solution
contains an IMU-based physical interface for measuring the foot attitude, and a graphical user interface
that acts as a visual guide for the patient. The physical interface is connected to the computer by a
Bluetooth link, and provides feedback to the patient while performing dorsiflexion, plantarflexion,
eversion, and inversion exercises. This system allows for in-home rehabilitation at an affordable
price while engaging the patient through active therapy. According to the results, more consistent
rehabilitation could be achieved by reducing the foot angular position variation during the therapy
procedure, measurement differences from 2◦ to 6◦ were observed in comparison to a therapist. This is
because the therapist process is not as precise as the device. Demonstrative videos are available at the
Supplementary Materials section.
Initially, we focused on dorsiflexion, plantarflexion, inversion, and eversion movements using
an independent accelerometer (non-IMU). However, to improve the performance, we switched to an
IMU MPU-6050, which can take advantage of the gyroscope sensor using data fusion. In future works,
abduction and adduction movements could be included. It is also possible to extend the use of this
technology to neighboring applications areas such as neurological rehabilitation [27].
Supplementary Materials: The following Video S1: “Demo” is available online at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IOvArU4I-yc. Video S2: “Physiotheraphy Ankle” is available online at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5Wgqzr2HeLA.
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Abstract: This research presents the usage of modern 5G C-Band sensing for health care monitoring.
The focus of this research is to monitor the respiratory symptoms for COPD (Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease). The C-Band sensing is used to detect the respiratory conditions, including
normal, abnormal breathing and coughing of a COPD patient by utilizing the simple wireless devices,
including a desktop system, network interface card, and the specified tool for the extraction of
wireless channel information with Omni directional antenna operating at 4.8 GHz frequency. The 5G
sensing technique enhances the sensing performance for the health care sector by monitoring the
amplitude information for different respiratory activities of a patient using the above-mentioned
devices. This method examines the rhythmic breathing patterns obtained from C-Band sensing and
digital respiratory sensor and compared the result.
Keywords: C-Band; Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD); wireless channel information
1. Introduction
The future of the health sector is very much influenced by the modern 5G wireless sensing
technology. The wireless sensing technology is making medical practice very convenient for medical
staff by providing remote monitoring facilities to the patients at different locations. In this way,
the patient does not need to move from location to location for the monitoring or detection of disease;
with the wireless sensing equipment, one can manage and record the blood pressure, heart rate, and
breathing pattern of the patient. The 5G sensing using C-band [1,2] is the latest technology which is
helpful for any kind of sensing need, especially for the health sector. The health sector is focusing on
the usage of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to improve the patient experience and
to minimize the health services cost.
Dysfunction of the cardiorespiratory system can be due to Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD), arteriosclerosis and asthma. The C-band wireless technology allows the health sector
to monitor the patients with these chronic diseases, especially COPD. COPD is the most common
respiratory condition involving the airways and characterized by airflow limitation [3]. With COPD,
the airways become obstructed and the lungs do not empty properly, leading the air to be trapped
inside the lungs. So, people with COPD usually have lower Forced Vital Capacity (FVC). The change
in the respiratory system is noticeable by measuring the forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1).
In COPD, the FEV1 level becomes lower as compared with FVC. The signs and symptoms of COPD
include wheezing, caused by the opening of small airways, hypoxemia (low oxygen level in the
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blood), hypercapnia (high level of carbon dioxide in the blood), Dyspnea, chronic cough and sputum
production and chest tightness. The main cause of COPD is smoking. Other causes include the
exposure to different lung irritants, including dust, air pollution etc.
The morbidity rate increases in COPD patients at the age of 40 [4,5]. Worldwide, it is the 4th
leading cause of death and it is increasing nowadays. In COPD, maintaining the breathing rate is very
important for good health. Respiratory activity is an important parameter for measuring the health of
any person [6]. COPD is a progressive disease and with the passage of time without any early detection
or diagnosis, it leads to death. Early detection of the disease by careful monitoring of the symptoms
reduces the severity of the disease. In COPD, the breathing pattern of a patient becomes worse with
the passage of time so there must be some procedure or technique to measure the breathing pattern for
diagnosis. The most common breathing monitoring system is invasive monitoring, which requires
physical contact with the patient’s body.
Non-invasive breathing monitoring is becoming more popular in the health sector by overcoming
the drawbacks of traditional invasive systems. Radio frequency techniques is the leading method
due to the effective monitoring of very sensitive and small breathing patterns. There are many other
techniques for this like Doppler radar, which is used to measure the shift in the signal reflected from
the human body [7]. Faith Erden et al. [6], detect the breathing by using IR sensors and Accelerometer
signals. In [8] Wenda Li et al. measure the breathing pattern using passive radar system, which is also
a non-contact breathing monitoring system. In [9], Abdelnaseer et al. show the usage of Ubi-Breathe
for the harnesses of the (received signal strength indicator) RSSI on WiFi devices. Another approach
which proposed the idea of using a (channel state information) CSI-based breathing monitoring system
is [10] by Liu et al. This proposes the technique for respiratory monitoring and utilizes periodogram
for spectral analysis due to this method requiring longer duration for completing the task.
In our work we propose a non-invasive technique to measure the breathing patterns and coughing
of COPD patients. This system can monitor the patient in a timely manner and can carefully detect
breathing activity and coughing. Our system leverages the usage of wireless devices operating at
4.8 GHz frequency, Omni directional antenna connected with RF signal generator and the network
interface card (NIC) for the 5G wireless technology. The breathing activity and coughing induces
different imprints for wireless channel information (WCI), which helped in the monitoring of breathing
patterns of patients. We also used an invasive sensor for monitoring breathing and compared the
results with WCI data.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 1 introduces COPD, Section 2 presents the
fundamentals of breathing, Section 3 explains the implementation of the proposed system with C-Band,
Section 4 mentions the monitoring of breathing and its analysis, Section 5 explains the Spearman’s
rank correlation and Section 6 explains the conclusion.
Table 1 shows the comparison of different approaches to monitor the breathing activities of the
human body. Our approach is more feasible for monitoring respiratory activities by utilizing less
equipment and C-Band 5G technology.
Table 1. Comparison between different techniques for monitoring breathing.
S/No. Techniques forMonitoring Breathing Explanation Advantages Limitations
1 UWB Radar System
Ala Alemaryeen et al. [11]
proposed ultra-wide band
(UWB) radar based
respiratory
monitoring system.
Shows less error, more
robust to noise. Complex, Costly.
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Table 1. Cont.
S/No. Techniques forMonitoring Breathing Explanation Advantages Limitations
2
Non-invasive
capacitive
micro Sensor
Nicolas Andre et al. [12]
proposed the concept of
using capacitive micro
sensors and negative
temperature coefficient
thermistor integrated on a
silicon chip to monitor
breathing with the help of
wireless sensor system.
Useful for larger space,
monitoring is easy.
More hardware,
time consuming.
3 RSS system
Neal Patwari et al. [13],
proposed the concept of
monitoring breathing with
the help of received signal
strength in wireless
sensors network.
Reliable detection, less
RMS error.
RSS behaves less efficiently
in the presence of fading
and scattering,
performance may
decrease due to
multipath propagation.
4 Video Monitoring
Ching We Wang et al. [14],
proposed the idea of
real-time automated
infrared video monitoring
technique for detection of
respiratory activities.
High accuracy rate, robust
to many body movements.
Less cost effective,
excessive hardware,
complex architecture.
2. Fundamentals of Breathing
Breathing sound has a complex nature, which drags it to the higher order statistical analysis
(HOSA). For this, the spectral, respiratory and phase components are involved [15]. The specific
function known as Bi-coherence is used for this analysis.
γ3(s1, s2) =
|B(s1, s2)|2
P(s1)P(s2)P(s1 + s2)
(1)
where the B(s1, s2) is represented as bi-spectrum for the process {X(n)} and is shown as,
Bn(s1, s2) = Xn(s1)Xn(s2)Xn∗(s1 + s2) (2)
where Xn(si), i = 1, 2 is called the complex coefficient for the process {X(n)} at some frequencies
si and the X∗(si) represents the complex conjugate [15]. On the other hand, P(si), i = 1, 2 is the
representation of the power spectrum at the given frequencies si [15]
Pn(s) = |Xn(s)|2 (3)
The process phase structure is the defining point for the bi-coherence function. There is the
quadrature phase coupling in the signal due to some nonlinearities so through the magnitude of
bi-coherence function, |γ3(s1, s2)| we can measure the quadrature phase coupling.
The nonlinearities result in the quadrature phase coupling and the reason for the occurrence is the
presence of s1 and s2 with their corresponding phase ϕ1 and ϕ2 in the main signal with other frequency
component s3 = s1 ± s2 and its corresponding phase ϕ3 = ϕ1 ± ϕ2. The bi-coherence index has a
boundary between 0 and 1. According to this, if the magnitude of (Bi-coherence function) BF is equal
to 1 then there exists phase coupling between the frequency components and if the magnitude of BF is
equal to 0, then there will be 0 coupling [16].
The skewness coefficient calculation is the main process involved in the analysis for the breathing
sound. It is represented as,
c3 =
K3
σ2
(4)
σ2 Represents the variance and K3 represents the third order cumulate.
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2.1. WCI System Dynamics
WCI has a unique response without the environmental dynamics and the subcarrier a at some
given time t represents the channel information denoted as Ha (t),
Ha(t) =
M
∑
l=1
ζl e
−j2π L1λa + ea(t) (5)
Here a represents the subcarriers and M represents the total number of multipath components,
ζl representing the complex gain for the multipath components, L represents the length for the
multipath components and λa represents [17] the wavelength for a and given by,
λa =
c
fc + aNDFTTs
(6)
Here c represents the speed of light, carrier frequency is denoted by fc, Ts represents the total
sampling interval and the size of Discrete Fourier Transform is given by NDFT. The noise signal
is considered as thermal noise and can be represented as ea(t). The delays and gains of multipath
components have time invariant nature.
2.2. WCI System with Breathing
The time invariance property of multipath components also holds for breathing. Assuming only
one multipath component got affected by breathing, from [18] we can write that,
ζ1(t) = ζ1
(
1+
ΔL1
L1
sin θ sin
2πb
60
t+ φ
)−ψ
(7)
In Equation (7), ζ1 gives us the gain of the multipath component (MPC) number 1 and L1 gives
the length for that MPC. The breathing causes the MPC 1 to be displaced or change its position and is
represented by ΔL1. The path loss exponent is represented by ψ and the angle between the EM wave
and the subject is represented by θ. The breathing rate is also very important and measured in breath
per minute and represented by b and the breathing initial phase is represented by φ.
Breathing shows significant effects on the MPC 1 and varies its path length L1(t), which is
represented as,
L1(t) = L1 + ΔL1 sin θ sin
(
2πb
60
t+ φ
)
(8)
The channel information which we showed in Equation (5) will be represented as,
Ha(t) = ζ1e
−j2π L1(t)λa +
M
∑
l=2
ζl e
−j2π Llλa + ea(t) (9)
Further explanation of Equation (9) is shown as,
Ha(t) = ζ1e
−j2π L1(t)λa e−j2π
ΔL1 sin θ sin(
2πb
60 t+φ)
λa +
M
∑
l=2
ζl e
−j2π Llλa + ea(t) (10)
Jacobi-anger expansion plays an important role in Equation (10) and by decomposing the first
term of Equation (10) into finite summation [19], we get,
e−j2π
ΔL1 sin θ sin(
2πb
60 t+φ)
λa =
∞
∑
n=−∞
(−1)n Jn(va)ejn 2πb60 tejnφ (11)
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The value for va = 2π sin θΔL1/λa and the nth order Bessel function is shown as Jn (z) with
argument z.
The practice shows that if the value of |n| ≥ 2 then the function Jn (va) decays in faster manner by
giving the ordinary va values. With this information our Equation (11) shows the approximation with
the values of n as ±1 and the DC component where n = 0. So, the new Ha (t) can be represented as,
Ha(t) ≈ ζ1e−j2π
L1
λa
+1
∑
n=−1
(−1)n Jn(va)ejn 2πb60 tejnφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ua
+
M
∑
l=2
ζl e
−j2π Llλa + ea(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TIa
(12)
In the above equation, the Ua represents the signal for the monitoring of breathing activity on the
subcarrier a. On the other hand, time invariant part is represented by TIa, which exists as the response
of a static environment and is considered as the interference.
3. Design Implementation and C-Band Sensing
In a communication link, the channel properties must be known in advance, which could be
analyzed with the help of wireless channel information (WCI). There exist multiple effects like
scattering, fading, and multipath propagation [20], which affect the WCI of RF signal and which
propagate between transmitter and receiver. The RF signal could be represented as follows,
H(a) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣H(a)∣∣∣∣∣∣e(b∠H(a)) (13)
In Equation (13) H(a) represents the WCI and the phase and amplitude are represented as,
||H(a)|| and ∠H(a) respectively. This experiment was performed using C-Band operating at 4.8
GHz frequency. In our research we have used an RF signal generator (DSG 3060) connected to an
omnidirectional antenna (Rubber duck) at the transmitter side with an output power of 100 mW (20
dBm) and with typical phase noise of <−110 dBc/Hz at 20 KHz. This antenna propagates the RF signal
to 360 degrees horizontally with 14 dipole length of 26 mm. At the receiver side, a desktop mounted
with network interface card (MCX416A-BCAT), worked as a receiver. The experiment was performed
in different indoor environments. We used microwave absorbing material to reduce the multipath
propagation. The WCI then extracted [21] using this NIC mounted in a modified desktop PC. The
NIC card revealed only 30 subcarriers’ information represented as single WCI packet. After successful
pinging of an AP, we received 10 WCI packets per second. The received WCI was in the form of matrix
of 30 × 1 represented as channel frequency response (CFR) and shown as,
CFR(30x1)matrix =
[
h1, h2, . . . , hn
]
(14)
In the above equation the h1 represents the CFR of subcarrier number 1 and hn represents the CFR
for the 30th subcarrier as there are only 30 subcarriers.
Figure 1 shows the experimental settings for the proposed methodology. We have adjusted the
distance between the devices and patient according to system feasibility. The height of the transmitter,
receiver and patient was adjusted around 1.5 m from the ground and 4.5 m from the ceiling. The total
height to the ceiling is 6 m from the ground.
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Figure 1. Implemented design overview to monitor breathing.
We obtained the raw WCI for breathing activity of a person imitating a COPD patient. There are
30 subcarriers in total but for the correct breathing information subcarrier #19 and 21 show better
results for normal and abnormal breathing and for coughing, subcarrier number 7 gives a reasonable
result. We examined all 30 subcarriers [22] and compared their results with our digital respiratory
sensor. We performed that experiment multiple times and in all cases the mentioned subcarriers
showed better results very near to the digital respiratory sensor’s results. In our research we focused
on the efficient monitoring of breathing by exploiting the 5G technology. As C-Band is operating
on 4.8 GHz frequency, it can be easily integrated with the 5G system. The internet of things (IoTs)
operate at a similar frequency band. This way we can easily perform the efficient spectrum utilization
regarding 5G. Table 2 shows the numbers of subjects involved in the experiment.
Table 2. Subjects involved in experiment process.
Subjects Age Height (cm) Weight (Kg)
1 29 171 75
2 30 169 78
3 35 161 71
4 31 174 85
5 26 173 87
6 39 176 90
7 40 170 78
8 22 169 73
4. Monitoring Breathing and Its Analysis
This system monitors the breathing activities of a COPD patient [23] which includes normal
breathing, abnormal breathing and coughing. We used C-Band sensing technique to extract the
WCI for human breathing activities and compared the results with breathing patterns obtained from
respiratory sensor HKH-11C. We examined the amplitude information against the time history from
WCI using the mentioned subcarriers [22]. Figure 2 shows the raw WCI for coughing.
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Figure 2. Raw WCI (wireless channel information) for human coughing.
4.1. Monitoring Coughing Pattern
Monitoring coughing in COPD is very important. We used both C- Band sensing and the digital
respiratory sensor method. As shown in Figure 2, we obtained the wireless channel information for
coughing using C-Band.
Figure 2 shows the amplitude information of all 30 subcarriers. To examine the coughing activity
of a COPD patient, we obtained the CFR form C-Band sensing as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Raw CFR (channel frequency response) for coughing using C-Band.
Figure 3 shows the fluctuation in the amplitude for all the subcarriers against the number of
packets. After obtaining this information we performed the filtration process and filter CFRed the raw
CFR data by using median filters. The obvious choice for the median and wavelet filter is due to its
maximum reduction of noise and smoothing the edges for the available signal.
The above Figure 4 shows the filtered data for the coughing after applying the median
filter. The rising and falling edges are much smoother than before with minimum noise effect.
This experiment was performed on multiple persons imitating COPD patients, as mentioned in
Table 2. We took multiple readings for approximately 1 min each.
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Figure 4. Filtered CFR for coughing.
Now Figure 5 shows the HKH-11C sensor data for coughing; it shows both the raw and filtered
data. The person stays in the straight lying position for 60 s wearing the sensor on the chest and
imitates the coughing of a COPD patient. Figure 5a shows the raw CFR data for the coughing and
Figure 5b shows the filtered data for coughing.
Figure 5. Coughing pattern obtained using HKH-11C sensor. (a). Raw coughing pattern. (b). Filtered
coughing pattern.
The RF signal is always prone to external noise, so frequency selective fading shows greater impact
on all the subcarriers. All the 30 subcarriers show different behavior for every power level w.r.t time.
As shown in Figure 6, we have selected the sub-carrier # 7 for extracting the finest information for
coughing pattern. After obtaining the data from subcarrier # 7, it then passed to the median filter to
remove the noise and sharpen the edges.
From Figure 6, we can examine the breathing cycles; the person almost completed nine breathing
cycles, as shown in Figure 5. This shows that the result from C-Band and HKH-11C is somehow similar.
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Figure 6. Amplitude information for Subcarrier # 7. (a). Raw coughing pattern obtained using C-Band.
(b). Filtered coughing pattern.
4.2. Monitoring Normal Breathing
In this section we describe the monitoring of normal breathing pattern for a COPD patient. We
used 5G C-band technology for extracting the desire WCI. Figure 7 shows the raw WCI for the normal
breathing pattern of a COPD patient.
Figure 7. Raw WCI for normal breathing.
To examine the normal breathing activity of a COPD patient, we extract the CFR for all
30 subcarriers using C-Band. The person lying straight imitated the normal breathing for the period of
1 min for multiple times. CFR for all 30 subcarriers for normal breathing is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The CFR of all subcarriers for normal breathing.
To obtain the refined CFR we used median filter and wavelet filter to suppress the unwanted
noise and smoothen the signal edges. Figure 9 shows the filtered CFR for normal breathing.
Figure 9. Filtered CFR for normal breathing.
As mentioned before, the experiment was performed on multiple persons lying straight on a bed.
We performed this for the period of 60 s each for multiple times to obtain the refined measurement
for normal breathing pattern. Figure 10 shows the raw breathing activity using the HKH respiratory
sensor for normal breathing. Almost 15 breathing cycles were completed during the period of 60 s.
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Figure 10. Normal breathing pattern from digital respiratory sensor.
The above Figure 10 shows the raw data; filtered normal breathing pattern is shown in Figure 11.
After proper filtration, we obtained the refined normal breathing pattern.
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Figure 11. Normal breathing pattern after filtration.
The RF signal shows the clear effects of frequency-selective fading by considering all 30 subcarriers.
On different power levels all the available subcarriers show variations w.r.t time. Considering this
entire scenario, sub-carrier #19 showed the best results. This subcarrier shows the maximum and
adequate information of normal breathing waveform. Figure 12 show the raw WCI for normal
breathing using C-Band.
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Figure 12. Raw WCI for normal breathing using C-Band.
After the filtration of the above raw WCI, we obtained the refined breathing pattern for normal
breathing using C-Band, as shown in Figure 13. Our analysis showed maximum similarity between
both the waveform from digital respiratory sensor and C-Band.
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Figure 13. Filtered WCI for normal breathing using C-Band.
From the above Figures 12 and 13, we examine the breathing pattern using 5G C-Band technology.
We also examine the fluctuation between the amplitude as a person inhales and exhales the air. The
filtration process removes the unwanted fluctuation and smoothens the breathing signal.
4.3. Monitoring Abnormal Breathing
In the last two sections we explained the coughing pattern and normal breathing pattern for
COPD patients. We used the C-Band sensing technique and compared the results with the wearable
sensor data. We performed the experiment in the same way as we performed the normal breathing
experiment; a person imitating a COPD patient was asked to breathe abnormally for a period of 60 s.
Through this we collected the raw WCI from all 30 subcarriers with 600 WCI packets. This is shown in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Raw WCI for abnormal breathing.
Now the CFR for all 30 subcarriers are shown in Figure 15. This shows the raw CFR for all 30
subcarriers for the period of 60 s.
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Figure 15. The CFR of all subcarriers for abnormal breathing.
After filtration we obtain the reliable signal for all 30 subcarriers, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Filtered CFR for abnormal breathing.
We also monitored the abnormal breathing with the HKH-11C breathing sensor, like in the
previous section. Multiple people imitated the abnormal breathing, wore the respiratory sensor and
inhaled and exhaled the air for a period of 60 s. Figure 17 shows the raw abnormal breathing pattern
obtained from the digital respiratory sensor.
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Figure 17. Abnormal breathing pattern from digital respiratory sensor.
The filtered breathing pattern for abnormal breath is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Abnormal breathing pattern after filtration.
The person in the above case imitated the abnormal breathing tracked by the digital respiratory
sensor. The breathing sensor behaves as the primary indicator in the above-mentioned case without
showing any periodicity. So according to the above Figures 17 and 18 we can see the non-periodicity
in the amplitude for both raw and filtered data. This non-periodicity indicates the abnormal
breathing pattern.
We also analyzed the data using C-Band utilizing the subcarrier number 21. Figure 19 shows
the raw WCI obtained from C-Band. The advantage of using the wireless channel information is that
we can choose one or multiple frequency channels for particular applications. The applications can
be human intrusion detection, human activity recognition, gait identification and breathing pattern.
For each application, specific subcarrier(s) provide the desired information. After examining all 30
frequency channels received for monitoring the breathing pattern of a COPD patient, the subcarriers
#7, 19 and 21 gave us the coughing and breathing waveforms. The remaining frequency carriers
did not deliver adequate information when the method was implemented in different geometrical
locations/experimental settings. We have tested the system in six different locations and at five places
the subcarriers #7, 19 and 21 gave us the desired results.
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Figure 19. Raw WCI for abnormal breathing using C-Band.
We performed the filtration on the raw WCI obtained from C-Band. After careful examination we
concluded that both the waveforms obtained from C-Band and respiratory sensor are almost identical
with maximum power level of 18 dB (relative power). In our case we have mentioned the relative
power expressed in dB as, H = Y − X, where X is the transmitted signal and Y is the received signal.
The filtered WCI for abnormal breathing is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Filtered WCI for normal breathing using C-Band.
5. Spearman’s Rank Correlation
Throughout this research our focus revolved around two types of data, one received from C-band
sensing and another from the digital respiratory sensor. There exists a correlation between these
two types of data and to find that correlation we used the Spearman’s rank correlation method.
The Spearman’s correlation designs itself by utilizing the rank method in which we can obtain
the correlation between two signals by analyzing the rank difference. This method reduces the
computational time in the presence of a very limited number of observations. The formula for
Spearman’s correlation is represented as follows,
rk = 1− 6∑D
2
N3 − N (15)
rk = Rank correlation coefficient.
N = Total number of pair observation.
D = Rank difference.
The value for rk fluctuates between +1 and −1. The direction of rank totally depends on the
positive and negative values of rk. If rk is positive then rank lies in the same direction and if rk is
negative then rank holds the opposite direction. As mentioned before, we examine two types of
signal, one from respiratory sensor and one from C-Band. The rk value we obtained for normal
breathing is 0.89. This value is close to one so accordingly we obtained the positive rank. For the
abnormal breathing we obtained the value rk = 0.86, which is also close to one and again rank shows
the positive value. This result shows that the waveforms we captured from both the methods hold
some identical features.
6. Conclusions
This paper presented the careful monitoring of breathing activities of a COPD patient using the
5G C-band sensing technique. The obtained results show the feasibility of obtaining wireless channel
information from the available setup, where WCI can be used to monitor the coughing, normal and
abnormal breathing pattern and then compare it with the data retrieved from the digital respiratory
sensor. The presented result was performed on eight different subjects for multiple times lying in a
straight position. This research aims to provide an efficient method that can detect the minute chest
movement of COPD patients. This method is also very feasible for detecting the heartbeat of a patient
to facilitate the doctors and hospital staff.
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose an algorithm to remove movement noise from second derivative of
photoplethysmography (SDPPG) signals. SDPPG is widely used in healthcare applications because of
its easy and comfortable measurement. However, an SDPPG signal is vulnerable to movement,
which degrades the signal. Degradation of SDPPG signal shapes can result in incorrect diagnosis.
The proposed algorithm detects movement noise in a measurement signal using wavelet transform,
and removes movement noise by selecting the best signal from among multiple signals measured
at different locations. Experiment results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the
previous filter-based algorithm, and that movement noise with 30% time duration can be reduced by
up to 70.89%.
Keywords: SDPPG; movement noise; wavelet transform; diversity combining
1. Introduction
With the advancement of electrical and communication technologies, various wearable devices
have been developed in a variety of areas including communications, sports, medical diagnosis,
and safety. The number of wearable devices will reach up to 485 million in 2018, according to a
Business Intelligence report in 2013 [1]. This number is almost 28% of the smart phone market.
After the launch of the smart watch, the public has become more interested in wearable devices.
In the beginning, most wearable devices were developed for fitness. After smart watch, the application
areas expanded from fitness to diverse areas. Healthcare integrating wearable devices with bio-sensing
technology are expected to become one of the biggest markets of the Internet of Things [2].
For healthcare, various types of bio-signals are measured such as electroencephalography
(EEG), electrocardiography (ECG), electrooculography (EOG), and photoplethysmography (PPG)
signals. EEG and ECG are monitoring methods to record electrical activity of the brain and the heart,
respectively. EOG is a technique for measuring the corneo-retinal standing potential that exists between
the front and the back of the human eye. EEG, ECG, and EOG are measured with a differential amplifier,
which registers the difference between two electrodes attached to the skin. These three measurement
methods are very uncomfortable for subjects and require knowledge about the human body.
Because of their convenience and portability of measurement, PPG-related signals such as PPG
and the second derivative of photoplethysmography (SDPPG) signals are widely used for wearable
devices [3]. PPG and SDPPG can monitor heart rates and cardiac cycles by optically detecting blood
volume changes in the microvascular bed of tissues. The change in volume caused by the pressure
pulse is detected by illuminating the skin with the light from an LED (Light emitting diode), and then
measuring the amount of light either transmitted or reflected to a photodiode, as shown in Figure 1
(Near infrared light (600–1000 nm) is suitable for PPG measurement because it permeates the skin and
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is absorbed into hemoglobin [4]. Therefore, a PPG uses an LED that emits near infrared light to the
skin.). For example, more blood absorbs more light so that the receiver receives weaker signal strength.
Since PPG and SDPPG only use light signals, they are easier and more comfortable to measure than
other kinds of bio-signals. Hence various types of wearable devices with PPG have been developed [5].
However, vulnerability to noise is a major drawback of the PPG-related signals.
Figure 1. An example of photoplethysmography (PPG) sensing.
In PPG measurement, a signal includes two types of noise: background noise and movement
noise [6]. The background noise is caused by electrical noise, such as thermal noise and electromagnetic
interference in cables. Movement noise is caused by voluntary or involuntary movements of a subject
and affects a wide frequency range. Such noises in measurement distort PPG signal shapes, which
can result in wrong diagnoses. Although background noise can be filtered out using a low-pass filter,
movement noise cannot be cancelled in this manner [5].
In previous work, there have been efforts to reduce movement noise [6–12]. Patterson et al. [7]
studied the best location to measure PPG signals, but movement effect was not considered. Motion
artifacts were studied using wavelet transform [8]. Two PPG signals were measured at two different
locations with identical PPG sensors. One was used as a reference and the other included movement
noise. By comparing the two signals, the properties of movement noises were studied but there was
no solution for removal of the movement noise. Kim et al. [6] analyzed the relationship between the
accelerometer-measured signal and the PPG signal. Based on this analysis and the least mean squares
(LMS), a movement noise cancellation algorithm was proposed. However, the proposed algorithm
improves only the peak detection accuracy of PPG signals and needs additional hardware. The adaptive
step-size LMS (AS-LMS) adaptive filter [9] was proposed to reduce motion artifacts using a LMS
adaptive filter without additional hardware, but the scheme considered only limited cases such as
horizontal and vertical movement and therefore cannot be applied for random movement. The periodic
moving average filter (PMAF) [10] was proposed to remove movement noise by considering the
periodicity of the PPG signals. PMAF segments the PPG signal into periods and resamples each
period. The algorithm mitigates a noise at an instant period by averaging multiple signals, but the
noise can be propagated to the next signals, which distorts the signal shape. An adaptive spectrum
noise cancellation (ASNC) approach for motion artifacts removal in PPG signals is presented by
Yang et al. [11]. However, the proposed ASNC utilizes the onboard accelerometer and gyroscope
sensors to detect and remove the artifacts adaptively. Peng et al. [12] proposed a method to extract the
clean PPG signals from the motion artifacts corrupted PPG signals. The method combined temporally
constrained independent component analysis (cICA) and adaptive filters. The cICA extracts the clean
PPG signal, and the adaptive filters recover the amplitude information of the PPG signal. But when
motion artifacts and PPG signals have dependency, the performance of the proposed method is
degraded, i.e., the PPG signal shapes are distorted.
All of the previous studies mainly considered movement noise reduction for measuring heart
rates from only PPG signals [6–12] even though SDPPG signals are more useful for diagnosing
diseases [13]. The information can be extracted from the signal shapes, so if the shape of SDPPG
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signals is distorted the applications are limited for diagnosis. Hence, movement noise reduction is
important for SDPPG signals.
To remove movement noise generally, and to maintain signal fidelity, we apply signal processing
and diversity combining schemes for multiple SDPPG signals. The heart rate is almost periodic with
a subject-dependent shape; therefore, a wavelet transform that has multiple bases and changes the
time-frequency resolution [14] can detect movement noise effectively. Moreover, the human heart
generates a heartbeat whereby PPG signals can be measured at different locations, such as fingers,
ears, and toes, as shown in Figure 2. Hence, diversity combining schemes, as with communications,
can improve the received PPG signal quality. The quality of each channel is measured by the noise
level using the wavelet transform, and the algorithm chooses the best signal. This work can also be
applicable to other types of bio-signals that have periodicity and diversity properties for healthcare
and disease diagnosis using wearable devices.
Figure 2. Examples of PPG measurement: ear, fingers, and toes.
Compared to earlier work [15], this paper provides more detail of analysis and combining
schemes, improves the proposed algorithm, and verifies the algorithm through more simulations and
comparisons. The noise detection using wavelet transform and the noise reduction using a diversity
combining scheme are explained in detail. The proposed algorithm is verified by comparing with
previous algorithms in various environments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the properties of SDPPG signals
and problems in measurement. Section 3 overviews the wavelet transform and diversity combining
for application in analyzing SDPPG signals. The noise reduction algorithm with wavelet transform
and selection combining is proposed in Section 4. Section 5 presents experiment results. Finally, this
paper is concluded in Section 6.
2. Properties of SDPPG Signals and Problems in Measurement
In this section, we describe the properties of an SDPPG signal and the problems in
SDPPG measurement.
2.1. Properties of SDPPG Signals
There are two types of PPG signal that can optically detect blood volume changes in the
microvascular bed of tissues, and that are widely used for healthcare: PPG and SDPPG. While PPG
directly measures only the stiffness changes in the microvascular bed of the tissue, SDPPG [16]
computes the twice-differentiated PPG signal. Since SDPPG emphasizes the inflection points on the
original PPG wave, SDPPG provides more information than PPG; so SDPPG is more effective in
diagnosing disease.
Figure 3 shows the PPG signal and the corresponding SDPPG signal. An SDPPG signal is
characterized by the five sequential waves denoted by a, b, c, d, and e in Figure 3, and the wave
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information is used to detect vascular diseases. For example, an SDPPG aging index, defined as
(b-c-d-e)/a, is associated with atherosclerosis in elderly patients [13]. Therefore, SDPPG is considered
instead of PPG in this paper, even though the algorithm is also applicable to PPG.
Figure 3. PPG and second derivative of photoplethysmography (SDPPG) signals.
Figure 4 shows the spectrum of PPG and SDPPG signals. The spectrums of PPG and SDPPG are
defined between 0 and 10 Hz, and between 0 and 14 Hz, respectively [17], while according to our
spectrum analysis the 99% powers of PPG and SDPPG signals are accumulated below 5 Hz and 10 Hz,
respectively. Hence, low-pass filtering with cutoff frequency of 20 Hz will not distort the shape of
SDPPG signals.
Figure 4. Spectrum of PPG and SDPPG signals.
2.2. Noise in SDPPG Measurement
Using peak to peak intervals (PPIs) of an SDPPG signal, a heart rate can be detected. PPI is
defined as the time interval between the maximum values of one signal and the next period signal,
as shown in Figure 3. As explained earlier, the SDPPG signal contains not only PPI but also other
information that can help diagnose diseases. Hence the shape of the SDPPG signal is crucial. However,
noises in measurement such as background noise and movement noise distort SDPPG signal shapes
and can result in incorrect diagnoses. Therefore, a noise cancellation algorithm is required to remove
the background noise and movement noise.
The background noise maintains the main shape of SDPPG signals, but PPI can be affected.
The background noise can be filtered out with a low-pass filter [5]. When there is movement noise in a
measurement, the SDPPG signal shapes are significantly distorted, as shown in Figure 5. The movement
noise affects SDPPG measurement differently, according to the type of movement, such as walking,
vertical motion, or horizontal motion [9]. Hence, it is difficult to analyze and remove movement noise.
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Figure 5. SDPPG signal distorted by movement noise.
In this paper, an algorithm is proposed to detect and remove movement noise in SDPPG signals
using wavelet transform and multi-path signals. To that end, we briefly review the wavelet transform
and diversity combining in the next section.
3. Overview of Wavelet Transform and Diversity Combining
3.1. Overview of Wavelet Transform
The wavelet transform is one of the most popular methods of time-frequency transformations; it
has multiple bases and changes the time-frequency resolution. The heartbeat pulse wave is an almost
periodic signal, defined as a signal that is periodic to within any desired level of accuracy. In a normal
state, a subject-dependent pulse shape repeats in time, and the shape and period of the pulse can vary
slightly. Hence, wavelet transform is suitable for analysis of PPG and SDPPG signals.
The discrete wavelet transform performs decomposition of signals into multi-resolution sub-band
representations with two disjoint digital filters: a low-pass filter of impulse response g[n] in (1) and
a high-pass filter of impulse response h[n] in (2). The two filters are a quadratic mirror filter, which
satisfies the half-band condition [14]. Output signals down-sampled by 2 via the low-pass filter and the
high-pass filter are called approximation coefficients (A[n]) and detail coefficients (D[n]), respectively.
Hence, the original signal S[n] consists of the approximation and detail coefficients, as seen in (3).
A[n] = (x ∗ g)[n] =
∞
∑
k=−∞
x[k]g[2n− k] (1)
D[n] = (x ∗ h)[n] =
∞
∑
k=−∞
x[k]h[2n− k] (2)
S[n] = A[n] + D[n] (3)
The approximation is repeatedly decomposed into two coefficients, approximation (AN) and
detail (DN) coefficients, where N is the decomposition level of wavelet transform, and the outputs
are down-sampled by 2. At the level of the transform, the signal is decomposed into low and high
frequencies. Figure 6 shows the example of the 6th level wavelet transform and the corresponding
equation is expressed as:
S = A6 + D1 + D2 + D3 + D4 + D5 + D6
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Figure 6. Wavelet packet decomposition.
3.2. Overview of Diversity Combining
A combining technique is popular to combat the effects of distortion, referred to as fading, on
wireless systems [18]. When there are a transmitter and multiple receiving antennas, the received
signals have different degradation since they experience different fading levels.
The receiver combines diverse signals bearing the same information in order to increase the
overall quality of the received signal [18]. There are four types of diversity combining: maximal-ratio
combining, equal-gain combining, selection combining, and switch combining. Maximal-ratio
combining sums the received signal with weights. Equal-gain combining sums all the received
signals synchronously. Selection combining selects the best signal among the multiple received signals.
Switch combining switches to another signal when the quality of the selected signal goes below a
certain threshold.
In this study, there is only one source (heart) and diverse signals (multiple signals measured
at different locations). Hence, a diversity combining scheme is employed to improve the received
signal quality. While the signal-to-noise ratio is used as a quality measure in the communication
community [18], a signal and noise cannot be separately measured in an SDPPG (or PPG) signal. Hence,
for diversity combining, a quality measure for SDPPG signals will be defined and explained later.
4. Proposed Algorithm
In this paper, an algorithm is proposed to detect movement noise and mitigate the impact of
mobility on SDPPG measurement by using multipath signals and the wavelet transform. First, SDPPG
signals are measured at different locations on a body, such as fingers and ears, and background noise is
removed using a low-pass filter. The algorithm determines a reference signal using the measured
SDPPG signals. Time offsets between received signals are aligned in order to compare the measured
signals. To determine whether the measured signals include movement noise, the wavelet transform is
applied to each signal. Based on the composed signals in the frequency domain, the movement noise is
detected and removed. The algorithm procedure is summarized in Figure 7 and the details of each
step will be explained in the following subsections.
 
Figure 7. The overall procedure of the proposed algorithm.
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4.1. Multi-channel SDPPG Measurement
SDPPG signals can be measured at multiple locations on body details such as fingers, toes,
ears, and wrists even if the heart is the only source. Measuring locations that are independently
influenced by movement are chosen since the more independent multipath signals bring the better
signal combining performance in wireless communications [18]. For example, two fingers on the same
hand may be identically influenced by arm motion and have strongly correlated movement noise.
Hence, a toe and a finger, or a finger and an ear would be a better selection to measure SDPPG signals.
4.2. Selection of Mother Wavelet
Because of ambient and electric noises, measurement signals inherently include a background
noise. The electric noise is generally included in the high-frequency band, and interferes with
detection of PPI. Such a noise can be removed by a low-pass filter [6]. Since human heart rates
are in the range of 40 to 200 per minute [19] and the 99% power of SDPPG is below 10 Hz described in
Section 2, a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz can remove such a noise.
After removing background noise from the measured signal, the algorithm determines a reference
signal of a single period to select the mother wavelet for wavelet transform. To that end, the SDPPG
signal of a few periods is averaged, which is set to a reference signal.
Since an SDPPG signal is dependent on the subject, by cross-correlation between the reference
signal and mother wavelets, the algorithm chooses the mother wavelet that is the most similar to the
reference signal among mother wavelets such as Harr, Daubechies, or Symlet.
4.3. Normalization and Time-Synchronization
Even if the measured SDPPG signals originate from one source (heart), the received signals may
have different amplitudes and traveling times owing to the different paths taken, as shown in Figure 2.
The differences in traveling time causes phase differences between received signals, as in Figure 8a.
Such amplitude attenuation and time deviation induce errors in detection and decision during signal
processing. To adjust the amplitudes, the signals are scaled to have the same amplitude as the strongest
signal. To compensate for time differences between signals, cross-correlation between channel signals is
performed to obtain the time difference, as shown in Figure 9. The figure has a maximum value at
0.23 s, which means that the two signals had a 0.23-s time difference due to the travelling paths.
Based on time difference computation, the algorithm aligns the times of the two signals, as shown in
Figure 8b.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Time-compensation: (a) originally measured signals; (b) time-aligned two signals.
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Figure 9. Cross-correlation between two channels.
4.4. Wavelet Transform of SDPPG Signals
With the selected mother wavelet, the wavelet transform is performed at each channel.
As described in Section 3, signals are iteratively decomposed up to level N, which depends on
the sampling rate, as in Figure 10. For example, if the sampling rate of an SDPPG signal is 256 Hz,
then the level N is set to 6 so that the frequency band of the decomposed approximation components
becomes between 0 and 4 Hz [14]. Table 1 shows the frequency band according to the level of the
wavelet transform at a 256 Hz sampling rate.
Table 1. Frequency Distribution when the Sampling Rate is 256 Hz.
N AN (Hz) DN (Hz)
1 0–128 128–256
2 0–64 64–128
3 0–32 32–64
4 0–16 16–32
5 0–8 8–16
6 0–4 4–8
A signal period is detected using approximation components, AN in level N, for which the
frequency range is between 0 and 4 Hz, whereas movement noise is detected using detail components
DN-3 in a level N-3, for which the frequency range is between 32 and 64 Hz. Since measured signals
are low-pass filtered out with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz, as explained in Sections 2 and 4.2, signals
higher than the cutoff frequency are mainly related to movement noise at the sampling rate of 256 Hz.
In addition, the heart rate is obtained from AN by computing PPIs.
Figure 10. Decomposition level decision procedure.
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4.5. Detection and Cancellation of Movement Noise
The algorithm detects noise in SDPPG signals during periods of pulse waves. Instead of
continuous time, we consider time slots of which length is the pulse wave period. The length of
the time slots can vary according to subjects. Even if signals are measured for a single subject,
the duration of the pulse wave can vary according to physical conditions, so a fixed slot time cannot be
used for this work. Hence, the algorithm first defines time slots of a pulse wave from the approximation
coefficients that contains frequencies between 0 and 4 Hz, and determines whether the movement
noise is included in each time period using the detail coefficient that contains a frequency range
between 32 and 64 Hz. Each time slot is defined as the time from a peak time to the next peak time of
AN. The procedure for movement noise detection is summarized in Figure 11.
 
Figure 11. Procedure of movement noise detection algorithm.
After determining a time slot, to decide whether movement noise exists the algorithm checks
whether the period of the time slot is less than a threshold (Thp). In this paper, the threshold is set to 0.3
(In [17], the heart rate is 40–200 beats per minute, which means that the shortest period is 0.3 s.), since
the typical heart rate is between 0 and 4 Hz. If the period is less than 0.3 s, i.e., the heart rate is greater
than 200 beats per minute, it is decided that the subject is abnormal or the signal is contaminated.
If the period of the measured signal is greater than or equal to 0.3 s, the algorithm computes the
power of the detail components between 32 and 64 Hz to detect a movement noise.
To determine how much noise is included in a signal for any duration, for a given period the
signal-plus-noise-to-signal (SNS) is defined as
SNS =
Total power of measured signal and noise
Total power of a reference signal
As a signal and a noise cannot be separately measured, the algorithm is not able to directly use
the signal quality used in communications, which is defined as the signal-to-noise ratio. SNSiS and
SNSiD(N-3) denote SNS of the total signal and SNS of the detail component of level N − 3 at channel
i, respectively.
If the SNS of detail component of level N − 3, whose frequency range is between 32 and 64 Hz,
is greater than a threshold ThD(N-3), the algorithm decides that the SDPPG signal includes movement
noise during the period. Otherwise, the SDPPG signal has no noise. If only one channel has no noise
among the channels, the algorithm selects the channel signal at the period without further computation.
Otherwise, the algorithm calculates SNSs of the measured signals for all channels and chooses the best
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channel signal as the selection combining scheme [18]. Since the SNS closest to one means that the
signal has the highest fidelity to the reference signal, the algorithm chooses the best channel such that
k = argmin{i in all channels}
∣∣∣SNSiS − 1∣∣∣
Instead of SNSiS, alternative measures for selecting the channel can be used, such as SNSiD(N−3) of
the SDPPG signal instead of its detail components.
5. Experiments
5.1. Experiment Environments
For experiments, SDPPG signals were measured at two different places (a finger and a toe or
two index fingers) on five adults using at a sampling rate of 256 Hz. Four 120-s experiments were
conducted per person.
For a reference signal, SDPPG signals were recorded at each channel after three seconds to
reduce the impact of the initial setting, and five periods of the SDPPG signal were averaged. Subjects
sitting in a comfortable chair randomly moved their fingers or their toes during a certain time period.
For movement noise detection, the period threshold (Thp) and the SNS threshold (ThSNS) are set to 0.3
and 1.5, respectively.
5.2. Movement Noise Detection and Cancellation Performance
Figure 12a shows a measured SDPPG signal with movement noise and Figure 12b,c show A6
and D3 of wavelet transform results, respectively. The algorithm extracts time slots of the pulse
waves from the peaks (marked with asterisks) of Figure 12b, and detects movement noise from the
power of the detail components of Figure 12d during a slot period. To determine whether movement
noise is included in the period, the algorithm computes the SNS of the detail component of level 3 and
compares it with a threshold. If the SNS is greater than 1.5, the SDPPG signal in the period contains
movement noise; otherwise, the SDPPG signal during the period has no noise. Detection is performed
at all channels.
As shown in Figure 12c, when an SDPPG signal is distorted by movement noise, the detail
component surges according to the noise level. Hence, movement noise can be detected.
After detecting movement noise in each period, the algorithm selects the best quality SDPPG
signal among channels. If only one channel is unaffected by movement noise, the algorithm selects the
signal of that channel. If there is more than one channel that has noise, the channel signal where SNS
is closest to 1 is chosen.
Figure 12. Noise analysis: (a) measured signal; (b) A6 components and peaks; (c) D3 components;
(d) Power of D3.
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Figure 13 shows an example of removing movement noise by the proposed algorithm in various
environments. In cases when only one of two channels has movement noise in the time period between
15 and 35 s, as shown in the Figure 13, the noise is removed at the output signals. In cases when all the
channels simultaneously have movement noise in the time period between 45 and 60 s, the noise is
reduced, but not entirely removed, by selecting the better signal. When two signals are decided to be
clean in the time period between 0 and 15 s, the algorithm selects the better signal among them.
Figure 13. Noise cancellation results: (a) an SDPPG signal measured on channel 1; (b) an SDPPG signal
measured on channel 2; (c) an SDPPG signal on output.
We evaluated the performance of our proposed algorithm in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity (Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy are used to check the effectiveness of diagnostic test to
correctly identify the patients and healthy persons [20]. In our paper, these terms are used to evaluate
the performance of our proposed algorithm to correctly identify the noise and noise free time period.).
The accuracy is the ratio of the correctly detected noise and noise free period to the total time period.
The sensitivity is the ratio of the correctly detected noise period to the total noise period while the
ratio of the correctly detected noise free period to total noise free period is define as specificity.
Table 2: Noise detection Performance represents the mean and standard deviation of accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity of all cases in channel 2.
Table 2. Noise detection Performance.
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
Mean 0.982 1.000 0.977
Standard Deviation 0.010 0.000 0.014
5.3. Performance Comparison
In this subsection, the performance of the proposed algorithm was verified in various movement
noise environments, as shown in Table 3. SDPPG signals were measured at pairs of different locations
on the subjects: two index fingers (Cases 1, 2, and 3), and one index finger and one toe (Case 4).
The subject moved randomly in order to insert movement noise. The noise ratio of channels 1 and 2 in
the table implies the ratio of the time period of inserted movement noise to the total experiment time of
120 s. The amount of movement noise on Channel 1 was set to include less than that of Channel 2.
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Table 3. Experiment Environments.
Channel 1 Channel 2
Location Noise (%) Location Noise (%)
Case 1 Finger 10 Finger 20
Case 2 Finger 15 Finger 20
Case 3 Finger 30 Finger 30
Case 4 Toe 15 Finger 30
For performance comparison, three previous noise reduction algorithms, PMAF [10], constant
step-size LMS (CS-LMS) [9] and independent component analysis LMS (ICA-LMS) are considered.
Since these three algorithms are proposed to reduce noise in a single PPG signal, the algorithms are
applied to the PPG signal of Channel 1, which contains a smaller amount of noise than Channel 2.
After removing movement noise with the previous algorithms, the corresponding SDPPG signals are
computed to compare with the proposed algorithm.
Figure 14 shows the experiment results, which are the average of five person results from each
case. The noise at output in Figure 14a is the ratio of time period of SDPPG signals with movement
noise after noise cancellation to total experiment time. The noise reduction in Figure 14b is the
ratio of reduced time period of a noisy SDPPG signal to the time period in which movement noise
was inserted on Channel 1.
The experiment results show that the proposed algorithm using wavelet transform and diversity
combining can effectively reduce movement noise, and it outperforms the previous algorithms,
as shown in Figure 14. While more movement noise in the input signal brings more noise in the
results, as shown in Cases 1, 2, and 3 of Figure 14a, the output noise of the proposed algorithm is
reduced much more than from the other algorithms, as shown in Figure 14b, even if the second channel
signal has more noise than, or the same noise as, Channel 1. For example, in Case 3, the proposed
algorithm reduces the amount of noise to 8.73% from 30% (i.e., a 70.89% noise reduction) while PMAF,
CS-LMS, and ICA-LMS result in 38.29% (−29.29%), 25.56% (14.79%), and 25.99% (13.38%), respectively.
The previous algorithms could not reduce movement noise efficiently while claiming that they improve
only PPI variations of a PPG signal [9], [10] and [12], which corresponds to the heart rate variation.
Since the PMAF algorithm averages the shapes of multiple periods, the noise can influence the shape of
the next periods, which results in deterioration of the SDPPG signals over a greater time duration.
Hence, the noise ratios with PMAF increase, and the noise reduction ratios become negative values.
When filtering signals, the CS-LMS algorithm partially lessens low-frequency movement noise so that
reduction in movement noise is limited. The ICA-LMS algorithm can reduce slow motion artifacts
like vertical movement of fingers in heart rates, but it changes and distorts the shape of PPG signals.
If the motion artifacts and PPG signals are not independent, the ICA-LMS algorithm performance is
degraded, as discussed in [12].
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Figure 14. Performance comparison: (a) noise ratio at output, and (b) noise reduction ratio with respect
to the amount of noise on Channel 1.
Our algorithm performance is also robust to measurement locations. In Case 4, which measured
signals at a toe and a finger, the performance of the previous algorithms is poorer than in Case 2,
which measured two fingers, even if the amount of movement noise on Channel 1 is identical.
But our algorithm shows similar performance in Cases 2 and 4. The SDPPG signal measured at a toe
has lower power and is more distorted than when measured at a finger due to longer channel path
and channel attenuation environment. Hence, the performance of the previous algorithms is degraded,
but our algorithm performs robustly at the measurement locations by using wavelet transform and
diversity of signals measurement.
6. Conclusions
Among a variety of bio-signals, PPG-related signals such as PPG and SDPPG are widely used
for health care applications because of their easy and comfortable measurement. However, PPG and
SDPPG signals are vulnerable to movement noise in measurement. Compared to PPG, an SDPPG
signal has more information for diagnosing diseases, but is more sensitive to movement noise.
Deterioration of SDPPG can result in incorrect diagnosis.
To remove movement noise, an algorithm was developed using wavelet transform and a selection
combining technique. Since SDPPG is almost periodic with subject-dependent pulse shape and
a band-limited signal, wavelet transform is used for detecting movement noises. SDPPG signals
originating from one source (heart) can be measured at different locations so that a diversity
combining scheme can be adopted to reduce movement noise. Contrast to previous algorithms,
the proposed algorithm improves not only PPI performance but also the shape of SDPPG, which
results in better diagnosis. In experiments, movement noise could be reduced by up to 70.89%.
The proposed approach is also applicable to PPG and other bio-signals that have periodicity and
measurement diversity.
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Abstract: The advancement of Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN) have led to significant progress
in medical and health care systems. However, such networks still suffer from major security and
privacy threats, especially for the data collected in medical or health care applications. Lack of
security and existence of anonymous communication in WBAN brings about the operation failure of
these networks. Recently, Li et al. proposed a lightweight protocol for wearable sensors in wireless
body area networks. In their paper, the authors claimed that the protocol may provide anonymous
mutual authentication and resist against various types of attacks. This study shows that such a
protocol is still vulnerable to three types of attacks, i.e., the offline identity guessing attack, the sensor
node impersonation attack and the hub node spoofing attack. We then present a secure scheme that
addresses these problems, and retains similar efficiency in wireless sensors nodes and mobile phones.
Keywords: security; anonymity; WBAN; wearable sensors; cryptanalysis
1. Introduction
The advancement of electromedical technology has led to new research topics associated with
wireless body area networks (WBANs). A wireless body area network (WBAN) is formed by a
medication information system and various wearable sensors attached to the patient’s body. Integration
of WBAN with modern cloud and sensor technologies offers huge improvement in the efficiency and
functionality of medical and health care systems. For instance, after the ischemic stroke, patients
would require a long-term electrocardiographic monitoring [1]. They suffer from the sleep apnea, and,
consequently, require to wear a portable monitor while sleeping [2]. A WBAN-enabled environment
allows patients to enjoy the same quality of life without being tangled by the sensor wires. To provide
a comprehensive and real-time health assessment to the patient, sensed data may be transmitted to
the clouds.
A WBAN architecture is generally constituted of three layers, as shown in Figure 1.
This architecture is composed of three types of nodes, first level nodes, second level nodes and
a hub node. The first level node, e.g., a smartphone, acts as an intermediate node and forwards the
data to the hob node. The second level nodes normally refer to the nodes or wearable devices situated
in the body of human, sending the sensing information to a first level node. The hub node a local
server or a remote cloud that analyses and manages the sensed data.
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Figure 1. Architecture of a medical WBAN.
Despite the WBANs being endowed with the simplicity and high efficiency, they suffer from low
security so that the transmitted data contain the health information of the user which is typically highly
sensitive. The need of finding a secure solution for the network is immediate as the security association
in the 802.15.6 standard is in doubt [3]. To guarantee a secure WBAN, a secure authentication key
agreement protocol should be executed in advance of the communication. We argue that this protocol
still requires the user anonymity. Consider a user wearing a portable electrocardiographic monitor
to keep track of his cardio health, where the cardio data are appropriately encrypted. The privacy of
a known data transfer channel is compromised so that the electrocardiographic monition has been
related to a cardio problem through other users.
According to the previously reported works, e.g., [3,4], the authentication key agreement
protocol of the WBAN shall provide the data secrecy, user anonymity, session unlinkability, mutual
authentication, forward secrecy, resilient to online/offline dictionary attack, resilient to replay
attack, and resilient to man-in-the-middle attack. Due to a few reasons, we should not use generic
authentication key agreement protocols [5] or lightweight protocols for the general purpose short
distance communications [6] in WBANs. Firstly, the specific architecture of the WBAN includes three
tiers with multiple first level nodes whose most generic protocols are not optimized in this setting.
Some first level nodes may be restricted in terms of power or computation ability so that a heavy
computation is not possible. Furthermore, some generic authentication protocols may not offer the
user anonymity as their protocol design requirement. However, in a WBAN, the identity of the patient
should be concealed while being diagnosed with a WBAN.
WBANs share some similar properties with Hierarchical Wireless Sensor Networks (HWSN).
The valuable experience established in the HWSN research area has in turn led to the fast development
of WBANs. Wang et al. [7] has summarized some early advancement in the authentication protocol of
HWSNs. However, conventional HWSNs assume a large-scale network and are more concerned about
the battery power than the security and user’s privacy. As of today, there has been no direct applicable
of HWSN to WBAN.
Recently, various authentication and key agreement protocols for WBANs have been proposed.
In 2009, Keoh et al. [8] has reported a protocol using an on synchronized LED blinking pattern and
keychains that provides a visual confirmation of the sensor pairing. Later, Liu et al. [9] presented
another protocol using both public key and secret key cryptography in the authentication. In 2014
Liu et al. [10] improved the anonymity over their previous work and presented a protocol focusing on
the communication between the first level and second level nodes using the elliptic curve cryptogrpahy
and bilinear map. Moreover, the anonymity of the scheme was broken by Zhao in 2014 [11]. Zhao and,
subsequently, Wu et al. [12] presented their protocols to overcome some weakness founded in previous
works. Those protocols however require the use of public key cryptography (either elliptic curve
cryptography or bilinear pairing) in the sensor node yielding a heavy computation and storage
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bundle [13]. In order to save resources and ensure anonymity, Shen et al. [14] proposed a cloud-aided
lightweight authentication protocol. Their protocol ensures that the network manager cannot realize
the user’s real identity in the authentication phase.
The sensors attached on the human bodies have direct access to the physiological signals of the
person. As a result, following the electrocardiogram (ECG) or photoplethysmogram (PPG), the use
of these physiological signals may be used to generate keys of the communication [15–17]. Such an
approach is quite novel and can be possibly developed in good applications after its robustness
and security may be verified in a larger scale or experiments. Unlike secrets, and like passwords or
pre-loaded secret keys, the physiological signal may not be necessarily kept away from the attackers.
In 2017, Li and his colleagues proposed a lightweight mutual authentication and key agreement
protocol with anonymity for the WBAN [4]. They claimed that their protocol provides anonymity and
may be secure against various types of attacks. However, this study demonstrates that Li’s protocol
is not secure while the first level node is being compromised. In addition, their approach fails to
provide the node anonymity so that an attacker is able to track a second level node. To overcome these
shortcomings, we provide a simple but effective amendment for the protocol. The repaired protocol is
secured against impersonation attacks, replay attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks. It also provides
better anonymity of the WBAN users.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the Li’s scheme. In Section 3,
we show the insecurity of their scheme. Next, an improvement scheme will be presented in Section 4.
We then provide some security analysis on the improved scheme, and finally conclude the paper.
2. Review of the Li’s Protocol
In this section, we briefly review the Li’s protocol [4]. Figure 2 shows the architecture of this
protocol, which consists of three level nodes, i.e., a hub node (HN), a first level nodes (FN) and some
second level nodes (SN). The second level nodes are some wearable sensors to be attached to the human
body. Usually, these SN are resource-constrained with limited computational and communicational
power. They report sensed data to a first level node (FN) via a public channel. A FN is an intermediate
node between SN and FN. It may be considered as a smart phone or a smart watch, providing good
communication and computation ability and coordinating a set of SN attached to the same human
body. Next, the FN forwards the received sensed data to a hub node (HN), which was formed by rich
resources and may be installed on a database.
Figure 2. Architecture of Li’s protocol [4].
Such a protocol is composed of two phases as follows, the registration phase and the authentication
phase. In the registration phase, a system administrator registers and initializes the HN, FN, and SN.
In the authentication phase, an SN attempts to setup a secure connection in the network while
authenticate the identity of the HN and being authenticated by the HN.
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2.1. Registration Phase
In this phase, an HN generates a unique secret key, kHN , and securely stores it in its memory.
In addition, each second level node is registered individually.
Once a second node N is being registered, the following steps are performed:
1. A unique secret identity idN is generated for the N which is also used as the secret key of the N.
2. A unique identity id′N is generated for the FN. (It is not explicit in their article that would another
id′N be generated or not when another SN is registered. However, if different id′N is generated for
the SN that will immediately fail the SN’s traceability since the unencrypted id′N is sent over the
air every time the SN attempts to connect to the server).
3. A secret parameter kN is generated for the N.
4. The system computes aN = idN ⊕ h(kHN , kN) and bN = kHN ⊕ aN ⊕ kN .
5. The FN stores the tuple 〈id′N , idN , aN , bN〉 in its memory.
6. The N stores the tuple 〈idN , aN , bN〉 in its memory.
7. The HN stores the (id′N) in its memory.
Note that kN is not required to be stored in the sensor node SN or at the hub node HN.
2.2. Authentication Phase
In this phase, the N establishes a session key with the HN through the FN as follows. The whole
process is given in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Li’s protocol.
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1. A second level node N selects a random number rN and computes
xN = aN ⊕ idN , (1)
yN = xN ⊕ rN , (2)
tidN = h(idN ⊕ tN , rN), (3)
where tN is the current timestamp. Next, the N sends 〈tidN , yN , aN , bN , tN〉 to the FN.
2. After receiving the message from the N, the FN places his identity, id′N , in the message and
forwards the message 〈id′N , tidN , yN , aN , bN , tN〉 to the HN.
3. Once receiving messages from the FN, the HN first checks the id′N in its database. The process
will be terminated if fails. Then, the HN checks the timestamp tN by judging t∗ − tN
?
< δt, where
t∗ is the time when the message is received, with δt being the maximum transmission delay.
Next, the HN computes the following:
k∗N = kHN ⊕ aN ⊕ bN , (4)
x∗N = h(kHN , k∗N), (5)
id∗N = x∗N ⊕ aN , r∗N = x∗N ⊕ yN , (6)
tid∗N = h(id∗N ⊕ tN , r∗N), (7)
4. which checks whether tid∗N
?
= tidN . If the equation holds, the HN ensures that the N is legal.
The HN picks temporary secret parameters fN , k+N and continues to compute the following:
α = x∗N ⊕ fN , (8)
γ = r∗N ⊕ fN , (9)
a+N = id
∗
N ⊕ h(kHN , k+N), (10)
b+N = kHN ⊕ a+N ⊕ k+N , (11)
η = γ ⊕ a+N , (12)
μ = γ ⊕ b+N , (13)
β = h(x∗N , r∗N , fN , η, μ). (14)
5. Finally, the HN stores the session key ks = h(id∗N , r∗N , fN , x∗N) and sends the message
〈α, β, η, μ, id′N〉 to the FN.
6. Once the FN receives the message from the HN, it drops his identity id′N and sends the message
〈α, β, η, μ〉 to the N.
7. Now, the N computes f ∗N = xN ⊕ α, β∗ = h(xN , rN , f ∗N , η, μ) and checks β∗ ?= β to determine
whether the HN is legal or not. The authentication process will terminate if the equation does
not hold. Then, the N computes γ = rN ⊕ f ∗N , a+N = γ ⊕ η, and b+N = γ ⊕ μ. Afterwards,
the N stores the session key k∗s = h(idN , rN , f ∗N , xN) and replaces the parameters (aN , bN) with
the parameters (a+N , b
+
N).
3. Cryptanalysis of the Li’s Protocol
This section shows that the protocol proposed by Li, and his colleagues, is vulnerable to three
types of attacks, i.e., offline identity guessing attacks, sensor node impersonation attacks and hub node
spoofing attacks.
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3.1. The Adversary Model
We assume the adversary is capable of performing the following, once being attacked. The first
three capabilities are adopted from the Li’s paper while the last one is a reasonable extension of
their model:
• The adversary can control the communication channel. It means that it may eavesdrop, modify
and replay any messages transmitted on the communication channel. This intends to capture the
protocol requirements, e.g., resilient to replay the attack, resilient man-in-middle attack, mutual
authentication, resilient to online/offline dictionary attack.
• The adversary can capture any sensor node by some ways and further extract the secret data
store in a captured node. This intends to capture the ability of mutual authentication and
forward secrecy.
• The hub node, HN, is always trustworthy. However, an adversary may intrude the HN’s database
and read and manipulate all the data in the database except for the HN’s master key, kHN .
This intends to capture the resilient of the hub-node-stolen-database attack where the HN’s
database is stolen.
• An adversary may intrude a first level node FN and read all data stored in it. Assuming that both
the bottom level SN and the top level HN can be compromised by the adversary, the FN may not
remain unintruded for all the time, especially an FN may be viewed as a smart phone or a smart
watch which may be easily stolen.
3.2. Vulnerable against Intruding FN Attacks
In the protocol design, an FN is mainly served as a intermediate relay. However, during the
registration phase, the secret information, e.g., idN , aN and bN are all stored in the FN. It is not explicit
how these values shall be used in the FN according to their paper. It is observed that the FN does
not have the capability to authenticate an SN and to be authenticated by the HN on behalf of an
SN, if the FN is responsible to coordinate the SN. Nevertheless, this turns out to become a point of
vulnerability of the protocol. For an adversary which is able to intrude an FN, all SN s coordinated by
this FN are compromised.
3.3. Vulnerable to the Tracking Attack
Li claimed that the protocol allows anonymous communication so that an adversary cannot link
any communication session to another session of the same SN. However, this claim is not true, based
on the following facts.
Every SN is registered to the system through one single FN. The identity of the FN, id′N , is sent
over the air in Step 2 of the authentication phase. Since id′N would not be changed in the protocol,
adversary can be easily associated with two sessions with the same FN s. For an FN coordinating only
one SN, the adversary is allowed to link two sessions of the same SN by inspecting only Step 2. If the
FN coordinates more SN s, the user’s privacy/anonymity does not enhance as in some applications
suggested in Li’s paper. Consider the medication, where the sensors of a patient are likely to be
connected to a single FN, e.g., his smart phone. Revealing the identity of the FN (smart phone) is even
worse than revealing only the identity of an SN (a sensor).
In certain applications, an FN may coordinate extremely large amount of SN s, where the identity
of the SN is the only concern and an adversary is still able to link two sessions with the same SN s.
Assuming that the adversary A captures only the messages sent from the SN to FN and FN to SN at
the time T1 and a later time T2, as
Capture at T1 :
{
〈tid1, y1, a1, b1, t1〉
〈α1, β1, η1, μ1〉
, Capture at T2 :
{
〈tid2, y2, a2, b2, t2〉
〈α2, β2, η2, μ2〉
.
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To investigate if the messages captured at T2 is a subsequent login of the messages captured
at T1, the A simply computes a2 ⊕ b2. If these two sessions are related, this value corresponds to
(γ1 ⊕ η1)⊕ (γ1 ⊕ μ1) = η1 ⊕ μ1, which is indeed kHN ⊕ kN . Except for an extreme low probability
of coincident (2−length(kHN)), comparing a2 ⊕ b2 ?= η1 ⊕ μ1 will allow for determining if these two
sessions are related.
4. Repairing the Protocol
One of the biggest problems associated with the protocol is that the FN does not perform its
function in the authentication while it is possessing the secret information of the coordinating SN.
A simple straightforward approach is to let the FN not store any information about the SN. Instead,
the FN only acts as a relay between the SN and the HN. The protocol will be remaining secure (but not
anonymous) even if the FN is being compromised. This however does not resolve the vulnerability of
the protocl against the tracking attacks. Moreover, this option removes the ability of an FN to control
other SNs, which may not be suitable in some applications.
The security and system requirements may be investigated as follows. The SNs assume low
computation/communication power; while FNs and HNs are less constrained, the SNs and HNs
require being mutually authenticated. The SN and FN should be mutually authenticated where these
two authentications may not be necessarily at the same time. Based on these requirements, we propose
a simpler repaired protocol exhibiting better security and anonymity.
4.1. Architecture
In our architecture, we maintain the three-level role. However, the communication between an SN
and an FN (SN-FN) is different from the communication session between an SN and an HN (SN-HN).
A two-party authentication protocol will be described in this section, and the same protocol will be
used in the case of SN-FN and SN-HN. In the case of an SN-HN communication, the FN will be served
as a relay to support the communication. The SN-HN communication normally takes place when
the sensing data is reported to the HN. The SN-FN communication normally takes place when FN
manages the SN or gathering data from the SN. In the case where FN-HN communication is required,
we assume that general purpose authentication protocols, e.g., [5,18], will be used since both of them
have less constraint computation power.
4.2. Description of the Repaired Protocol
As mentioned above, this protocol is a two-party protocol. The reader may assume a duplication
of keys for the SN-FN and SN-HN communications. We call the UN an upstream node that represents
either an FN or an HN. Unless it is specified, all variables have the same length as the output of a hash
function length(h).
A SN should separately register with an FN and an HN, and two sets of keys are required.
Practically, these two registrations may be simultaneously performed via the FN, as long as the process
is securely accomplished. Assume that the SN is registering with either of them, denoted as a UN.
The SN will then be assigned with the followings:
• idN , a unique secret identity for the SN.
• aN = idN ⊕ h(kUN , kN), where kUN is the secret key of the UN, kN is a nonce.
• bN = aN ⊕ kUN ⊕ kN .
• cN = h(idN , kUN).
In this protocol, the UN does not require storing any secret information about the SN. If the UN
wishes to keep track of the identity of the SN, it may keep a truncated or hashed idN . The value of the
idN needs to be unique and a bit of idN may be used to indicate the association with either of SN-HN
or SN-FN, and several bits from the identity of the UN.
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When the SN wishes to initiate a communication with a UN, the SN will perform the following
operations (In case an FN wishes to initiate the protocol, the protocol will be preceded by a Hello
message from the FN to the SN.). Please also refer to Figure 4.
1. The SN generates a random number rN and a timestamp tN and computes:
xN = aN ⊕ idN , (15)
yN = xN ⊕ rN , (16)
tidN = h(idN , tN , cN , rN). (17)
Then, it sends 〈tidN , yN , aN , bN , tN〉 to the UN.
2. On receiving the request, the UN first checks if the timestamp is still valid. Then, it computes:
k∗N = kUN ⊕ aN ⊕ bN , (18)
x∗N = h(kUN ⊕ k∗N), id∗N = x∗N ⊕ aN , (19)
r∗N = x∗N ⊕ yN , c∗N = h(id∗N , kUN). (20)
Next, it validates tidN by h(id∗N , tN , c∗N , r∗N). The protocol will be aborted if this does not hold.
3. The UN continues the protocols by selecting random numbers fN , k+N and computing the
following:
a+N = id
∗
N ⊕ h(kUN , k+N), (21)
b+N = a
+
N ⊕ kUN ⊕ k+N , (22)
η = h( fN , c∗N)⊕ a+N , (23)
μ = h(c∗N , fN)⊕ b+N , (24)
α = c∗N ⊕ fN , (25)
β = h(id∗N , r∗N , fN , η, μ), (26)
ks = h(id∗N , r∗N , fN , x∗N), (27)
where ks represents the session key. Finally, the UN sends 〈α, β, η, μ〉 to the SN.
4. The SN validates the message by computing f ∗N = cN ⊕ α and checking whether β equals to
h(id∗N , rN , f ∗N , η, μ). If not, it rejects the protocol.
5. Finally, the SN computes the session keys and updates its keys, as
a+N = h( f
∗
N , cN)⊕ η, (28)
b+N = h(cN , f
∗
N)⊕ μ, (29)
k∗s = h(idN , rN , f ∗N , xN). (30)
The SN will compute the same session key ks as the UN in the absence of the adversary or noise.
It will then replace (aN , bN) with (a+N , b
+
N) in its memory.
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Figure 4. The repaired protocol.
5. Security Analysis of the Repaired Protocol
This section demonstrates that our repaired protocol is secure against the aforementioned attacks.
5.1. Intruding on the FN Attacks
In the repaired protocol, the FN no longer stores the key between an SN and an HN. Therefore,
compromising an FN would only leak the keys between the SNs and the FN. The compromised FN
would not be able to impersonate an SN to communicate with the HN. It is true that the compromised
FN will still be able to access the SN in an SN-FN communication, but no extra access, e.g., data exclusive
for the HN, will be given to the FN. This protocol also assures a secure SN-FN communication, and vice
versa if all secrets stored in the HN are compromised.
5.2. Impersonation, Man-in-the-Middle and Replay Attacks
The protocol provides a sound mutual authentication between an SN and an FN/HN.
The adversary defined in Section 3.1 models the necessary capabilities that requires performing
impersonation, man-in-the-middle, and replay attacks. The goals of this adversary are as follows:
(Goal 1) Convincing either an SN or a UN to misbelieve that a legitimate partner is participating in
a communication within the timeout period; (Goal 2) Having better strategy than the wild guess in
distinguishing a session key ks against a random string with the same length. We show that there is no
adversary to effectively, and with non-negligible probability, achieve either of these goals.
Goal 1 happens when either UN accepts or SN accepts. We separately discuss these cases.
• The UN accepts. This happens if and only if tidN = h(id∗N , tN , c∗N , r∗N). We assume that the SN
does not generate a tidN after t∗ − ΔT, otherwise it violates definition of Goal 1. If this equation
is true but the hash h(id∗N , tN , c∗N , r∗N) has never been computed, this will happen only with
p = 2−length(h).
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If this equation is true and the hash has been computed before, we may conclude that it is not
produced by a legitimate SN and UN. This is due to the fact that idN is unique and SN does not
produce any at tN and UN would never send computed tidN . Therefore, the only possibility is
that the adversary computes the hash by itself. This happens only if the adversary has idN and
cN which are not sent over the network. This is bounded by p2 × qh where qh is the maximum
number of the hashes that are able to query with reasonable resources.
• The SN accepts. This happens if and only if the value of the β is equal to h(x+N , rN , f
∗
N , η, μ).
Similarly, if the hash was never computed, the probability is bounded by p. If the hash is
previously computed by the UN, the same SN (with id∗N) has already sent a login request with r∗N .
Since r∗N is randomly chosen, this happens only with p× qE, where qE is the total number of the
sessions executed by the SN. Otherwise, the adversary should correctly guess id∗N and cN , which
happen only with p2 × qh.
To sum up, the occurrence of Goal 1 has a probability lower than (qE + 2)p + 2qhp2, where
p = 2−length(h), qE is the total number of the sessions executed by the SN, and qh is the total number of
the hashes that are able to be computed by the adversary with reasonable resources. This number is
negligible when the length of the hash is large.
Goal 2 happens only when the UN accepts and the hash h(idN , rN , fN , xN) has been computed by
the adversary since ks is never transmitted. However, idN and xN are both secret. A correct guess of
this variable is bounded by p2 × qh.
Considering the probability to concurrently achieve the both Goals 1 and 2, an attacker may cast
as an impersonation attack, a man-in-the-middle attack, or a replay attack has a probability less than
(qE + 2)p+ 3qhp2.
5.3. Tracking Attacks and Anonymity
We may see that the tracking attack, mentioned in Section 3.3, no longer operates. First of all,
an FN serves only as a relay to replay a message. No information can be harvested to identify the
relay FN. Furthermore, the equality a2 ⊕ b2 = η1 ⊕ μ1 no longer holds, where η1 ⊕ μ1 = a2 ⊕ b2 ⊕
h( fN , cN)⊕ h(cN , fN). Since cN and fN are not computable by the adversary, computing h( fN , cN) or
h(cN , fN) is not possible.
6. Simulation Verification Using a Proverif Tool
Proverif is an automatic cryptographic protocol verifier, which is widely used to specify and
analyze the security of authenticated key agreement protocols [19–23].
In this section, we utilize Proverif to further analyze the security and validity of the proposed
protocol. In this simulation, two main roles, SN and UN, are included. The whole simulation contains
the following procedures:
• First, we need to define some variables used in this simulation. KUN is the secret key HN ,
and SKSN and SKUN are the final shared key established by SN and UN, respectively—then
comes the functions and events (Figure 5),
• Second, we list the goals of this simulation. More specifically, our goals is to ensure that the whole
authentication process is successful, the shared key can be established, and the attacker cannot
obtain the key anyway (Figure 6),
• The process of SN (Figure 7),
• The process of UN (Figure 8),
• The main execution (Figure 9).
• According to the simulation results depicted in Figure 10, we can observe that the proposed
protocol can achieve the goals mentioned in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Proverif code of variables, functions and events.
Figure 6. Goal of this simulation.
Figure 7. Proverif code of SN.
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Figure 8. Proverif code of HN.
Figure 9. Main process of this simulation.
Figure 10. Simulation results.
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7. Performance Evaluation
This section describes performance evaluation of the repaired protocol along with other related
protocols [4,10–12,14] in security properties and estimated time. We focus on the security against the
anonymity, tracking attack, insider attack, replay attack, impersonation attack, man-in-the-middle
attack, mutual authentication and the session key forward secrecy. From Table 1, we see that only the
repaired protocol, Wu’s protocol [12] and Shen et al. [14] fulfill all the security properties.
Table 1. Comparison of the security properties. Y and N stands for fulfilling and not fulfilling the
requirement respectively.
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
[10] Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y
[11] N N Y Y Y Y Y Y
[12] Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
[4] N N N Y N Y Y Y
[14] Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Ours Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
C1: Provide anonymity;
C2: Withstand tracking attack;
C3: Withstand insider attack;
C4: Withstand repay attack;
C5: Withstand impersonation attack;
C6: Withstand man-in-the-middle attack;
C7: Mutual authentication;
C8: The session key forward secrecy
We analyze the time performance of these protocol by analysis of the core cryptographic operations
used in each of them, and then estimate the running time of these protocols by adding the time of
executed cryptographic operations. We do not consider the possibility of parallel computation with
multi-core technologies since most wearable devices are only single core. Pipelining is also not
discussed here since the authentication usually needs to be executed once.
We consider two possible realizations of an SN. A sensor device using the MICAz with 4 KB RAM
(Crossbow Technology, San Jose, CA, USA) and 7-MHz ATmega128L microcontroller (Microchip
Technology Inc, Chandler, AZ, USA) and a smart phone using an iPhone 6s (Apple, Cupertino, CA,
USA) with 2 GB RAM ARM (armv8-a) CPU. The data are taken from [13,24,25] for the time required
on the MICAz while we implement those implementations on a smart phone using the Pairing Based
Cryptographic Library [26]. The result is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Computation of the cryptographic operations.
Symbol Description Running Time on a Smartphone Running Time on a MICAz
Th Hash function 0.03 ms 8 ms [25]
Tsym Symmetric encryption/description operation 0.12 ms 3.5 ms [24]
Tsm Scalar multiplication over elliptic curves 20.23 ms 2450 ms [13]
Tbp Bilinear pairing operation 25.64 ms 5320 ms [13]
Table 3 lists the estimated time of the mentioned protocols, considering the above experimental
data. From this table, we may observe that the repaired protocol costs more time than Li’s protocol [4]
as it takes six more hash functions, but costs less time than the other related protocols [10–12,14] .
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Table 3. Comparison of the estimated time.
Protocols Time Cost Running Time on a Smartphone Running Time on a MICAz
[10] 4Th + 5Tsm + 3Tbp 178.19 ms 28242 ms
[11] 11Th + 9Tsm + 3Tsym 182.64 ms 22148.5 ms
[12] 7Th + 8Tsm + Tbp + 2Tsym 187.93 ms 24983 ms
[4] 9Th 0.27 ms 72 ms
[14] 9Th + 13Tsm 263.26 ms 31922 ms
Ours 15Th 0.45 ms 120 ms
8. Conclusions
We demonstrated that Li’s protocol is broken and should not be used in any application
implementation related to the WBAN. At the same time, we proposed another architecture that
research should be considered when designing any authentication. In this architecture, the linear
relationship connecting an SN to an FN and an FN to an HN is abandoned. Instead, SN s, FN s and
HN s are directly connected to each other through a pairwise secret. The FN changes its role in an
SN-HN communication from coordinating to relaying messages between the SN and HN. We believe
that this approach is highly effective and secure so that compromise of the HN or FN would not lead
to a total compromise of the system. In such an architecture, an FN may be abused through consuming
the relay service by attackers. This problem, however, appears in most of the relaying systems in all
wireless networks, which may be handled via some firewall rules or intrusion detection techniques.
This represents an interesting research topic to be further studied by the authors in the future.
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Abstract: This work presents a framework that monitors particular symptoms such as respiratory
conditions (abnormal breathing pattern) experienced by hyperthyreosis, sleep apnea, and sudden
infant death syndrome (SIDS) patients. The proposed framework detects and monitors respiratory
condition using S-Band sensing technique that leverages the wireless devices such as antenna,
card, omni-directional antenna operating in 2 GHz to 4 GHz frequency range, and wireless
channel information extraction tool. The rhythmic patterns extracted using S-Band sensing present
the periodic and non-periodic waveforms that correspond to normal and abnormal respiratory
conditions, respectively. The fine-grained amplitude information obtained using aforementioned
devices is used to examine the breathing pattern over a period of time and accurately identifies the
particular condition.
Keywords: S-Band sensing; wireless channel information; hyperthyreosis/sleep apnea
disease monitoring
1. Introduction
Hyperthyreosis is a condition that is characterized by the excess production of thyroid hormone [1].
This disorder is primarily caused by the auto-immune system, produces a butterfly-shaped organ in
the neck and controls the rate of metabolism. The term hyperthyroidism refers to the production of the
huge amount of thyroid hormone that affects the metabolism rate, as a result increase in shortness of
breath (abnormal breathing), mood swings, anxiety, muscle weakness, hair loss and tremors in limbs
can be experienced [2]. Sleep apnea is a sleep disorder that causes abnormal breathing which can
ultimately cause apnea [3], while sudden infant death syndrome condition is experienced by a newly
born baby or around one year old where the baby experience abnormal respiration and then suddenly
stops breathing while asleep. The normal breathing rate for healthy person while is resting is 12 to 20
breaths per minute and the abnormal respiratory rate is over 25 breaths per minute. Normal breathing
presents a periodic waveform and abnormal breathing waveform is non-period.
In healthcare environment, the introduction of wireless communication systems has promoted the
improvement in the efficiency of patient care and health management [4,5]. This paper presents S-Band
sensing technique (operating at 2 GHz to 4 GHz) that leverage wireless channel information (WCI)
obtained using wireless devices such as antenna, card, omni-directional antenna, etc. to monitor and
detect the respiratory condition experienced by patient suffering from diseases such as hyperthyreosis,
sleep apnea and sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). The aim is to assist the doctors or caregivers
for documenting objective assessments.
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2. Related Work
This section presents the research work performed for detecting the respiratory patterns. With
regard to breathing pattern assessment, polysomnography (PSG) used pressure transducers in the
nostrils to record the airflow pressure [6]. The subject has to sleep while wearing multiple sensors
including an Electroencephalography (EEG) monitor, an Electromyography (EMG) monitor, an
Electrooculography (EOG) monitor, nasal probes, etc. [7]. The system introduced in [8] exploits
the pressure sensor array equipped with a mat to detect the subject’s breathing pattern, and body
motion. The camera-based system introduced in [9] monitors the patient and extract the respiration
rate. However, the sleeping mat equipped with sensors is expensive, uncomfortable at times and the
vision-based system is light dependent, computationally expensive, and raises privacy issues.
As an alternative, radio frequency (RF) signals can be used to track the subject’s chest movements
due to the advantage of less complexity and independence of light intensity. The core idea is to exploit
the change in wireless signal propagation between transceiver pair due to minute chest movement.
Leveraging RF technologies, Aqib et al. [10] used the Frequency Modulated Carrier Waves (FMCW)
radar to detect subject’s breathing pattern. The main limitation of FMCW radar is that the transmitted
signals interfere with the nearby RF systems since it exploits large range of frequencies.
Patwari et al. [11] used the commercially available small wireless devices to track breathing pattern
and exploited the received signal strength indicator (RSSI). Further improvements were brought up
by [12] where the RSSI measurements were obtained using single transceiver pair to track the subject’s
respiration. The RSSI data, however, do not report the subtle chest movement due to breathing, as
a result, the desirable results can be greatly affected by environmental noise. In order to cope with
this issue, the RSSI measurements are essentially termed as sinusoidal signals, and the amplitude
information is generally estimated on the basis receive signal measurements under particular periodic
assumption [13]. Also, the performance of RSSI dramatically degrades in complex situations due to
temporal dynamics and multipath fading [14]. However, the RSSI-based systems give us a blueprint to
use wireless channel features that are more sensitive than RSSI, in extracting the normal breathing
pattern and abnormal breathing pattern of a patient suffering from hyperthyreosis, sleep apnea and
SIDS. Thus, in order to extract the subject’s normal and abnormal respiration, we use S-Band sensing
technique which is highly sensitive to body motion by exploiting the wireless channel information.
3. S-Band Sensing and Breath Detection
The wireless channel information characterizes the wireless channel properties of a
communication link. The information essentially presents the RF signal propagation from transmitter
to receiver and describes the combined effect of multipath propagation such as reflection, fading, and
scattering [15]. The signal received can be expressed as:
H(i) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣H(i)∣∣∣∣∣∣e(j∠H(i)). (1)
Here H(i) is the wireless channel information, the terms ||H(i)|| and ∠H(i) denote the amplitude
and phase information for ith frequency, respectively. It should be noted that the card reveals group
of 30 frequencies known as one WCI packet and is intrinsic feature of the device that sweeps over
multiple channel frequencies.
The experimental design was implemented in a meeting room at Xidian University, as shown in
Figure 1. An antenna which is in the range of S-Band (2 GHz to 4 GHz) was deployed as the transmitter
and a 2.4 GHz omni-directional antenna working as a receiver. The wireless channel information
extraction tool introduced by [16] was installed. The host computer receive 10 WCI packets per
second [17]. From each WCI packet received using the specific NIC, a 30 x 1 matrix was extracted
known as channel frequency response (CFR) and can be written as:
CFRmatrix =
[
h1, h2, h3, . . . , hn
]
. (2)
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Here hi is a complex number and describes channel frequency response of the ith frequency and
n = 30 is the total number of frequencies. In order to examine the time history of a total number of WCI
packets received over a period of time, the CFRmatrix is put together recorded at various time intervals
and forms a WCI time history stream as:
CFRtime_history = [CFRmatrix1,CFRmatrix2,CFRmatrix3, . . .CFRmatrixk]. (3)
Here CFRtime_history is a 30-x-1 matrix, where k represents the total number of WCI packets
received within a particular time window.
Figure 1. Experimental setting for respiration monitoring.
Figure 2 indicates the variances of raw WCI due to the subject’s chest movement, which will
be used to extract the breathing pattern in the subsequent section. In order to extract the breathing
pattern, we select the frequency # 13 as in [15]. We have examined all the 30 frequencies for detecting
breathing pattern and compared the results with digital respiratory sensor. The main advantage of
using S-Band sensing which exploit the NIC is that one or multiple frequencies out of 30 can be used
for desired purpose. We tested the proposed framework in 8 various places that had different geometry
and structure. In 7 cases, frequency # 13 provided the best results when observed through the digital
respiratory sensor. Only at one place, the frequency # 12 provided results closely matched to the digital
respiratory sensor. The primary reason that frequency # 13 provides best results because it is available
to all wireless local area network systems but rarely used making it less prone to interference.
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Figure 2. The raw wireless channel information (WCI) amplitude information received for breathing
pattern detection.
4. Rational of Using S-Band Sensing for Breath Detection
This section gives an intuition about how the S-Band sensing technique leveraging wireless
channel information can be used to track subtle chest movements for breath detection. Ideally, an RF
signal propagates directly from transmitter to receiver when no obstacle is encountered, is known
as line-of-sight (LOS) communication. When an obstacle is encountered, the signal experiences
scattering, reflection, and diffraction. This is known as non-line-of-sight (NLOS) communication.
The signal received through LOS and NLOS communication will have different WCI data [18,19].
The signal propagation continuously moves back and forth between LOS and NLOS due to person’s
chest movement, as a result the WCI data retrieved are significantly different. For breathing pattern
detection, in almost all scenarios, the minute chest movement keeps on changing the communication
path between LOS and NLOS. The RF signal propagating from transmitter to the receiver will always
have a LOS communication path and a lot of NLOS communication paths. When the subject is inhaling
and exhaling, the received RF signal will continuously keep on changing due to reflections caused by
the person’s chest movement.
5. Overview of the Proposed Method
The system architecture designed to monitor the breathing of patient suffering from
hyperthyreosis, sleep apnea and SIDS diseases consist of two main components as shown in Figure 3.
Identification of breathing pattern using a wearable digital respiratory sensor, and breathing pattern
monitoring using S-Band sensing technique leveraging wireless channel information. From raw WCI
data, the amplitude information is extracted which is examined against the time history using an
individual frequency. The variances of amplitude information are then passed through a filtering
process, using wavelet filter. The variances of amplitude information are then analyzed and compared
with the data collected with a wearable sensor to see if they can be attributed to the normal breathing
or abnormal breathing.
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Figure 3. System architecture for breath monitoring.
Noise Filtering Process
The noise contained in the data collected using the wearable sensor as well as in the wireless
channel information should be removed. The wavelet filter presented in [20] is used to remove the
noise and smoothens the rising and falling edges appeared in the received signals critical for tracking
the normal and abnormal breathing. The advantage of using wavelet filter over other filters such as
Chebyshev or Butterworth is due to its better performance considering the high-frequency noise.
6. Tracking Person’s Breathing in Typical Environment
This section presents the details regarding the proposed method of tracking breathing under
typical conditions when person lay on the back. The individual CFR sequence i.e., the individual
frequency is selected to accurately estimate the breathing pattern of a person. Figure 4 shows the
variations of amplitude information of all 30 frequencies against packet number retrieved over a period
of time.
Figure 4. The channel frequency response (CFR) sequence of all frequencies obtained during experiment.
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6.1. Analysis of Measured Data for Normal Breathing
Figure 5 indicates the breathing pattern of a person lying in a straight position on the back.
The measurements were taken for 60 s. Figure 5a shows the raw breathing pattern obtained using
respiratory sensor and Figure 5b shows the filtered estimated breathing pattern. The person, in this
case, completed nearly 16 breathing cycles. We further examine the breathing pattern obtained using
S-Band sensing leveraging the wireless channel information.
Figure 5. Estimated breathing pattern obtained using Digital Respiratory Sensor. (a) Raw breathing
pattern obtained; (b) Filtered breathing pattern obtained.
The frequency-selective fading poses various extents on the RF signal considering different
frequencies. As shown in Figure 6, different frequencies have different variations with respect to time
for different power levels. Thus we select frequency # 13 that best describes the breathing pattern of
the subject as illustrated in Figure 6a. The data obtained for the particular frequency was then passed
into the wavelet filter to remove the sharp edges and smooth the signal. Comparing the breathing
pattern shown in Figure 6b with the one in Figure 5b, we observe that both the waves forms obtained
are identical considering the number of cycles during the same time period.
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Figure 6. The breathing pattern obtained using S-Band sensing. (a) Variances of raw amplitude
information of frequency # 13; (b) Filtered breathing pattern of the individual frequency.
6.2. Tracking Abnormal Breathing
In the prevision section, we described how S-Band sensing technique can be used to track person’s
normal breathing and compared the measured data with that of a wearable sensor. We now present the
measurements obtained for tracking person’s abnormal breathing, one of the conditions experienced
by a patient suffering from hyperthyreosis disease. We used the typical experimental environment and
asked the volunteer to breathe abnormally. Hence, we collected the raw amplitude information for 30
frequencies by retrieving 200 WCI packets over a period of time as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Raw amplitude information received for tracking abnormal breathing.
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Figure 8. The CFR sequence of all frequencies obtained for abnormal breathing.
We follow the same procedure as described earlier, and examine all the frequencies to extract the
abnormal breathing. The patient was observing abnormal breathing during the process and we opted
the frequency # 13 for data analysis from Figure 8. Thus we examine the same frequency for tracking
abnormal breathing and compare the measured results with wearable breathing sensor.
Figure 9 shows the data obtained using the wearable sensor to track the person’s abnormal
breathing pattern. The raw data measured for 60 s show clear signs that the person was experiencing
abnormal breathing while filtering out the measured data also indicate the same. A clearly
non-periodicity can be observed. We further analyze the data retrieved using S-Band sensing as
shown in Figure 10a that present raw breathing patterns and Figure 10b which shows filtered breathing
pattern and see whether it is able to detect the abnormal sleeping pattern or not.
Figure 9. Abnormal breathing pattern tracked using Digital Respiratory Sensor. (a) The original data
measured for abnormal breathing; (b) Filtered abnormal breathing pattern obtained.
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The person in this scenario was asked to breathe abnormally which was finely tracked by the
wearable sensor. The primary indicator in the particular case was the breathing sensor which did not
present any periodicity. The same principle is applied here. The raw and filtered amplitude information
indicates a clear non-periodicity for a period of time which indicates the abnormal breathing when the
subject was laying on the back (straight position).
Spearman’s Rank Correlation
We used Spearman’s rank correlation to find out correlation between the breathing signals
obtained through wearable sensor and S-Band. The Spearman correlation is based on rank method.
The coefficient of correlation is calculated by rank differences. On the basis of rank differences, we
find out the correlation between two signals. The advantage of Spearman’s correlation coefficient is
that the computation is quicker, especially when number of observations is limited. The method is
useful for series of data such as rank, scores, etc. The formula for Spearman’s correlation coefficient is
as written follows:
rk = 1− 6∑D
2
N3 − N (4)
Here rk is the coefficient of rank correlation, D denotes the rank differences, and N is the number
of pair observations. The value of rk lies between +1 and −1. Positive value shows that the direction of
rank is the same and negative value shows that the ranks are given in opposite direction. We have
compared the two signals obtained using wearable sensor and S-Band sensing as shown in Figures 5b
and 6b, respectively. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient obtained is 0.89 which employs that the
value is positive and close to +1. We then compare the two waveforms for abnormal breathing as in
Figures 9b and 10b. The rk value obtained is 0.86 which is positive that means the direction of rank is
same. Hence we can conclude that the signals obtained using wearable sensor and S-Band are identical
considering both cases.
Figure 10. Abnormal breathing tracked using S-Band. (a) Variations of raw amplitude information for
frequency # 13; (b) Variances of amplitude information filtered using wavelet filter.
7. Conclusions
This paper presented monitoring of vital signs experienced by patients suffering from various
diseases such as hyperthyreosis, sleep apnea and SIDS diseases using S-Band sensing technique. The
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results obtained indicate that the wireless channel information can be used to monitor the breathing
pattern and efficiently detects the abnormal respiratory when compared to the data retrieved using
wearable sensor. However, the results we presented were preliminary findings of the breathing pattern
of a person lying in supine position. The experiment was performed eight times on six different
subjects at eight different locations lying in particular posture. The authors aim is to use the proposed
framework as a foundation to develop an advanced level model that can detect subtle chest movement
for various body postures on bed such as right lateral, left lateral, and fowler. The model would also
be able to detect the patient’s heartbeat which is one of the vital signs that needs to be monitored in
order to assists the caregiver or doctor in home or hospital environment.
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Abstract: Medical healthcare is one of the fascinating applications using Internet of Things (IoTs).
The pervasive smart environment in IoTs has the potential to monitor various human activities by
deploying smart devices. In our pilot study, we look at narcolepsy, a disorder in which individuals
lose the ability to regulate their sleep-wake cycle. An imbalance in the brain chemical called orexin
makes the sleep pattern irregular. This sleep disorder in patients suffering from narcolepsy results in
them experience irrepressible sleep episodes while performing daily routine activities. This study
presents a novel method for detecting sleep attacks or sleepiness due to immune system attacks
and affecting daily activities measured using the S-band sensing technique. The S-Band sensing
technique is channel sensing based on frequency spectrum sensing using the orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing transmission at a 2 to 4 GHz frequency range leveraging amplitude and
calibrated phase information of different frequencies obtained using wireless devices such as card,
and omni-directional antenna. Each human behavior induces a unique channel information (CI)
signature contained in amplitude and phase information. By linearly transforming raw phase
measurements into calibrated phase information, we ascertain phase coherence. Classification and
validation of various human activities such as walking, sitting on a chair, push-ups, and narcolepsy
sleep episodes are done using support vector machine, K-nearest neighbor, and random forest
algorithms. The measurement and evaluation were carried out several times with classification
values of accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, Kappa, and F-measure of more than 90% that were
achieved when delineating sleep attacks.
Keywords: Internet of Things; S-band sensing; smart devices
1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept reflecting a connected set of anyone, anything, anytime,
anyplace, any service, and any network [1]. The Internet of Thing is a discussion and trend that has
been going on in the tech industry for a while. There are two big things to note about IoTs; first, the
average individual does not leverage it greatly. Second, IoTs takes analog ideas or devices, such as
sensors, actuators, home appliances etc., and connects them through inter-networking [2].
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IoTs provides appropriate solutions for a wide range of applications such as smart cities, traffic
congestion, waste management, structural health, security, emergency services, logistics, retails,
industrial control, and health care [1].
Medical healthcare is one of the fascinating applications for IoTs. The pervasive smart environment
leveraging IoTs has a potential to monitor various human’s activities by the deployment of smart
devices. Recently, in the medical healthcare domain, the research focus has moved toward human
activity recognition. Daily routine activities have a prospect to be monitored and supported by IoTs.
Patient’s activity detection is a vital issue for caregivers with adequate information about the subject
can be documented in healthcare systems. Activity recognition enables nurses or caretakers to provide
timely assistance. For instance, in a pervasive environment, a caregiver can monitor activity using
devices such as a computer or mobile phone to provide instant care for subject in risky situations [3].
For these reasons, we seek to incorporate small wireless devices used in S-band sensing technique to
monitor the sleep attacks of patients suffering from narcolepsy disease (ND).
Narcolepsy is a neurological disorder in which individuals lose the ability to regulate their
sleep–wake cycle. The normal cycle between sleeping and being awake is blurred, leading to sleeping
excessively during the day [4]. It is an impairment with symptoms such as acute drowsiness and
falling asleep without any prior warning. Loss of orexin neurons in the brain is attributed to the
disruption of transitions between sleep–wake states [5]. People suffering from narcolepsy disorder
have fewer excitatory neurons, and each neuron carries less of the neuropeptides orexin A and orexin
B [6]. These orexins increase the activity of wake-promoting regions of the brain, thereby tipping
the scales in favor of wakefulness and preventing inappropriate transitions into a sleeping state. ND
primarily damages the neurons delivering orexin, and therefore less orexin is sent out and sleep-related
symptoms start to intrude into wakefulness. ND can be triggered by activities such as walking, exercise,
etc. or sudden, strong emotions like anger or excitement [7]. Narcolepsy sleep episodes typically last
up to few minutes.
In a nutshell, patients suffering from narcolepsy fall asleep involuntary while doing daily activities.
Continuous monitoring of ND patients, for targeted treatment—particularly the elderly—is of the
utmost importance to avoid the risk of injury or to shed light on its triggers [5]. Thus, to monitor
the daily routine activities of ND patients, we use the S-Band sensing technique leveraging wireless
devices such as card, omni-directional antenna, etc. Each human activity generates a particular wireless
channel information imprint in terms of variances of amplitude and phase information that is used to
detect various human activities for sleep attack experiences by ND patients. The amplitude and phase
information obtained are classified using support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbor (KNN),
and random forest (RF) for identifying sleep attacks.
2. Related Work
Human activity recognition for various applications has attracted much attention from researchers
around the world. Applications include fall detection [8], activity detection for energy saving at homes
or offices [9], 24-hour sleep-wake monitoring in narcolepsy [10], a detection system for motion disorders
in Autism patients [11], and other uses leveraging IoTs [12–18]. The methods introduced in [13,14]
leverage body sensor nodes powered by human energy harvesting and wireless sensor networks
for remote patient monitoring. Cretikos et al. [19], Pantelopoulos et al. [20], and Coronato et al. [14]
introduced systems for monitoring vital signs in medical problems. Many chronic diseases as in [20,21]
can be forecasted and prevented using activity recognition. However, recording such information
in a timely manner is a daunting task. Several methods have been proposed both in academia and
in the industry for healthcare informatics and can be categorized as non-invasive sensors [22–24],
and invasive sensors [25–27]. Currently, invasive sensors are a rich source of information as far as
healthcare is concerned. However, some invasive sensors are uncomfortable and not suitable for
everyone since patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease, narcolepsy, skin diseases, and infants are
not encouraged for wearing such sensors [22] or to be deployed on their bodies. Qi et al. [27] propose
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RadioSense, a prototype system of ZigBee radio-based activity sensing leveraging Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.15.4 specifications. Thus, the non-invasive sensors might be the
only solution for patients with the aforementioned diseases. Various technologies have successfully
demonstrated the efficacy of non-invasive sensors. Kaushik et al. [28] proposed a non-invasive system
leveraging a pyroelectric infra-red detector. Zhou et al. [29] developed video-based system detecting
various activities with good classification accuracy but raised privacy concerns. Tsutsui [23] utilized
ultrasound echo to detect different human movements, but the system provided poor coverage
range. Li et al. [30] used Doppler radar for fall detection and gait analysis with adequate performance.
Zhang et al. [31] exploited an ultra-wide-band (UWB) radar system for vital signs monitoring. However,
the aforementioned technique leveraging radar faces limitations such as infrastructure deployment,
spectrum licensing, and the fact that it requires specialized hardware. This paper presents a novel
method leveraging the S-Band sensing technique using IEEE 802.11 specifications operating at 2.4 GHz
exploiting wireless devices such as a card, antennas, etc.
3. S-Band Sensing and Data Processing
The proposed method uses the S-Band sensing technique for tracking human activities.
The S-Band sensing technique exploits wireless channel information to obtain signals by use of
wireless devices such as an omni-directional antenna as a receiver, and a card that is connected to the
receiving antenna.
The S-Band sensing technique is channel sensing based on frequency spectrum sensing using
the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing transmission at 2 to 4 GHz frequency range.
The transceiver has higher efficiency because it uses frequencies that are orthogonal increasing the
robustness. The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is composed of 64 frequencies spaced
312.5 KHz apart [32]. The spacing is selected because of the FFT sampling size. The IEEE 802.11n uses
52 frequencies for data, eight as null frequencies, and four as pilot carriers over a channel. The card
primarily reports 30 different frequencies for data processing and form one channel information (CI)
packet. The main advantage of obtaining multiple frequencies is that any one or more than one
frequencies can be used for analysis.
The wireless channel parameters such as carrier frequency, bandwidth, delay spread, and Doppler
spread are extremely sensitive to variations in the spatial domain, causing multipath fading. We thus
use such CI data that are affected by multipath reflections generated by human motion in a room
or free space with a transmitting–receiving antenna. To discern the signals amplitude and phase
information unique to motion, we need a second level of processing. The variances of amplitude and
phase information for activity recognition generated by motion have to be looked at for uniqueness in
their CI signatures.
The method we present efficiently detects various human activities such as walking, squatting,
sitting on chair, pushups, and narcolepsy sleep attacks using the S-band sensing technique, which can
be reported in a human understandable format. The raw phase information retrieved via the network
interface card is extremely random and inapplicable for the detection of sleep episodes. Hence, the
proposed design fully exploits both amplitude and calibrated phase information by applying a linear
transformation on the raw phase data discussed in the subsequent section. Furthermore, SVM, KNN,
and RF classifiers are used to segregate human activities and detect sleep episodes. The performance
metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, Kappa, and F-measure were used to evaluate the
three classifiers.
An RF signal is received from a transmitter through multiple paths in an indoor environment when
the transceiver pair is connected via network interface card. The received signal can be expressed as
Yj = Xj × WCIj + N, (1)
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Here, Y and X denote the received and transmitted signals, respectively, for jth frequency. The CI
data is the wireless channel information; that carries the channel frequency response (CFR) and N is
the random noise. The raw CI data can be denoted as follows:
WCIj =
∣∣∣∣∣∣WCIj∣∣∣∣∣∣ej∠WCIj , (2)
where
∣∣∣∣WCIj∣∣∣∣ represents the amplitude information and ∠WCIj is the phase data for all j = [1, 30].
A packet or channel matrix specifies the amplitude and phase information measured for a certain
period of time. The wireless channel information over a time period for a particular frequency can be
expressed as
WCItime_history = WCI1j +WCI
2
j +WCI
3
j . . .WCI
z
j , (3)
Here, j is the particular frequency number and z is the total number of CI packets received.
Phase Calibration
The phase data extracted from wireless CI stream is largely random and inapplicable for detecting
Narcolepsy sleep episodes due to the presence of random noise and phase offset between transceiver
pair. Thus, to mitigate the impact of random noise from the CI phase data and remove the phase offset,
we use linear transformation on raw phase data.
Let ∠WCI∧ j represent the measured wireless CI phase data for jth frequency.
∠WCI∧ j = ∠WCIj + 2π
kj
Z
τ + β + N, (4)
Here, ∠WCI is the true phase data, N is the random noise, τ is the unsynchronized timing
between transceiver, and β is the unknown phase offset. The frequency indices kj for j = [1, 30] and
FFT size Z can be obtained from IEEE 802.11n specifications [33]. The unknown terms τ and β listed
above make it infeasible to obtain useful phase information solely from S-band sensing technique.
Thus, to remove the unknown terms, we apply a linear transformation to the raw CI phase data across
the frequency bands [34].
Let the two terms L and M represent the slope of the CI phase and phase offset considering overall
frequency bandwidth, respectively.
L =
∠WCI∧30 −∠WCI∧1
k30 − k1 . (5)
M =
1
30
30
∑
i=1
∠WCI∧ j. (6)
By subtracting the linear term Lkj + M from raw CI phase data, we get the calibrated phase
information ∠WCI◦ j [10], denoted as
∠WCI◦ j = ∠WCI∧ j − Lkj − M. (7)
4. Data Classification
Data classification is the process of categorizing data sets into different forms, types or any other
distinct class. There exist several data classification techniques such as K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [35],
neural networks (NN) [36], Random Forest (RF) [37], and support vector machine. In this paper, we
have compared several data classification techniques such as the support vector machine, KNN, and
RF algorithm.
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4.1. Support Vector Machine for Data Classification
The advantage of using the SVM algorithm is that it provides efficient performance when it
comes to practical problems [38,39]. Also, the inner-product kernel functions of SVM solve the linearly
non-separable problems in higher dimension space.
The support vector machine is applied to classify subject’s various activities such as walking,
squatting, push-ups, sitting on a chair, and sleep episodes due to ND. The SVM is applied to the
measured CFR data received using the S-band sense. SVM is a binary classifier developed for non-linear
boundary problems [40]. A hyper-plane is used as a decision boundary to classify the two datasets.
The closest data points to the hyper-plane, which impart construction of the hyper-plane, are called
support vectors [41]. The optimum hyper-plane can be written as follows:
wTx+ c = 0, (8)
here w denotes the weight vector, x is the input vector and c is the bias. Support vectors representing
each class are expressed as
wTx+ c = 1, for ; corresponds to class A
wTx+ c = −1, for yi = −1; corresponds to class B
The optimum hyper-plane for training sample data is expressed as
minφ(w) =
wTw
2
, for yi(wTxi + c) ≥ 1 (9)
where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. The inner product kernel functions used in this paper are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Inner product kernel functions.
Type Kernel FunctionK (x, xi), i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , P
Linear xTxi + c
Polynomial
(
xTxi + 1
)p
Radial-basis function (RBF) e(
−|x−|xi ||2
2σ2
)
Since we need to differentiate the ND sleep episodes from other four human activities, we adopt
a one-versus-rest approach using SVM. The CFR data comprising amplitude information for the
individual frequency and calibrated phase information is discussed in Section 3. Data obtained using
S-band sensing techniques were processed to extract features for classifying various human activities
accurately. The feature selection technique is important to reduce the number of operations and to
represent the key changes against the amplitude or phase.
Various human activities can be classified using time-domain analysis, frequency-domain analysis,
and time-frequency domain analysis [39]. The time-domain features can be easily extracted since they
are the simplest ones, as compared to the frequency-domain and time-frequency domain features.
In time-domain approaches, the time-domain waveform is analyzed directly to extract statistical
indices such as the root-mean-square amplitude, skewness, and kurtosis [31]. Frequency-domain
approaches are usually employed to find the characteristic frequencies via frequency analysis, such as
the Fourier spectrum, cepstrum analysis, and the envelope spectrum [42]. This approach is also simple
and characterizes an intuitive nature by allotting the components to their corresponding frequency
in a particular spectrum. Time-frequency domain approaches including wavelet analysis, the fast
Fourier transform (FFT), Wigner–Ville distribution, and Hilbert–Huang transform, etc., investigate
waveform signals in both the time and frequency domain and can provide more information about
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the data classification [43,44]. However, this approach is essentially more complicated than the
frequency-domain or time-domain approaches in a practical scenario. In this study, we use 10
time-domain statistical features as listed in Table 2. Here, xi denotes a particular frequency of choice
while x denotes the signal of every frequency.
Table 2. Ten features used to train and test support vector machine (SVM).
Root mean square (YRMS) =
√
1
P
P
∑
i=1
xi2 Crest Factor (YCF) =
max(|xi |)
Yrms
Marginal f actor (YMF) =
max(|xi |)
YSRA Skewness value (YSV) =
1
P
P
∑
i=1
(
[xi−μx ]
σ
)3
Square root o f amplitude (YSRA) =
[
1
P
P
∑
i=1
√|xi|]2 Impact f actor (YIF) = max(|xi |)1
P
P
∑
i=1
|xi |
Mean value (YMV) = 1N
P
∑
i=1
xi Peak to peak value (YPPV) = max(xi)−min(xi)
Kurtosis value (YKV) = 1P
P
∑
i=1
(
[xi−μx ]
σ
)4
Standard deviation (YSTD) =
√
1
P
P
∑
i=1
(xi − μx)2
4.2. K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is a simple data classification method that takes k number of nearest
training samples in the feature space. KNN algorithm works on a dataset that is classified by its
neighbors based on majority vote. The dataset is assigned to a particular class that is common in the k
nearest neighbor defined by the distance function. For example, when k = 1, the dataset is assigned to
the nearest neighbor class. There are three main distance functions used in KNN algorithm considering
continuous variables.
Manhattan =
k
∑
i=3
|xi − yi| (10)
Minkowski = (
k
∑
i=1
|xi − yi|q)
1/q
(11)
Euclidean =
√√√√ k∑
i=1
(xi − yi)
2
(12)
Hamming Distance = DH =
k
∑
i=1
|xi− yi| (13)
In a case where categorical variables exist, Hamming distance as in Equation (13) should be used.
When there is a combination of numerical values and categorical variables in a given dataset, the issue
of standardization arises as the numerical variables are between 0 and 1. The optimum value for k is
chosen by thorough inspection of the given datasets. Generally, when the value of k is large, the overall
noise is reduced. Cross validation or rotation estimation is another method to identify the optimal
value for k.
4.3. Random Forest Algorithm
Random forest algorithm is another power machine learning algorithm that is capable of
performing classification tasks. RF algorithm is combination of different but simple predictors that
can decrease the computational cost and obtain better performance [45]. Employing the regression
tree as the learning algorithm of sub-models, the random forest is a modified version of Bagging [45].
In random forest algorithm, the random selection features grow a tree on the new training datasets
at every node to identify the split. The RF algorithm reduces the complexity in following ways:
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the parallel computing procedure in combination with parallel ensemble, and the introduction of
the sub-model at each sample subset with no communication from the CPU [45]. The construction
of the sub-models built on the subsets dramatically decreases the training samples. The bootstrap
replications, such as sample subsets, are simple and maintain very low complexity. Also, the learning
algorithm of the sub-models is considered to be the regression tree.
5. Experimental Setup
We implemented the experiment in a large room (25 m × 25 m) as shown in Figure 1.
The experiment had two parts. In the first part, microwave-absorbing materials were deployed
along the walls. Three tables, three chairs, and two persons at one time, one taking the measurements
and a subject, were present inside the room, as shown in Figure 1a. The main reason for using
microwave-absorbing material was to reduce multipath reflections that could affect the experimental
results. In the second part, as indicated in Figure 1b, the experimental design was the same, but
the microwave-absorbing material was removed, and it was observed that the percentage accuracy
(described in Table 3) slightly decreased due to multipath propagation. S band antenna was deployed
as a transmitter, and an omni-directional antenna served as a receiving antenna. The transmitter and
receiver were placed 15 m apart at a 1-m height. The receiving antenna worked as the detection point.
A channel information collection tool introduced by Harpin [33] was installed in the host computer
would constantly receive 20 wireless CI packets per second. In order to differentiate the ND episodes
from other daily activities, we tested five body motions: walking, squatting, push-ups, sitting on chair,
and subject falling asleep due to narcolepsy. Each body motion disturbed the wireless medium; as a
result, a unique CI signature was recorded, indicating a particular human activity. The experiments
were performed for 16 ND patients.
Figure 1. Experiment design for detection sleep attacks. (a) Experimental setup with the microwave
absorbing material. (b) Experimental setup without microwave absorbing material.
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Table 3. Accuracy of SVM used for sleep attack detection (%).
(a) Accuracy of SVM Used for Sleep Attack Detection—With Microwave Absorbing Material
Kernel 5 Features 10 Features
Function S a b c d e a b c d e
Linear
40 98.75 78.25 90.50 98.25 65.00 97.00 75.25 94.75 98.50 84.00
80 98.25 77.25 91.75 98.00 65.50 98.75 78.25 95.25 98.75 87.00
120 98.25 76.50 90.00 98.00 66.25 99.00 78.00 95.50 99.00 89.75
Polynomial
40 98.50 69.25 89.50 95.00 80.50 95.50 81.75 90.50 98.50 89.75
80 99.50 71.50 87.75 95.00 85.25 98.00 87.75 92.25 98.50 92.00
120 99.00 74.25 88.50 99.00 87.75 98.50 84.75 95.25 98.50 92.75
RBF
40 98.25 74.75 89.50 98.00 84.00 98.25 78.75 92.50 99.50 88.50
80 98.25 74.50 89.00 98.25 86.25 98.25 83.25 95.00 99.25 91.00
120 98.25 88.00 88.50 98.00 87.25 98.75 84.50 96.00 99.25 91.25
(b) Accuracy of SVM Used for Sleep Attack Detection—Without Microwave Absorbing Material
Kernel 5 Features 10 Features
Function S a b c d e a b c d e
Linear
40 91.65 74.19 85.50 96.80 60.00 91.50 73.13 91.98 96.52 82.22
80 93.11 74.87 86.55 96.14 61.43 92.04 74.91 92.11 96.61 84.74
120 95.55 74.71 87.52 96.00 62.31 91.95 75.11 97.50 97.43 88.75
Polynomial
40 92.75 66.14 88.72 96.61 77.52 92.50 79.81 88.00 96.19 81.12
80 94.28 66.50 89.85 91.21 79.52 94.42 79.90 89.13 95.93 89.54
120 94.96 70.13 88.89 97.11 83.81 96.62 80.01 91.72 97.09 88.75
RBF
40 96.69 71.11 90.10 98.21 80.14 97.15 76.75 90.80 95.31 85.77
80 96.11 71.32 90.32 98.71 80.85 97.95 80.94 91.84 95.54 90.64
120 96.25 74.43 90.51 98.28 81.25 97.75 81.74 92.56 96.33 88.91
6. Results and Discussion
This section describes the simulation results obtained during the experiment. Firstly, we examine
the CFR obtained for five human activities such as sitting on a chair, walking around the room,
push-ups, squatting, and sleep episodes due to ND, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Channel frequency response (CFR) data obtained for five different human activities, different
colors in the figures indicate variances of amplitude information of different frequencies.
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Figure 2 describes the CFR data for various human activities, transitioning from one activity
to another over a period of time. We analyze each human activity that has induced a particular
CFR pattern. For example, when the subject was sitting on a chair, the corresponding amplitude
information against 30 frequencies is almost stationary, as evident in Figure 2a, but as the person
started walking, the wireless medium constantly got disturbed, and as a result, the CFR data also
changed, as in Figure 2b. On the other hand, slight variances in amplitude information against the
30 frequencies can be observed in Figure 2c when the subject was performing push-ups on the ground.
Figure 2e describes the results of squatting. When the person experienced sleep episodes, due to which
no large-scale movement was observed within wireless range, the amplitude information remained
stationary. To further validate our point, we looked into the CI signatures generated by various
activities considering the calibrated phase information and analyzed the data shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Raw channel information (CI) phase and calibrated phase information obtained during
the experiment.
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Analyzing the calibrated phase information for corresponding human activities, we can clearly
see that each human behavior has generated a particular registration as far as calibrated phase is
concerned. A cluster of stationary data can be seen in Figure 3a that indicate sitting. Looking at
activities such as motion or sitting, we are able to differentiate them with raw data and also with an
SVM. Unlike a sitting posture, significant variances in the calibrated CI phase information can be seen
in Figure 3b when a person starts walking within the area of interest. When the subject makes the
transition to push-ups, two chunks of data can be seen in Figure 3c. Similarly, the phase information
changes when the person is squatting. Finally, Figure 3e shows the stationary data when a person
experienced sleepiness. In order to discuss the time history of narcolepsy sleep attacks, we analyze the
acquired signal, as seen in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Time history of person’s five different activities.
Figure 4 shows that 1400 packets in total were received for 1400 s when the experiment was being
performed. A frequency # 15 was selected for amplitude-vs.-time history analysis as in [44]. We can see
that the amplitude levels for sleep episodes fluctuate between 5 dB to 10 dB from 1150 s to 1350 s are
clearly different from the other four activities. However, the power levels for walking and push-ups
remain the same for a certain period of time. Similarly, there are moments where the power level of
push-ups, walking and sitting activity are similar. Thus, to classify the different human activities and
detect the ND sleep episodes accurately, we use the support vector machine.
6.1. Classification Results
6.1.1. Results Obtained Using SVM
As discusses in an earlier section, the proposed method utilizes two parameters for evaluation:
the variances of amplitude information and calibrated phase information when the subject performs
various activities. We adopted the one-versus-rest approach and trained the SVM classifier using
built-in function in MATLAB called “svmtrain” and obtained the optimal decision boundary by
utilizing the sequential minimal optimization solver. In order to train the SVM, 40, 80, and 120 samples
from each class were used separately. The 10 SVM features extracted from training data are indicated
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in Table 2. Each one of them describes the measurement per CI packet distinctively. The results in
this particular table indicate the percentage accuracy, which is one of the six performance metrics
used in this paper. We have explored the remaining metrics along with accuracy in a later part of
this paper. The data classification results using the SVM algorithm are described in Table 3 using
microwave absorbing material and without using microwave absorbing material, respectively. The first
column in Table 3 indicates the type of SVM kernel function used for training data set, and the second
column denotes the training samples (40, 80 and 120). The remaining five columns a, b, c, d, e
representing the sitting, walking, push-ups, squatting, and sleep attacks describes the percentage
accuracy. The results indicate that when the linear kernel function was used to differentiate the five
human activities from 40 training samples, the percentage accuracy is 98.75% for sitting, 78.25% for
walking, 98.25 for push-ups, and 65% for sleep attacks. Similarly, the accuracy rate is around 65%
for sleep attacks using linear kernel function when 80 and 120 training samples were considered, as
shown in Table 3. An increase in the training dataset marginally improved the accuracy rate for sleep
attacks but remained around 65%. However, the percentage accuracy greatly improved when the ten
SVM features were considered using linear kernel function. The accuracy is between 75.25% and 98.5%
for 40 training samples, 78.2% to 98.75% for 80 training samples, and 78% to 99% for 120 training
samples. The accuracy rate of sleep attacks detection for 40, 80, and 120 training samples is 84%, 87%,
and 89.75%, respectively, as shown in Table 3. The polynomial kernel function worked better than
linear kernel function. The error rate is between 69.25% and 98.5% for 40 training samples, 71.5%
to 99.5% for 80 training samples, and 74.25% to 99% for 120 training samples when the polynomial
kernel function was used as far as five SVM features were considered. The accuracy rate obtained for
the RBF kernel function is between 74% and 98% when five SVM featured were used, as shown in
Table 3. However, the polynomial kernel function and RBF kernel function provided the best results
when 10 SVM features were used. The accuracy rate obtained using polynomial kernel function
considering ten SVM features is between 81% to 98.5% for 40, 80, and 120 training samples, respectively.
While the percentage accuracy is between 78.75% and 98.75% when 10 SVM features were used,
considering the RBF kernel function. However, we observe a slight decrease in percentage accuracy
when the experiment was performed without microwave-absorbing material. The results obtained
are shown in Table 3. Table 3 indicates the comparison between the three SVM kernel functions used
for transforming the data. We observe that the accuracy rate is decreased by 5–7% without deploying
microwave-absorbing material in the indoor environment. We further investigate the results obtained
using KNN and RF algorithms.
6.1.2. Data Classification Using KNN and RF
The data collected using S-Band sensing technique was then classified using KNN and RF
algorithms [45–47]. The former classification method is based on supervised learning where voting
criteria classifies the new objects. The nearest object k from the training datasets is considered that
assigns a new object to a particular class based on the majority votes. The training procedure of
the KNN classification method includes storing of features and class label of the particular training
datasets. In classification procedure, the most frequent training samples k assign an unlabeled object of
a particular class. Various distance parameters are used in KNN algorithm as discussed in Equations
(10)–(13). In our case, we have used Euclidean distance as in Equation (12) and set the value of k to
1, which implies that the selected class label was exactly the same as the one nearest to the training
dataset On the other hand, the RF classification method primarily integrates a set of independent
decision tree classifiers [48]. A decision tree in an RF classifier with N number of leaves divides the
feature space into N number of regions such as Rm, 1 ≤ m ≤ N. The prediction function f (x) for each
tree is described as
f (x) =
N
∑
m=1
cm(x,Rm),
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Here, N indicates the total number of regions in a feature space, Rm corresponds to the m region,
cm represents a constant number that corresponds to m, and  describes the indicator function.
 (x,Rm) =
(
1, i f x εRm
0, otherwise
The final decision function for random forest algorithm is based on majority vote of all the trees.
In our case, we have used an RF classification method with 100 trees.
We now discuss the data obtained using KNN and RF algorithms in terms of accuracy, precision,
recall, specificity, Cohen’s Kappa coefficient, and F-measure. The formulae for six performance metrics
are discussed as follows:
Accuracy =
Tp+ Tn
Tp+ Tn+ Fp+ Fn
(14)
Accuracy is a fraction of instances that are correctly classified [46],
Precision =
Tp
Tp+ Fp
(15)
Precision is estimated as a ratio of true predictions pertaining to a class [46].
Recall =
Tp
Tp+ Fn
(16)
Recall is the fraction of relevant instances that have been retrieved over the total amount of
relevant instances [47].
Kappa =
(Accuracy− Accuracyexpected)
1− Accuracyexpected (17)
Kappa is the accuracy of the system to the accuracy of the random system.
Speci f icity =
Tn
Fp + Tn
, (18)
Specificity measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly identified.
F−measure = 2Tp
(2Tp+ Fp+ Fn)
(19)
F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
6.1.3. Results Obtained Using SVM, KNN, and RF Classifiers
The KNN and RF classifiers were trained and tested using 120 samples. The confusion matrices
obtained for SVM, KNN, and RF classifiers are shown in Table 4, respectively.
Based on these confusion matrices, we have obtained the values of six performance metrics as
shown in Table 5.
Table 5 shows the accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, F-measure, and Kappa values obtained
using support vector machine. In the earlier section, we discussed the percentage accuracy using three
kernel functions considering 10 SVM features. The accuracy presented in Table 5 is obtained using the
RBF kernel function considering 10 SVM features, as shown in Table 3. The precision for all five human
activities is more than 90%, while for sleep attack, it is 94%. The recall values received using SVM vary
between 91% and 94.4%. The specificity obtained is more than 96% for all activities. The F-measure
values also vary between 90% and 95.4%. The average Cohen’s Kappa coefficient value obtained for
all five human activities is 0.925. Table 5 indicates the six performance metrics received using KNN
classifier. The accuracy for sitting, walking and squatting is 94.8%, 92.8%, and 90.2%, respectively.
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The accuracy rate for push-ups, and sleep attack is 86.6% and 88.5%, respectively. The precision values
for walking and squatting are below 90%, while the rest of the three are above 90%. The recall values
for push-ups and sleep attacks are 86.6% and 88.6%, respectively. The other three values are above
90%. The specificity is more than 90% for all five human activities. The F-measure values for all human
activities are near to 90% except squatting activity (87%). The average Cohen’s Kappa coefficient for
all five activities is 0.811.
Table 4. Classification results considering different approaches.
(a) Confusion matrix obtained using SVM for 120 training samples
Sitting Walking Push-ups Squatting Sleep attacks
Sitting 118 3 1 1 2
Walking 1 101 1 0 1
Push-ups 0 4 116 0 3
Squatting 1 5 2 119 4
Sleep attacks 0 7 0 0 110
(b) Confusion matrix obtained using KNN for 120 training samples
Sitting 111 1 1 3 1
Walking 2 104 2 4 0
Push-ups 4 6 110 6 1
Squatting 2 5 2 102 2
Sleep attacks 1 4 5 5 116
(c) Confusion matrix obtained using RF for 120 training samples
Sitting 105 8 2 3 2
Walking 5 96 3 5 1
Push-ups 4 8 112 1 2
Squatting 3 3 2 109 2
Sleep attacks 3 5 1 2 113
Table 5. Classification results..
(a) Classification results obtained using SVM (%)
Accuracy Precision Recall Specificity F-Measure Kappa
Sitting 98.3 94.4 94.4 99.0 96.0
0.925
Walking 84.1 97.1 97.0 96.0 90.0
Push-ups 96.6 94.3 94.3 99.1 95.4
Squatting 99.1 90.8 91.0 99.7 95.2
Sleep attacks 91.6 94.0 94.0 97.8 92.8
(b) Classification results obtained using SVM (%)
Sitting 94.8 92.5 94.8 97.5 93.6
0.811
Walking 92.8 86.6 92.8 96.6 89.6
Push-ups 86.6 91.6 86.6 97.7 89.0
Squatting 90.2 85.0 90.2 96.0 87.5
Sleep attacks 88.5 96.6 88.5 99.0 92.4
(c) Classification results obtained using RF (%)
Sitting 87.5 87.5 87.5 96.6 84.4
0.865
Walking 87.2 80.0 87.2 94.8 83.4
Push-ups 88.1 93.3 88.1 97.5 90.6
Squatting 91.5 90.8 91.5 97.4 91.2
Sleep attacks 91.1 94.1 91.1 98.3 92.6
We further examine the results obtained using random forest algorithm as shown in Table 5.
The accuracy rate for sitting and walking is approximately 87%. For push-ups, the accuracy is 88.1%,
while for squatting and sleep attacks, the accuracy rate is approximately 91%. Looking at the precision
values, sitting has a received value of 87.5%, walking has 80.0%, and the rest have received values of
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more than 90%. The recall value for sitting and walking is approximately 87%, the push-ups value
is 88.1%, and for squatting and sleep attacks, the value is approximately 91%. The specificity for all
five human activities is more than 94%. The F-measure value for sitting and walking activity is 84.4%
and 83.4%, respectively, while the value for value is more than 90% for the rest of the three activities.
The average Cohen’s Kappa coefficient for all five human activities is 0.865%.
When we compare the values of all the six performance parameters, it is observed that the SVM
algorithm provides the best results as compared to the other two classification techniques. All the
values of the six performance metrics considering five human activities are more than 90%, except for
of walking, which is 84.1%. As far as the KNN and RF classifiers are concerned, there are multiple
instances where the values of the performance metrics are below 90%.
7. Conclusions
This paper presented an automatic method for healthcare applications in IoTs that continuously
monitors a patient’s different activities and reports sleep episodes due to narcolepsy. The method
leveraged S-band sensing technique is used to record variances of wireless channel information.
We examined the variances of amplitude and calibrated phase information of CI data and observed
that each human activity induced a particular CI registration. Three classification algorithms such
as SVM, KNN, and RF algorithms were used to classify different human activities and identify sleep
episodes. It was observed that the SVM classifier provided better results than KNN and RF classifiers
by examining the six performance metrics. The proposed method is easily deployable and cost-effective.
A musical beat alarm helps the patient in waking up and restoring routine activities.
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Abstract: Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is usually composed of nodes for contacting the
body and coordinator for collecting the body data from the nodes. In this setup, the nodes are under
constraint of the energy resource while the coordinator can be recharged and has relatively larger
energy resource than the nodes. Therefore, the architecture mechanism of the networks must not allow
the nodes to consume much energy. Primarily, Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols should be
carefully designed to consider this issue, because the MAC layer has the key of the energy efficiency
phenomenon (e.g., idle listening). Under these characteristics, we propose a new MAC protocol
to satisfy the higher energy efficiency of nodes than coordinator by designing the asymmetrically
energy-balanced model between nodes and coordinator. The proposed scheme loads the unavoidable
energy consumption into the coordinator instead of the nodes to extend their lifetime. Additionally,
the scheme also provides prioritization for the emergency data transmission with differentiated
Quality of Service (QoS). For the evaluations, IEEE 802.15.6 was used for comparison.
Keywords: wireless body area networks; medium access control; energy-balanced model;
energy efficiency; Quality of Service
1. Introduction
In recent years, Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN) have been attracting the national interest
of biomedical informatics by meeting the communication technology requirement. Many related
studies have concentrated on fusing medical services and communication technologies to realize
unexplored fields of medical service for enhanced quality of life. This development can conserve the
cost of medical services and allow wide distribution of medical knowledge to nonmedical personnel.
In this setup, all information of the users who wear the healthcare equipment should be gathered
by micro-sized sensors, which measure and collect body signals, such as electrocardiogram (ECG),
electroencephalogram (EEG), or Vital Sign (e.g., heart rate, blood pressure, temperature, pH, respiration,
oxygen saturation) [1]. These signals should be delivered to a remote base station for diagnosis and
prescription, with harmless personal communication method.
This situation requires all physical and physiologic data monitored from the human body
for the synthetic data fusion and the central preprocess with high efficiency of energy utilization.
Another significant requirement is guaranteeing the minimized latency for emergency data
transmission. It is clear that the emergency data has to be urgently reported as soon as possible
for immediate rescue whenever a node senses dangerous signal of body condition.
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Meanwhile, communication devices in WBAN are generally composed of nodes sensing the
body signal and a coordinator analyzing the sensed body signal. Another significant role of the
coordinator is harmonizing multiple nodes against collisions, interferences, and unnecessary energy
consumptions. The main difference on the specific environment of WBAN is energy resource. While the
nodes contacting the body have extremely limited battery capacity due to their light-weighted and
micro-sized feature, a coordinator (e.g., mobile phone) has relatively sufficient energy resource because
it has abundant hardware resources and rechargeable battery. Hence, the main focus for designing
WBAN should consider the energy balance between nodes and coordinator.
WBAN technology has been investigated for near distance (3 m–10 m) communication within or
around the body with conditional radio transmission power which must be ergonomically harmless to
human health. Moreover, it is clear that the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer is the most crucial
layer in terms of energy efficiency because it handles idle listening, retransmission, carrier sensing,
and control of the transmission power. Consequently, WBAN has to meet these restricted requirements
and the MAC protocol can become a key technique for addressing these emerging issues.
Furthermore, it is possible to analyze the general conditions of the WBAN environment by
focusing on the MAC layer. First, we can find that most of the transmissions might be incurred
in uplink direction, that is, from nodes to coordinator. Second, a coordinator should support the
registration for newly participating node at any time. Third, all data can be classified into periodic
report data and emergency data to allow the MAC protocol to provide different Quality of Service (QoS).
Fourth, when the MAC protocol considers energy efficiency, it has to adaptively and asymmetrically
control the energy balance between nodes and coordinator.
Many WBAN MAC protocols have long been designed and proposed. However, they have
not considered the above issues, especially in adapting different energy balance between nodes and
a coordinator, while also guaranteeing the minimized delivery delay for transmission of emergency
data. Hence, this motivates us to design a new MAC protocol, called aSymMAC, to analyze the
above four issues with dealing solutions on time registration, allocating downlink transmission only if
needed, handling QoS between periodic report data and emergency data, and designing an asymmetric
energy-balanced model for efficient energy distribution belonging to WBAN environment.
2. Related Work
Given that WBAN was spotlighted, much research has been conducted to address this limited
environment. IEEE 802.15.6 [2] standard technology, which was published for communications of
WBAN environment in 2012, illustrated an energy-efficient scheme on both Physical (PHY) and MAC
layers. This standard technology allowed only the star-topology; therefore, all nodes deployed on
the human body should be supervised by a coordinator named as hub, and the scheme on the MAC
layer of the standard employed combined approach between slot-assigned and random-accessed
methods. The superframe is classified into several time periods and a beacon frame determines the
length of each frame duration. In this protocol, all nodes can transmit their reserved data through
the slot-assigned period without any contention, denoted as Type-I/II Access Phase. Furthermore,
this technology employed Exclusive Access Phase (EAP) and Random Access Phase (RAP) for
non-reserved data transmissions. Nodes can use these periods to transmit data when they have
emergency data or remaining data in only EAP and RAP with the approach of Carrier Sense Multiple
Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) or Slotted-Aloha. The main challenge of IEEE 802.15.6
compared to other standard technologies (e.g., 802.15.4 [3]) is the consideration for emergency data
transmissions. However, non-reserved emergency data transmission is allowed in only EAP and RAP,
so this can be limited point of this protocol.
Besides IEEE 802.15.6, there are many types of research for enhancing and developing the
communication method, and H-MAC [4] was a representative novelty mechanism that employs
Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) approaches for body sensor networks. The general
TDMA-based MAC protocols should require base time tick for synchronization such as beacon.
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However, H-MAC did simply address this problem by using the heartbeat vibration measured from
the physiological signal with some sensors as a synchronization tick for TDMA. Hence, all nodes could
transmit data without any contention under the assumption of that all nodes already had the sequence
for slot assigned ownership. Nevertheless, they did not receive any beacon frame from the coordinator.
Some research [5,6] had been proposed to facilitate WBAN use-cases with developing previous
IEEE 802.15.4 standard which was widely used for wireless sensor networks. Dynamic Time-Division
Multiple Access (DTDMA) [7] designed a reservation-based dynamic TDMA MAC protocol for
evolving energy efficiency. The overall superframe of this protocol was composed of the beacon,
Contention Free Period (CFP), Contention Access Period (CAP), and an inactive period. But the
frame sequence of DTDMA structure was contrary to IEEE 802.15.4. This protocol prioritized CFP
to minimize the latency for emergency data transmissions, and then assigned CAP for periodic or
remaining data transmissions. The rest of the technical parts including the beacon interval and the
length of the inactive period complied with IEEE 802.15.4 protocol.
Another representative scheme of the 802.15.4-based protocol is BodyMAC [8]. In this protocol,
device roles were classified into coordinator and implant, and these would be matched to the hub
and node in IEEE 802.15.6. This protocol had cut off the inactive period from IEEE 802.15.4 and
newly assigned downlink subframe instead of CFP in the superframe. All implants are guaranteed
to be assigned to respective downlink slots to conserve energy from idle. Furthermore, this protocol
allowed that some implants do not receive a beacon from the coordinator. The coordinator will perform
wake-up signal transmission process to activate a corresponding implant if it had data to be sent.
After the sleeping implant was activated with this process, it synchronizes to the wake-up signal and
receives data from the coordinator after finding the next beacon frame.
More recent research for WBAN has been also conducted with the same goal. Moulik et al. [5]
designed a priority-based MAC frame depending on the energy efficiency of the healthcare system.
This research employed Fuzzy interference system to accomplish an optimization method for
individual sensor nodes which can have independent environments, such as radio status, data length,
or transmission interval derived from divergent sensor types. The main contribution of this work
is to consider the different characteristics from individual node to find the optimization of ideal
energy efficiency.
In addition, Zhou et al. [6] developed an intelligent management method for WBAN with game
theory. The authors endeavored to find an appropriate way in MAC layer between contention access
approach and contention free approach. In this work, a network has dynamic strategies considering
the application requirements and radio channel status so that the proposed scheme supports flexible
energy resource allocation. This research also has an optimized method for energy efficiency to
satisfy the requirements from various networks. Other researches tried to consider WBAN routing
environment [9] and to design low power MAC [10].
3. Protocol Framework
Recently, many types of research related to WBAN has been designed to handle the energy
efficiency and latency under the human body network environment and they have made many
contributions. However, some points to satisfy the significant requirements of WBAN remain as
challenging issues and these could be classified into two phenomena below.
The first point is the immediate transmission for emergency data. Most research, except for
the IEEE 802.15.6 standard, focused on the overall energy efficiency and overall latency, but could
not make an effort for emergency data transmission because they just allocate separate time slots
for this purpose. Moreover, it is not clear that the standard technology of IEEE 802.15.6 efficiently
accomplished this issue under EAP and RAP; it just employed the Slotted Aloha and CSMA approach
without any prioritization for emergency data. Specifically, all data were just fairly transmitted during
these periods regardless of whether it is an emergency or not. The emergency data can be incurred at
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any time regardless of time slot structure. Therefore, the superframe-based WBAN MAC protocol has
to support an immediate transmission method for emergency data within the overall time domain.
The second fundamental requirement for WBAN is that the energy balance between nodes and
coordinator must be differently considered. Most smart devices (e.g., phone, watch, and wristband)
can generally play a role of coordinator in WBAN environment because they have more sufficient
energy resource than the nodes, and their battery might be rechargeable. WBAN MAC protocols have
to consider this issue by asymmetrically allocating the energy consumption point on the both roles.
As a result, the proposed scheme on this paper was focused on the above two significant issues to
satisfy the essential requirement of WBAN environment by handling the emergency data transmissions
and designing asymmetric energy balance model between nodes and coordinator.
IEEE 802.15.6 standard technology employed CSMA-based mechanism when transmitting
emergency data from nodes. However, CSMA-based mechanism absolutely depended on Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA) which was provided in a radio transceiver, but the reliability of CCA effect
cannot be guaranteed because Medical Implant Communication Service (MICS) band, which is a widely
used radio band for WBAN, does not permit over the transmission power of −85 dBm. Moreover,
CSMA-based protocols have some energy-waste problems (e.g., idle listening, overhearing, protocol
overhead, and preamble sampling). With these reasons, we found that CSMA-based protocol is not
appropriate for WBAN and decided to hybridize both CSMA and TDMA for WBAN MAC protocol.
Before describing the proposed protocol in detail, we named the coordinator as Personal
Coordinator (PC) and assumed that the communications of node-to-node were not presented
because general WBAN nodes report their sensed data only to a coordinator. Note that this paper
is mainly aiming to design of both asymmetrical energy-balanced model and QoS for emergency
data transmission. Based on the prioritized scheme, the proposed protocol concurrently supports
both transmission types of normal and emergency without any operation mode change, contrarily to
IEEE 802.15.6.
3.1. Basic Framework
Figure 1 illustrates the overall structure of the MAC protocol which we proposed in this paper.
The superframe is composed of a Beacon frame and multiple subframes, and each subframe is
combined with an Active frame and a Sleep frame. Furthermore, each Active frame at every subframe
is composed of several periods; Sync, Transmission Period (TP), and Contention Period (CP) as
shown in Figure 2. TP in the Active frame is composed of both d-TP and u-TP; d-TP denoted for
downlink directional transmission period from a PC to an individual node, and u-TP denoted for
uplink transmission.
The beacon packet is generated from PC and it is disseminated to all nodes in Beacon frame with
relatively long term interval denoted as TB. As discussed in the previous paragraph, one beacon frame
is followed by multiple frames in each TB as shown in Figure 1. Moreover, TS, which denotes the
time duration of each subframe, has relatively short term value compared with TB. Each subframe is
composed of an Active frame and a Sleep frame in which the RF transceiver should keep the wake-up
condition and the sleep condition. Hence, TB could be considered as the duty cycle of the transceiver.
Moreover, in Sleep frame, the PC and all nodes enter to the condition of deep sleep or standby status
for energy conservation. Hence, all transmissions are basically absent during Sleep frame, but we
allowed for an exception in the case of emergency data transmission.
To synchronize every frame between the coordinator and each correspondent node, the PC should
periodically transmit the beacon packet containing both TB and TS. Every node belonging to the same
coordinator can be aware of the start time to be awake depending on TB and reception time of the
packet, and each node can also estimate the reception time of the next beacon packet from the same
PC. Consequently, if a node does not have any packet to send, it can omit all forwarding frames and
can just sleep until the next Beacon frame.
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Figure 1. Overall frame structure of the proposed aSymMAC protocol.
 
Figure 2. The 3-period types (Sync, Transmission, and Contention Period) in the Active subframe.
On the other hand, Sync period is for disseminating Sync packet to awaken nodes from PC,
which contains each time offset values for d-TP, u-TP, CP, and Sleep frame. The Sync packet is always
sent from a PC at every TB, and we design that each subframe can be alternatively applied to each
node. Each corresponding node should decide to participate in the current subframe or not. The rest
of a subframe is CP, and we adapt the exceptional case of allowing contentions based on CSMA/CA
from nodes on this period, in which this period supports the registration of a new node joining in.
Under the given timeframes above, all transmissions except in CP should be critically controlled
by the PC. By the way, emergency data transmission must be transmitted without any authentication
by PC. IEEE 802.15.6 protocol allows the emergency data transmission by out of coordinator, but it
allowed in only EAP and RAP. However, emergency data related to the biomedical signal must be
immediately sent regardless of the timeframe condition. For this reason, we also designed a mechanism
to minimize the latency of emergency data transmission. In the proposed scheme, the emergency data
transmission can be allowed in overall time frames (i.e., d-TP, u-TP, CP. And even Sleep frame) with
prioritized channel preemption.
As we described previously, the PC relatively has sufficient energy resource than nodes so that the
main goal of the proposed MAC protocol is designing an asymmetrical energy balance model between
PC and nodes. Meanwhile, it is fundamentally required that the energy consumption point should be
loaded into a PC as possible for conserving the energy of nodes side. The nodes should wake up on
the only essentially required moment.
3.2. Transmit Period (TP)
TP is assigned for transmission duration between PC and nodes. Under the characteristics
of WBAN, we focused on transmission topology as Piconet cluster which is used in Bluetooth
technology. The direct transmission between nodes is not allowed, but can be forwarded via PC.
Hence, we considered two-way transmissions of downlink and uplink in TP.
d-TP allows data to be sent from PC; both unicast and broadcast methods. Regardless of unicast
or broadcast, the PC can transmit data anywhere, but the nodes cannot be aware of when the PC can
send to them. Hence, we divide the d-TP by multiple time slots, and considered both unicast and
broadcast. The Sync packet contains time offsets, destination address, and type (unicast or broadcast),
depending on each d-TP slot.
After a node receives the Sync packet from the PC, it finds all d-TP slots assigned to broadcast
type, and also finds the destination addresses matched to itself if the type is unicast. Based on the Sync
packet, each node can be aware of when it has to be awake to receive data from PC and when it can sleep.
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If a node is selected as a receiver but cannot detect any preamble after Inter Frame Space (IFS), it should
process an Early-sleep mechanism [11]. Note that IFS is existed for guaranteeing the turnaround time
of transceiver transaction and for supporting the prioritized emergency data transmission.
For the next step, u-TP is also divided into multiple time slots as shown in Figure 2, and all
slots are fairly assigned for all nodes. In this period, all nodes do not have to keep a wake-up state.
The node only wakes up if it has data to send to the PC. After a node finds the schedule of d-TP from
the Sync packet reception, it accesses the assigned d-TP slots and transmits data. If a node cannot
complete the transmission during the assigned time slots, it can continue to transmit the remaining
data during CP using the competition approach. Moreover, the PC always wakes up during overall
u-TP for successful reception.
In both d-TP and u-TP, the Ack mechanism should be performed within the same time slot of
the corresponding data transmission as shown in Figure 3. Specifically, one-time slot covers one data
packet and one Ack packet. That is, the overall TP can be considered as a contentionless period because
any packet does not collide in this period.
The downlink transmission occurs only when the PC will configure or change some parameters
of time schedule. u-TP is helpfully used to report periodic medical signals, such as vital sign, ECG,
and EEG, meanwhile d-TP is not frequently required. For these characteristics, we employed selective
d-TP assignment to allow the Sync packet to include the information of d-TP schedule only when it
is required.
 
Figure 3. Transmission example of TP (Transmission Period) which composed of d-TP (downlink-TP)
and u-TP (uplink-TP) in the Active subframe.
3.3. Contention Period
CP is assigned for transmission of remaining data to be sent to the PC from the node and for
transmission of specific control packets such as new node registration or slot request for u-TP. In this
period, as shown in Figure 4, all nodes and PC are performing transmission including emergency data
with CSMA/CA mechanism after IFS duration since the start time of CP.
All transmissions in CP can be classified into the remaining data, emergency data, and specific
control frames such as registration and u-TP slot request. If a node or some nodes did not complete
data transmission during the assigned u-TP, they can additionally continue to transmit it in this period
with competition based on CSMA/CA, so this period can be alternatively used with TP. Furthermore,
if a node tries to register at the given network or changes its slot, it can also try to request to the PC via
this period.
As the mechanism of TP, CP also employs Ack so all types of packet should be followed by Ack.
After PC receives a request for registration or slot change, it should apply and broadcast the changed
schedule after the next subframe through the Sync packet. On the contrary, PC can deny the request
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from nodes by notifying Nack to the corresponding node if there is any reason to reject the request
(e.g., overheated congestion or overflowed capacity). In this case, the node neglected by PC can try
to again at the next Beacon time. Note that all transmissions should be competitively sent based
on CSMA/CA regardless of any direction (downlink or uplink), and also note that PC should also
participate in the competitive transmission with the nodes in CP.
Figure 4. Transmission example of CP (Contention Period) in the Active subframe.
Basically, CP would be required in a few cases. Hence, it is very low frequency to be incurred.
To address this situation, it is recommended to allocate CP whenever multiple frames are passed.
As a result, all nodes can participate in the competition of CP when it is detected via Sync packet.
If a new node failed to be registered, it should keep going on sleep state before the next CP which can
be found by each Sync packet.
3.4. Sleep Frame
Presently, many low-powered MAC protocols have employed the Duty Cycle mechanism to
overcome the energy constraints so this paper also employed it. As described in Basic Framework
subsection, every subframe is composed of an Active frame and Sleep frame. There is no transmission
in Sleep frame except emergency data transmission, so all nodes maintain the sleep state during
Overall Sleep frame. However, the PC has to perform the Duty Cycle mechanism by periodically
switching both wake-up and sleep status because the proposed MAC protocol adapts emergency data
transmission with conservation of energy efficiency at most periods.
4. Emergency Data Handling
In the Healthcare system, it is fundamentally required to provide minimized latency for immediate
transmission of emergency data when the human body is suffering from severe emergency situation.
However, many types of research have just focused on separated time slot assignment for emergency
data transmission, and they could not fulfill the optimized solution due to holding contention-free
approach. Hence, we have focused on finding the appropriate solution to guarantee prioritized QoS
of emergency data transmission. In the proposed MAC protocol, the emergency data can be sent at
any time.
4.1. IFS for Active Slot Period
Figure 5 shows the sample case where a node transmits its emergency data during d-TP and u-TP.
As previous section including Figures 3 and 4, all data have to be delayed for a short IFS time before
transmission according to the overall timeframe (d-TP, u-TP, and CP), except the Sync period. Thus,
it clearly provided QoS because the emergency data could be sent by preempting the time moment of
IFS in overall TP and CP, prior to other transmissions.
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Figure 5. Emergency transmission with prioritized IFS in d-TP and with idle slot preemption in u-TP.
In the left side of Figure 5, the emergency data transmission of Node_Emer can be earlier started
with short IFS (SIFS) than PC during IFS in d-TP, so the emergency data can be prioritized to be
transmitted even though the time slot was not assigned to Node_Emer. In this case, the PC should
perform CSMA/CA to guarantee the reliability and QoS of the emergency transmission if it is existed.
This process could be identically operated in CP. Although the nodes should consume energy due to
carrier sense in CP, this period is seldom allocated in terms of overall superframe.
Meanwhile, the right side of Figure 5 shows how the emergency data could be transmitted within
u-TP. Contrary to the case of d-TP, general data transmission in u-TP is relatively significant because
this period is the main stem in the healthcare system. Hence, the proposed MAC protocol allowed for
the emergency data to be sent only when the idle slot is detected, for conserving energy of the nodes
from carrier sense. We believe that the average delay of emergency data transmissions is not critical
because not all nodes are using all assigned slots.
Even though TP (including d-TP and u-TP) and CP are existed for normal data and special control
packet transmissions, the emergency data can be concurrently transmitted with high priority with
maintaining normal data transmission function. The only weak point is that a node consecutively
transmits massive emergency data. However, this situation could be easily addressed by conducting
fragmentation if the required time is greater than a time slot, as shown in the right side of Figure 5.
Furthermore, we considered that PC should accept an emergency data from a node even though it was
not registered to PC before.
4.2. Energy-Detection Method for Emergency Transmission on Sleep Frame
As described in previous section, while the nodes sleep in Sleep frame, the PC performs Duty
Cycle during the same time for receiving the emergency data transmissions from any node, regardless
of whether it is registered or not. During the Sleep frame, we employed LPL (Low Power Listening)
mechanism on PC derived from B-MAC [12]. In this frame, while the nodes must not transmit any
general data, the PC has to perform Duty Cycle to detect the preamble signal of the emergency
transmission in Sleep Frame and will keep the wake-up state if any preamble is detected because every
node can transmit emergency data at any time in this frame.
If a node tries to transmit emergency data in this frame, it configures larger preamble length than
the sleep period of the Duty Cycle as shown in Figure 6, to prevent the PC from missing the emergency
data due to Duty Cycle. In this situation, Ack is not required because the PC has been absolutely
awake since it has detected preamble signal from the node. The nodes are allowed to send data only
in case of emergency condition during this frame. Consequently, the PC can successfully receive the
emergency data transmissions as well as maintain the energy efficiency.
As a result, since the length of Sleep frame is initially configured, PC performs duty cycle based
on LPL mechanism, and nodes just constantly sleep in this period if they don’t have emergency
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data transmission. If a node has emergency data to be transmitted, it just sends data with a long
preamble signal.
 
Figure 6. Duty cycle mechanism for emergency data reception in Sleep subframe from Coordinator.
5. Performance Evaluation
To achieve an appropriate evaluation for the proposed MAC protocol, we have evaluated
it with two approaches both numerical analysis and experiments. The aSymMAC has not only
shown a reasonable superframe structure to allow periodically reporting normal data measured by
on-body nodes such as Vital Sign and ECG, but also outperforming the method that can concurrently
achieve minimized delivery delay for emergency data transmissions during normal data handling,
as described in previous section. From here on, we would describe and prove the performance of our
proposed scheme in terms of transmission delay and energy efficiency, for both normal and emergency
data transmissions.
5.1. Analytic Definitions and Experimental Environment
Table 1 shows symbol definitions for further convenience in explaining the numerical analysis,
which would be illustrated in the next section. For clarification, we assume that all data have same
size for protocol utilization.
Meanwhile, we have performed experiments with the simulation environment presented in
Table 2. For simulating a real environment, we consider many variables of data length with MTU
(Maximum Transmission Unit) and power consumption in each state (Tx, Rx, Sleep), referring data
sheets of CCxx families from TI Inc. [13], which are popularly used for low power communications.
IEEE 802.15.6 standard technology was employed for the comparison results.
Table 1. Symbol descriptions for analyses.
Symbol Description Symbol Description
N Number of Nodes EC, EN Energy Consumption of respective PC and Node
k Number of Time Slots TIFS, TData Time delay for IFS and data transmission
η Number of Active Frames R Data Rate
Γ Number of Remained Data Ln, Le Average Latency of respective normal andemergency data transmissions
π
Number of Data Tx Event on
a Node during u-TP P Power (Watt) value
εn, εc Clock Drift at Nodes and PC D Duration of Time Frame
ω Packet Length of Constant Data Φ Duration of Long Preamble Transmission for LPLduring Sleep Period
λ
Occurrence Rate of Normal
Data Transmission O Delay of Pseudo-random back-off
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Table 2. Simulation parameters.
Layer Parameters Value
PHY
Data Rate 64/256 kbps
Tx Power 2.428 (0 dBm) mW
Rx Power 1.814 mW
Sleep Power 0.027 mW
MAC
Number of PC 1
Number of nodes 1 to 5
Topology Star
Traffic Pattern 128 byte/Given Interval
Communication Range 5 to 10 m
Beacon Interval 1 s
Period of a Sub-Frame 20 ms
Active/Sleep ratio 1:4 (200 ms:800 ms)
Duration of u-TP 120 ms
Duration of d-TP 40 ms if only required
Duration of CP 40 ms
Number of time slots in u-TP 6
Number of time slots in d-TP 2
Number of Active frames 10
Duty cycle interval of PC 1 ms
Length of long preamble 950 μs
Clock drift for PC and nodes 40 ppm
Occurrence of control frame in CP less than 1%
Length of IFS 150 μs
Length of SIFS 50 μs
5.2. Latency Analysis of Emergency Transmission
Meanwhile, the transmission latency of normal data does not need minimized delay, emergency
data must be delivered to PC as immediate as possible. For the evaluations, we analyzed the numerical
results of the transmission delay from both normal data and emergency data transmissions.
The overall time duration at the viewpoint of the whole superframe expressed as Dsuper could be
presented as Equation (1).
Dsuper =
(
Dactive + Dsleep
)
η + Dbeacon
=
(
Dsync + Dd−TP + Du−TP + DCP + Dsleep
)
k+ Dbeacon
(1)
defined by the following equation. The opportunity of nodes to send normal data should exist in u-TP
and CP. Hence, the equation employed L variable in these periods, compared with the constant time
duration denoted as D.
Lntotal =
1
2
(
Lnu−TP + L
n
CP + Dsync + Dd−TP + Dsleep +
Dbeacon
η
)
(2)
Moreover, at the viewpoint of the respective time period, the latency of Lu-TP at a given node
denoted as m could be described as Equation (3), considering that the probability of opportunity to
transmit at kth time slot might be k/n.
Lnu−TP(m) =
ku
n
(TIFS + TData + TAck) (3)
Hence, the average latency of each node during both u-TP and CP denoted as respective Lu-TP
and LCP could be presented as follows, where the deviation of time drift of nodes and PC are denoted
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as εn and εc, respectively. In Equation (5), we needed to consider the occurrence ratio of each control
frame in CP, such as slot request or registration request denoted as λslot and λreg variables, respectively.
Lnu−TP =
ku
n2
n
∑
δ
(TIFS + TData + TAck) · 2(εn + εc) · δ
= n−1ku(n+ 1)(TIFS + TData + TAck)(εn + εc)
(4)
LnCP = Oavr +
(
1− (γ + λreg + λslot)−1)(TData + TAck)
= TIFS + 12 (OMAX +Omin) +
(
1− (γ + λreg + λslot)−1)(TData + TAck) (5)
Meanwhile, the emergency data could be transmitted in d-TP, u-TP, CP, and Sleep frame if each
condition is satisfied, so the expected latency of the emergency data transmission should be differently
described as below Equation (6) by Equation (1).
Letotal =
1
2
(
Led−TP + L
e
u−TP + Dsync + L
e
CP + L
e
sleep +
Dbeacon
η
)
(6)
Contrary to normal data transmission, emergency data can be sent at any time if allowed. Since
it has smaller IFS denoted as TSIFS than the other case(TIFS) to preempt the opportunity to transmit
with high priority in d-TP and CP, the emergency data should be accepted to transmit only when
the condition of the given time slot is idle in u-TP. Hence, in each time slot, we have considered the
number of nodes and have seen the probability of whether other normal data transmission is incurred
or not, denoted as ρ. By these cases, the expected value of each period could be presented as follows.
Led−TP = TSIFS + TData + TAck (7)
Leu−TP = (ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3 · · · ρku)(TIFS + TData + TAck)
=
ku
∑
δ
{
1− (1− λu)n
}δ−1 · (1− λu)(TIFS + TData + TAck)
=
[
1− {1− (1− λu)n}ku](TIFS + TData + TAck)
(8)
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the PC just performs the duty cycle mechanism in Sleep frame,
and the node which has emergency data has to transmit a fixed long preamble that should be larger
than the interval of the duty cycle that the PC performs. In the nodes, the latency in CP has the
same value in d-TP because the nodes get always prioritized transmission opportunity in d-TP,
compared with PC. Therefore, the latency of emergency data transmission in Sleep frame could be the
following Equation (9) and the latency of that in CP also could be Equation (10).
Lesleep = ϕ + TData (9)
LeCP = L
e
d−TP (10)
With the above equations from Equations (1)–(10), we performed an experiment with the
environmental parameters shown in Table 2. We found that the latency of emergency data transmission
showed outstanding results compared with the normal data transmission. In this experiment,
we employed one coordinator and variable nodes. Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison results
according to the number of nodes and traffic amount in each transmission rate.
Figure 7 shows the results of average latency according to the number of nodes where they have
same traffic. In this case, we fixed the traffic amount from all nodes as 1 packet/s per node and
increased the number of the node to verify the latency of normal data transmission. Figure 8 shows
the average latency from all nodes according to the variable traffic. Even though the latency of normal
data transmission could not show the enhanced latency compared with IEEE 802.15.6, it could not say
that the proposed MAC has more weakness because the amount of differentiation is too small and this
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could be changed by adjusting the parameters related to time schedule. Moreover, we could find that
aSymMAC showed better performance than IEEE 802.15.6 beyond 0.4 of traffic interval in Figure 8.
Therefore, the proposed scheme would show enhanced latency at high traffic environment.
Figure 7. Average delivery time of normal and emergency data transmissions according to the
increment of the number of nodes compared with the IEEE 802.15.6 protocol.
Figure 8. Average delivery time of normal data transmissions according to the traffic amount compared
with the IEEE 802.15.6 protocol.
To consider the different speed on the PHY layer, we simulate 128 kbps and 32 kbps of
transmission rates and present the results in Figures 7 and 8. Both results similarly show the
pattern of differentiation of delivery time on IEEE 802.15.6 and normal transmission on the proposed
scheme; higher transmission rate induces lower delivery time. However, it cannot easily say that
the differentiation of two transmission rates is high, because both mechanisms are depending
on slot assignment structure. Meanwhile, in high traffic environment, high transmission rate
can mitigate congested competition during contention period (RAP in IEEE 802.15.6 and CP in
aSymMAC). Moreover, this condition can provide more opportunities to transmit normal data during
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contention-less period (Type I/II in IEEE 802.15.6 and u-TP in aSymMAC). Hence, Figure 8 shows the
higher differentiation results of both protocols in high traffic environment.
Contrary to Figures 7 and 8, the latency of the emergency data transmissions show different
results as illustrated in Figure 9. In this experiment, we constantly fixed the number of nodes as 4 and
also fixed the normal data transmission amount on each node as shown in Table 2. Then, we set another
node to transmit only emergency data with varied traffic amount. We finally measured outperforming
results comparing with any other scheme as shown in Figure 9.
The differentiation of each transmission rate in the results of IEEE 802.15.6 protocol can be
explained with the same reason described in Figures 8 and 9. However, we have to focus on the
emergency data transmission on aSymMAC. In this protocol, every emergency data can obtain high
opportunity to be transmitted by prioritized IFS (i.e., SIFS), preliminarily to normal data that has
relatively longer IFS. Consequently, Figure 9 shows narrow differentiation results of this case.
Figure 9. Average delivery time of emergency data transmissions according to the traffic amount with
fixed normal data transmissions compared with IEEE 802.15.6 protocol.
Figures 10 and 11 show the saturated throughput with various payload length and the amount of
external interference. The saturated throughput presents the relative value of bandwidth efficiency
where the maximized value (i.e., 1.0) implies that the given channel is being constantly used for data
transmission at every time. Hence, the value of 1.0 is ideal and unrealistic because some overheads are
essentially required (e.g., packet header, Ack, IFS, Back-off, etc.) to be operated by MAC protocol.
In the results of IEEE 802.15.6 and normal data transmission of aSymMAC in Figure 10,
both protocols similarly present that less payload length makes lower bandwidth efficiency due
to the heavy overhead; header and Ack mechanism are commonly applied even if data payload is
too small. On the other side, we can see that the excessive payload length makes worse performance
caused by that too larger payload length overflows assigned time slot and aggravates competition
on contention period. Moreover, this can make more collisions. Meanwhile, the case of emergency
transmission on aSymMAC shows better performance because every emergency transmission can
preliminarily preempt the channel regardless of slot assignment.
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Figure 10. Average saturated throughput depending on bandwidth efficiency according to the payload
length per a packet compared with IEEE 802.15.6 protocol.
Figure 11. Average saturated throughput depending on bandwidth efficiency according to the external
interference on the same frequency compared with IEEE 802.15.6 protocol.
In addition, we evaluate the robustness of these protocols by giving external interference on the
same frequency. We employed IEEE 802.15.4 as an interference method with the change of frequency
and channel space. Note that the value of 100% implies that IEEE 802.15.4 fully occupies the given
channel in time domain. All results at 100% of the interference are not equal to zero because IEEE
802.15.4 also performs CSMA/CA during contention period. As a result, we can see the better
performance from the case of emergency transmission on aSymMAC. The emergency transmission can
take more opportunities due to cutting off CSMA/CA while IEEE 802.15.4 does the opposite.
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5.3. Energy Efficiency of Nodes and PC
In this subsection, we described the results of energy efficiency of the proposed MAC by analyzing
the energy consumption from both PC and nodes. Depending on the parameters described in Table 1,
the overall energy consumption of PC denoted as EC could be illustrated as follows:
EC = ECactive + E
C
sleep +
ECbeacon
η
= ECsync + ECd−TP + E
C
u−TP + E
C
CP + E
C
sleep + η
−1ECbeacon
(11)
The energy consumption of Sync and Beacon periods within one superframe could be simply
described as below equations where P parameter would be classified into PTx, PRx, and Pidle on each
radio transceiver condition (Tx, Rx, and idle listening status). Note that the duration of each period is
not equal to the interval value.
ECsync = PTxDsync
ECbeacon = PTxDbeacon
(12)
In TP, the data transmission from a PC can be incurred or not. Therefore, the analysis of energy
consumption in u-TP and d-TP has to consider the occurrence probability of data transmission event
and dependently assigned uplink and downlink time slot numbers denoted as ku and kd, as below
Equations (13) and (14), respectively.
ECu−TP = (PidleTIFS + PRxTData + PTxTAck)λuku
+Pidle(TData + TAck)(1− λu)ku
+(PidleTIFS + PRxTData + PTxTAck)λeku
= ku(λu + λe)
×
(
Pidle
(
TIFS +
(
(λu + λe)
−1 − 1
)
(TData + TAck)
)
+ PRxTData + PTxTAck
) (13)
ECd−TP = kd(Pidle(TIFS + (1− λd)(TData + TAck))
+PTx(λdTData + λeTAck) + PRx(λdTAck + λeTData))
(14)
In addition, the overall energy consumption of the PC in CP could be illustrated as below equation
where both the energy consumptions for emergency data and normal data transmission were denoted
as EEmergency and ENormal, respectively.
ECCP = λeEEmergency + (1− λe)
(
λreg + λslot + λremain
)
ENormal (15)
For more simplification of the analysis, we solve the above equation where the length values of
all packets including the slot request, registration request, and request for remaining data transmission
have the same size.
ECCP = λe(PRxTData + PTxTAck)
+(1− λe)
((
λreg + λslot + λremain
)
(PRxTData − Pidle(TData + TAck)) + λremainPTxTAck + Pidle(TData + TAck)
) (16)
In sleep period, a PC should perform LPL mechanism for allowing data reception of emergency
data from any node. Hence, we could describe the energy consumption of a PC with the values of duty
cycle interval, wake-up duration, and long preamble length depending on LPL respectively denoted
as Tduty, Twakeup, and ωp, as below equation.
ECSleep = PRxλe
(ωp
2R
+ TData
)
+ (1− λe)PidleDSleep
Twakeup
Tduty
(17)
Meanwhile, the average energy consumption value of nodes could be also described as below.
EN = ENsync + E
N
d−TP + E
N
u−TP + E
N
CP + E
N
sleep + η
−1ENbeacon (18)
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The energy consumption of a node could be induced by the same approach from Equation (12)
with just cross match between the transmitter and receiver, as below equation.
ENsync = PRxDsync
ENbeacon = PRxDbeacon
(19)
In this case, a node may receive only one packet or nothing from a PC in d-TP, so the energy
consumption of a PC in this period could be presented as below.
ENd−TP = λd(PTxTACK + PRxTData)
+Pidle(λdTIFS + (λd + kd − 2λdkd)(TData + TACK))
(20)
In u-TP, all nodes possibly have variable transmission event to the corresponding PC.
The probability of an uplink event from a node can be affected by the cumulated transmissions that
were not sent during the last u-TP and the last CP. Additionally, the number of uplink transmissions
from a node could be limited by the number of assigned time slot. For simplification, the analysis of
the energy consumption could be calculated under the assumptions that all slots are fairly distributed
to all nodes but that all nodes have different number of uplink transmissions, as below equation.
Note that the maximum slot number per a node could be presented as [Ku/N] with the Gauss function,
with the number of data presented as π.
ENu−TP =
[ KuN ]
∑
l=0
P(π = l)
{
EData +
([
Ku
N
]
− l
)
Eidle
}
EData = PidleTIFS + PTxTData + PRxTACK
Eidle = Pidle(TIFS + TData + TACK)
(21)
In CP, all nodes should perform pseudo random back-off delay after IFS whenever any data would
be transmitted, but this would not affect the given time duration. Hence, we do not have to consider
the random seed value for back-off delay when calculating the energy consumption described below.
ENCP = λe
{
PTxTData + PRxTACK + Pidle
(
DCP
λe
− (TData + TACK)
)}
(22)
A node generally keeps deep sleep mode in overall SP. However, when any emergency data is
incurred, a node has to attach long preamble prior to the emergency data for successful reception from
the PC which operates LPL mechanism in SP. Therefore, the energy consumption of a node in Sleep
frame could be presented below.
ENSleep = λe
{
PTx(ϕ + TData) + Pidle
(
Dsleep − ϕ − TData
)}
+(1− λe)PidleDsleep
= λe(PTx − Pidle)(ϕ + TData) + PidleDsleep
(23)
Furthermore, we achieved simulation-based experiments to obtain realistic results compared
with IEEE 802.15.6 protocol as shown in Figures 12 and 13 under the same scenario described in the
previous subsection and Table 2. In this experiment, we operated a given network composed of one
coordinator and several nodes during 100,000 s, and then we individually measured the total energy
consumption of them.
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Figure 12. Cumulated energy consumption amount of both coordinator and node according to the
increment of the number of nodes compared with IEEE 802.15.6 protocol.
Figure 13. Cumulated energy consumption amount of both coordinator and node according to the
traffic amount compared with IEEE 802.15.6 protocol.
Figures 12 and 13 show the cumulated energy consumption of the coordinator and the node
employed in this simulation, according to the variable number of nodes and variable traffic amount.
They also show the results of IEEE 802.15.6 protocol with the same conditions. In these figures,
the proposed aSymMAC could not show the enhanced performance in PC compared with IEEE
802.15.6 protocol. However, it is not conclusively important in the real environment because a PC
generally has the function of energy recharging and also has more powerful energy resource than the
micro-sized on-body nodes.
Meanwhile, these figures present outstanding energy efficiency of the node side on the aSymMAC
protocol compared with IEEE 802.15.6, and this is the key contribution of this research. In real
environment, WBAN needs the extreme energy efficiency of the node side, but not PC. Figures 12
and 13 consequently prove that aSymMAC gives higher energy efficiency of the node than IEEE
802.15.6 and that the differentiation of energy efficiency between the coordinator and each node is not
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narrower on aSymMAC than IEEE 802.15.6. As a result, we can recognize that the main goal of this
research has been accomplished.
From understanding these results from the overall figures in this section, we could find that the
proposed MAC could achieve the enhancement of previous mechanisms even though some points
might not be improved (e.g., the latency of normal data transmission and the energy efficiency of PC).
However, in this case, the latency of normal data transmission and the energy efficiency of PC are not
critically significant in the real environment.
6. Conclusions
Considering real environment of WBAN, the on-body node may have very constraint energy
resource compared with the coordinator. In addition, emergency data incurred from a dangerous
condition of the human body has to be preferentially delivered and reported to the coordinator or
corresponding backend systems. These two elements have to be fundamentally required to meet the
WBAN environment. We proposed a new scheme called aSymMAC protocol to satisfy the above two
essential requirements. Moreover, the proposed scheme was evaluated with an analytic method and
experiments focusing on the above two issues, and was compared with IEEE 802.15.6 which is the
representative standard technology for WBAN environment. However, TDMA-based MAC protocols
are vulnerable from the interference problem and aSymMAC could not be completely avoided from
this problem. In advance, when many people who exploit aSymMAC-based healthcare system were
spatially congregated, a solution to reassemble frame structure should be strongly required to address
homogeneous interference from other WBAN. We will focus on this issue for further research.
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Featured Application: Virtual reality headsets and controllers with wireless connection.
Abstract: In order to enhance the user experience of virtual reality (VR) devices, multi-user VR
environments and wireless connections should be considered for next-generation VR devices. Wireless
local area network (WLAN)-based wireless communication devices are popular consumer devices
with high throughput and low cost using unlicensed bands. However, the use of WLANs may
cause delays in packet transmission, owing to their distributed nature while accessing the channel.
In this paper, we carefully examine the feasibility of wireless VR over WLANs, and we propose
an efficient wireless multiuser VR communication architecture, as well as a communication scheme
for VR. Because the proposed architecture in this paper utilizes multiple WLAN standards, based on
the characteristics of each set of VR traffic, the proposed scheme enables the efficient delivery of
massive uplink data generated by multiple VR devices, and provides an adequate video frame rate
and control frame rate for high-quality VR services. We perform extensive simulations to corroborate
the outstanding performance of the proposed scheme.
Keywords: multiuser; OFDMA; Virtual Reality; wireless LAN; wireless VR
1. Introduction
Network operators and system administrators are interested in the mixture of traffic carried
in their networks for several reasons. Knowledge about traffic composition is valuable for network
planning, accounting, security, and traffic control. Traffic control includes packet scheduling and
intelligent buffer management, to provide the quality of service (QoS) needed by applications.
It is necessary to determine to which applications packets belong, but traditional protocol layering
principles restrict the network to processing only the IP packet header.
Virtual reality (VR) devices are novel, and attractive consumer electronics that can provide
an immersive VR user experience (UX) [1,2]. In order to enhance the UX of VR services, there have
been significant efforts to enhance not only its video and audio quality and interaction delay, but also
the convenience of VR device connections to VR consoles, or VR-capable personal computers (PCs).
Therefore, consumers in the VR market require high-resolution and comfortable VR devices. In order to
provide a comfortable VR service environment without the need for wires, a wireless communication
scheme with low latency needs to be employed for VR devices. However, high-resolution features are
not only a challenge with respect to imaging equipment, but also for wireless interfaces. Therefore,
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we need to find the trade-off between these two features, i.e., reliable wireless connection and
high-resolution video.
Wireless local area network (WLAN) is the most popular unlicensed-band wireless communication
interface, which has a low cost while achieving high data throughput. Because some categories of
IEEE 802.11 are designed to replace wired video interfaces, including high-definition multimedia
interface (HDMI), IEEE 802.11-based WLAN can provide very high data rates.
In order to meet the high data-rate requirement of high-resolution video transmission,
the IEEE 802.11 working group extended IEEE 802.11 standards to support the 60-GHz frequency
band with a wide bandwidth. IEEE 802.11ad is the amendment standard, to operate IEEE 802.11 in
the 60-GHz frequency band. In particular, IEEE 802.11ad utilizes the 2.16-GHz bandwidth to achieve
a high data rate. However, IEEE 802.11ad has a relatively short communication range, owing to
high-frequency band operation under indoor environments [3,4]. IEEE 802.11ay is the enhanced
version of IEEE 802.11ad, with the support of channel bonding and multiple spatial streams [5].
Although these 60-GHz WLAN standards can be considered as a wireless VR interface for
high-resolution video transmission, future VR systems will require real-time interactive control
between multiple VR users. Some applications related to gaming industries have been adopting
multiuser augmented reality (AR) systems to provide enhanced gaming experiences in the living
room [6]. Because VR consumers have already experienced these multi-user AR systems, multi-user
VR also needs to be provided to satisfy the needs of VR consumers. The sharing of VR experiences
with nearby users is expected to provide much more immersive VR UX to VR consumers [6–8].
Wireless multi-user VR systems based on IEEE 802.11 standards can be described as in Figure 1,
which shows the elements of wireless multi-user VR systems, VR data flows, and delay components of
VR services. In order to provide an immersive VR interaction experience, each component of the VR
system shall provide proper feedback, based on its sensing data. From delay components of Figure 1,
the VR interaction delay of a wireless VR system, Tvr, can be described as follows.
Tvr = Tsensing + Tproc1_in_device + Ttransfer_UL + Tproc_in_PC + Ttransfer_DL + Tproc2_in_device (1)
DL Data flow
UL Data flow
VR Headset
VR Controller
VR AP
VR ready PC
Tsensing
Tproc1_in_device
Tproc2_in_device
Ttransfer_UL Ttransfer_DL
Tproc_PC
Figure 1. Wireless multiuser virtual reality (VR) system, based on IEEE 802.11 system.
VR devices shall track motion and command of users by using sensing components. The sensing
components may cause a delay, depending on their sensing performance. This delay is considered as
Tsensing. Tproc1_in_device is a processing delay for a processor unit in VR devices, which handles sensing
data and generates data packets. The generated data packets are transmitted to the associated VR
computing device over a WLAN link in the proposed system. One-hop wireless packet delivery over
a WLAN link causes a delay, Ttransfer_UL, which could be a relatively large value depending on the
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wireless channel condition, including channel congestion caused by channel contention. Ttransfer_UL is
the most dominant delay component in the proposed multi-user VR system. The VR computing device,
which is generally a PC, requires a processing delay, Tproc_in_PC. In order to provide seamless VR UX by
minimizing a processing delay, high-processing performance is preferred. The VR computing device
generates VR feedback packets, including VR video data, and transmits them to its associated VR
devices over a WLAN link. The delay caused by this WLAN transmission is considered as Ttransfer_DL.
Since the transmission causing the delay of Ttransfer_DL is from one node (VR computing device) to
multiple nodes (wearable VR devices), and the transmission causing the delay of Ttransfer_UL is from
multiple nodes (wearable VR devices) to one node (VR computing device). Ttransfer_DL can be more
easily controlled than Ttransfer_UL. The downlink delay, Ttransfer_DL, is the second most important delay
component in the proposed system. The VR devices decode the packet and operate to generate sensory
feedback, which causes a processing delay, Tproc2_in_device. For instance, a VR headset decodes VR video
image and perform video enhancement procedure, for a seamless and immersive UX. Tproc2_in_device is
a delay component for this kind of hardware processing, to provide sensory feedback.
IEEE 802.11 systems are designed as contention-based, channel access, wireless communication
systems [9]. Because of the properties of contention-based channel access, the performance of IEEE
802.11ad/ay systems degrades dramatically as the number of wireless stations (STAs) increases [10].
In other words, even though most advanced WLAN protocols and VIDEO codecs are utilized,
supporting multi-user VR with low latency is almost impossible, owing to the multiple access
inefficiency of WLAN.
VR devices need to upload their sensing information to trace user position and pose frequently,
and each VR device usually keeps track of its position with a 1000-Hz sensing rate. This means
that in multi-user VR, small uplink frames are generated very frequently, by multiple VR devices.
Severe WLAN channel contention is caused by an overwhelming number of small VR control frames,
leading to a very long channel access delay, which makes the operation of multi-user VR over WLAN
impossible. Such problems cannot be solved by conventional IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination
function (DCF) and enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA), which do not guarantee frame
delivery delay [9].
In order to provide multi-user VR services over WLANs, the channel access delay needs to be
minimized, and the frame rate of VR video and the arrival rate of uplink (UL) frames should be
adaptively adjusted, depending on the wireless environment. Since both the technical progress of
frame-interpolation schemes [11–16] and the frame-interpolation module are expected to be commonly
employed in next-generation VR headsets [17], users could have stable high-refresh-rate vision with
a lower downlink (DL) VR video frame rate. Sensing data, which is not fed back to computing machines,
including VR-ready PCs, can be utilized by the frame-interpolation module to generate interpolation
frames, with accurate moving data from the user. These interpolation frames are not based on future
frames [11], because these are real-time video frames. The interpolation frames are generated from
past frames and motion track data. Moving its latest frame to opposite vector of sensor data is the
easiest method of generating interpolation frames.
In order to assist the interpolation frame generation, some network characteristics, e.g., the video
frame arrival rate and control frame delivery rate, need to be provided to VR devices. When there
is a mismatch between the visual and vestibular systems, VR sickness can result. This means that if
the VR vision in VR displays cannot reflect the real movement of users, the user experience may be
degraded. In order to prevent VR sickness, accurate VR frame interpolation operations are required.
Therefore, in the network-condition-based VR frame delivery proposed in this paper, the video
frame interpolation procedures are very important, in order to reduce VR sickness. The relationship
between the received video frames and interpolated video frames is shown in Figure 2. In this paper,
interpolated video frames do not refer to the video frames generated by the graphic processor of a VR
PC or a VR console. Here, only frames that are generated by VR headsets after receiving video frames
from a VR access point (AP) are referred to as interpolated video frames, which can be generated
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using received frames and motion track information. As shown in Figure 2, the processing unit in a VR
headset shall move the last video frame to the reverse direction of user’s motion vector, to generate
interpolated video frames. The interpolated video frames provide immediate visual responses that
solve the mismatch between visual and vestibular systems. In wireless multi-user VR systems, since
wireless links with inefficient multi-user channel access performance are bottlenecks, which cannot
provide a sufficiently high data rate for a high video frame rate, many interpolated frames are
generated. Because of such problems, next-generation wireless multi-user VR systems should be
designed to be tightly coupled with wireless systems. The next-generation, wireless, multi-user VR
systems should optimize their VR video image and motion tracking rate, considering the wireless
link status. Based on the above observation, in order to design a high-quality multi-user VR system
over WLANs, both wireless link optimization, which enhances the wireless channel access efficiency,
and tight-coupled VR optimization with a wireless system, which prevents unnecessary resource
wastage, should be considered. In this study, to provide high-quality VR UX in a multi-user WLAN
VR service, we consider both the multi-user wireless link efficiency enhancement and VR optimization
tightly coupled with a wireless system.
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Figure 2. Motion sensing based video interpolation in VR headsets.
This paper is an extension of one that proposed delay-oriented VR mode that could be utilized by
a VR AP [18]. The delay-oriented VR mode is included in this paper as a trigger-based channel access
method. This paper proposes a novel wireless multi-user VR protocol structure, as well as specific
channel access and system control schemes, to support multi-user VR systems over WLAN, including
the delay-oriented VR mode. In addition to the novel structure and the enhanced channel access and
control schemes, in this paper, we propose connection-recovery algorithms for a seamless VR UX.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the proposed system
architecture and protocol design, including the connection–recovery algorithm. In Section 3,
we investigate the system performance of the proposed VR architecture and multi-user VR schemes,
by performing extensive simulations. We also examine the delay and packet loss rate (PLR)
performances in various simulation scenarios. Finally, Section 4 explains the reason why conventional
EDCA, which is utilized in WLAN systems, cannot handle wireless multi-user VR applications, but the
proposed system can handle them.
2. Architecture and Protocol
2.1. IEEE 802.11-Based Wireless VR System Architecture
The proposed multi-user VR systems with wireless interfaces consist of multiple IEEE 802.11
medium access control (MAC) layers and physical (PHY) layers. In order to accommodate multiple
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IEEE 802.11 protocols, we now propose a novel VR convergence layer (VRCL) and its interworking
scheme with a station management entity (SME).
The network architecture for multi-user VR systems needs to meet the requirements of very high
throughput and low latency. In order to satisfy the high data throughput requirement of high-resolution
video images, we can utilize 60-GHz standards, i.e., IEEE 802.11ad/ay. These amendment standards
are designed for wireless high-resolution image devices. Because immersive VR UX could be
achieved by these high-resolution video images, the use of 60-GHz standards is inevitable in
multi-user VR scenarios. However, although these high-throughput wireless standards are utilized,
with a combination of UL and DL transmission in multi-user scenarios, the effective throughput and
delay performance would deteriorate. This means that intra-basic service set (BSS) channel contention
should be controlled by wireless VR protocols. Without such control algorithms and additional channel
resources, VR experience cannot be guaranteed in wireless network environments.
If there are only DL video frames transmitted by a VR AP, network degradation may not occur.
Multiple VR devices connected to an AP should transmit their motion tracking data and control
data very frequently, i.e., 1000 Hz per device. Those uplink motion tracking and control data are
problematic, because frequent motion tracking and control data can cause large channel access delays
and throughput degradation. In order to resolve such an uplink data contention problem, multiuser
control channels conforming to the wireless standard should be utilized for multi-user VR networks.
IEEE 802.11ax is the most representative standard that supports multi-user network in the 5-GHz
frequency band [19]. This means that because the 5 GHz channels of the IEEE 802.11ax standard do
not interfere with 60-GHz frequency channels, a VR AP can accommodate multi-user uplink traffic
very efficiently.
As a result, VR devices including VR APs need to have special multi-standard protocol
architecture, described in Figure 3, to support VR connections based on WLANs. IEEE 802.11ax is the
amendment standard for highly efficient WLAN in multiple-device scenarios. IEEE 802.11ax defines
a trigger frame to accommodate multiple uplink frames from multiple devices simultaneously [19].
In many scenarios, it may be utilized in parallel with a conventional single-frame transmission.
If the trigger frame requests stations to transmit its UL data, each station transmits its data without
additional channel access delays. This trigger frame is able to substantially reduce the contention delay
of WLAN systems.
SMESME
VR Application Layer
-Connection based Frame Interpolation Algorithm
-Motion Tracking Procedure
-ETC
Virtual Reality Convergence Layer (VRCL)
- Inter-MAC scheduler
-Control Frame Management
-Video frame Management
-ETC
IEEE 802.11ax
PHY
IEEE 802.11ad/ay
PHY
IEEE 802.11ax
MAC
IEEE 802.11ad/ay
MAC
Figure 3. Proposed protocol architecture of a wireless, multi-user VR system.
The IEEE 802.11ad amendment standard is designed to utilize the 60-GHz frequency band, which
provides wide bandwidth and high throughput. IEEE 802.11ay is an enhanced version of IEEE 802.11ad,
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and provides four times the bandwidth using channel bonding and additional spatial streams [5].
Because of the wide bandwidth, the 60-GHz standard is able to provide very high data rates over
short distances. Therefore, in order to adequately utilize the high data rate to support multi-user VR,
the channel inefficiency caused by channel contention should be minimized by separating the UL
transmission and DL transmission.
The VR application layer described in Figure 3 is a protocol layer that provides VR images and
control information on VR devices. VR video frames are generated using the frame rate that is reported
by VRCL, and a detailed explanation on VRCL is provided in Section 2.2. The generation rate of the
VR video frame is restricted by the VRCL, and it prevents the VR application layer from generating
meaningless video frames. For VR controllers and VR headsets, motion-tracking information measured
by sensors in VR devices is accommodated and utilized in this VR application layer. VR devices,
especially VR headsets, would generate interpolation frames in this layer. The interpolation frame is
the frame that needs to be displayed between the received real video frames delivered by a VR
AP. These interpolated frames could be generated by performing many effective interpolation
algorithms [11–16]. In this paper, VR video interpolation frames need to be based on motion-tracking
information that is measured by VR sensors in VR devices [20–22]. Because this situation was not
previously defined, further optimized interpolation methods should be studied.
The convergence layer described in Figure 3 is a protocol layer that enables multiple network
standard convergence, as well as some special information for the VR application layer. VR videos that
are generated by a VR PC are delivered to a VR AP, and the convergence layer in the VR AP determines
the transmission interval of video frames based on network conditions, and reports the rate to the VR
application layer of the VR PC. If VR video frames are transmitted without these considerations for
network conditions, users would suffer poor UX, owing to the large delay time. Similar to the DL VR
video frame transmission, the convergence layer also controls the UL frame delivery rate, based on its
network condition. This would reduce network congestion or the required network performance of
VR devices. As a result, the convergence layer prevents these catastrophic situations by controlling the
frame delivery rate.
Although some motion-tracking information cannot be delivered, depending on the decision of
the convergence layer, the convergence layer still provides motion-tracking information to the VR
application layer in the VR headset, to generate interpolation frames. These interpolation frames should
be generated considering motion-tracking information, in order to prevent VR sickness. The number
of interpolation frames that need to be generated before the next frame may be predicted by the frame
arrival rate information obtained from the convergence layer.
The station management entity (SME) is used for the accommodation and delivery of parameters
for each network layer [9]. In some cases, frame off-loading could be performed by controlling the
frame-delivery interval based on PHY and MAC layer parameters. The packet loss rate information
and frame interval information are key sets of information delivered by the SME.
Each MAC and PHY layer follows its own standards. The convergence layer controls and
schedules all frames into those multiple MAC layers properly. For example, DL data frames can
be scheduled in the IEEE 802.11ad/ay MAC and UL data frames can be scheduled in the IEEE
802.11ax MAC. Because IEEE 802.11ax is a 5-GHz standard with multi-user support, it is a suitable
protocol for the UL transmission protocol in multi-user VR systems. Figure 4 shows how IEEE 802.11ax
could accommodate multiple frames, using orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA).
The trigger frame is transmitted by an AP, to instruct stations that have UL frames when and where
to transmit their UL frames. In usual IEEE 802.11ax scenarios, the trigger frame would contend with
other UL frames to guarantee the opportunity for all stations to access the channel. However, a VR
AP requires a very tight delay property, and its traffic pattern is very regular—it is a special-purpose
AP for VR devices. This means that for associated devices, there is no need for channel contention to
guarantee opportunities for channel access. In other words, in order to fully utilize the UL OFDMA of
IEEE 802.11ax for multi-user VR services, single-user UL transmission should be regulated. Single-user
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UL transmission can be regulated by the multi-user EDCA procedure in 802.11ax [19]. By using a new
set of EDCA parameters, which is used by STAs in a multi-user BSS, AP can set STAs to have very
low-priority EDCA parameters. Such low-priority EDCA parameters make STAs’ access time for
a single-user UL transmission long, and the AP can transmit a trigger frame for UL OFDMA procedure
while the STAs are waiting for the single-user UL transmission.
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Figure 4. Distributed coordination function (DCF) and the proposed delay-oriented VR mode operation
for wireless VR system. (a) Wireless multiuser VR with conventional wireless local area network
(WLAN); (b) Wireless multiuser VR with the proposed delay oriented VR mode WLAN.
2.2. Protocol Design
The VRCL should encapsulate interpolation and frame rate information, using a VR video frame
in an aggregated MAC protocol data unit (A-MPDU). The VRCL would control the UL and DL frame
arrival rate for WLAN systems based on the frame rate of the original VR video rate and the wireless
environment. Owing to VRCL, a VR AP and VR devices could utilize IEEE 802.11 family standards
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that provide MAC and PHY layers without standard modification. VRCL is the only additional layer
for a multi-user VR network interface. VR applications do not require any additional network control
features, and are required only to generate proper VR video frames, based on information delivered by
the VRCL. The VRCL provides its UL control information rates and the required DL video frame to
the VR application layer. Because the VRCL would discard VR frames that could cause large network
delays on VR devices, the VR application does not need to waste its resources on unnecessary video
frames. For this reason, the VRCL and VR AP need to perform the function of a VR system controller.
Not only does the VRCL provide information that can be used to control VR video frames
to the VR application layer, but VRCL also controls its network operations based on information
that is provided from the SME. The packet loss rate, received signal strength indication (RSSI),
and modulation and coding scheme (MCS) index information are the representative information
observed by VRCL. Based on the observed information, VRCL could control the MCS level, channel
bandwidth, frame arrival rate, number of users supported by the VR AP, and so on. The 60-GHz and
5-GHz standards may be utilized by VRCL, because of its efficient multi-user VR operation. The main
purpose of the 60-GHz wireless link, in this paper, is the delivery of a high-resolution VR video
frame. Because that delivery requires a large bandwidth, the use of the 60-GHz standard is inevitable.
A 5-GHz standard is employed to accommodate the multi-user UL frame, by utilizing the multi-user
UL OFDMA procedure.
Although the required data rate of multi-user uplink sensing data is not very high, the frame
arrival rate of the sensing data frames is relatively high. Usually, the video frame rate ranges from
90 Hz to 120 Hz, but the motion sensing rate is 1000 Hz in current-generation, wired VR devices.
Because of this, a small-size UL data frame could spoil the overall wireless VR system, in spite of its
small required data rate. This causes a large channel access delay on the DL VR video frame, unless the
DL and UL are separated. By separating the UL sensing data transmission from the 60-GHz standard,
DL VR video frames do not contend with other frames from VR devices. If a VR video frame requires
additional transmission time, owing to its poor channel condition or the increasing number of VR
users, the VRCL can control the video frame rate based on its packet loss rate. The VRCL in a VR AP
encapsulates the video frame rate information that is used to generate VR video frames. The VRCL in
VR devices extracts the information from the received frames and delivers the information to the VR
application, in order to generate a video interpolation frame based on its received video frames and
motion-sensing information.
Unless the channel has high coexistence issues, the DL frame may not have large channel
access interference. However, in the WLAN multi-user VR scenario, UL frames always suffer large
contention delays, owing to frequent channel access with the contention-based channel access
method. In order to solve the problem, a VR AP should support the UL frame accommodation
by transmitting a trigger frame, which is defined in the IEEE 802.11ax standard. In order to maximize
the UL, the multi-user frame accommodation channel access of each VR device should be prohibited.
The channel access may be prohibited by setting EDCA parameters, including AIFSN and CW, to very
large values, and maximum values are particularly recommended. Setting the EDCA parameters does
not require any modification to IEEE 802.11 standards, and manufacturers could configure the EDCA
parameters easily.
2.3. Algorithm
The VRCL in a VR AP could perform DL VR video frame rate control and UL VR sensing
frame rate control, depending on its wireless connection status. Figure 5 shows how the VRCL
controls its DL VR video frame rate. The manufacturer of a VR system could set its packet loss rate
thresholds and corresponding VR video frame rate. A video refresh rate of 90 Hz is usually used
in current-generation VR systems, but next-generation VR systems may support a refresh rate of
at least 120 Hz. This means that “refresh_rate_1” in Figure 5 needs to be set to its native refresh
rate of the VR display. Refresh rate parameters with larger index numbers should be set to a larger
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value than refresh rate parameters with smaller index numbers. For “DL_PLR_threshold” parameters,
as listed in Figure 5, the same rules should be applied, and a parameter with a larger index needs to
be set to a larger value. The proposed algorithm in Figure 5 aims to solve the connection problem
of wireless multi-user VR systems, by controlling the required channel throughput. If the channel
condition is worse than “DL_PLR_threshold_n” (see Figure 5), the VR AP should perform a recovery
procedure. The recovery procedure can be modified by the manufacturer, but the use of alternating
channels and 5-GHz off-loading is at least recommended. Figure 6 shows an algorithm that controls
the trigger frame transmission rate. A high value for “Trigger_rate_VR” (see Figure 6) indicates a small
trigger frame interval, based on the PLR history of the UL sensing data frame. Because associated
VR devices never perform EDCA procedures, they are disabled by the VR AP, and only overlapped
BSS (OBSS) stations could cause channel collisions and channel interference. Similar to DL VR video
frame rate control, the VRCL controls the frame rate and performs recovery procedure in poor channel
conditions. In this paper, channel alternation and bandwidth modifications are recommended for the
recovery procedures.
The VRCL in a VR headset could receive the DL VR video frame rate and UL VR sensing frame
rate information from the VR AP. Based on each set of information, the VR application could generate
an interpolation frame that is utilized during the DL VR video frame interval. Each interpolation frame
should utilize motion-sensing information, even though the information was not delivered to the VR
AP. From the motion-sensing information, the VR application layer should generate a motion vector,
and the reverse vector of the generated motion vector should be applied to the interpolation frame.
 
Figure 5. Proposed algorithm to adjust downlink (DL) VR video frame rate, and examine its feasibility
of VR capacity for a given user profile.
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Figure 6. Proposed algorithm to adjust uplink (UL) VR sensing information report rate, and examine
its feasibility of VR capacity for a given user profile.
3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Performance Metric Definition
In order to support a 1000-Hz sensing rate, we set the basic UL sensing frame rate to 1000 Hz.
This means that VR devices generate their sensing frame every 1 ms. In this paper, we applied a separate
WLAN structure that we proposed. In addition to the structure proposal, we compared the delay
and packet loss rate properties of our proposed algorithm in various situations with conventional
EDCA cases.
The main focus of this analysis is Ttransfer_UL of Equation (1), because Ttransfer_UL is relatively large
despite its small UL frame size. Ttransfer_UL can be further decomposed as follows:
Ttransfer_UL = Tpreamble + Tdata + Tcontention + TIFSs + Tsync (2)
where Tcontention includes the back-off time, as well as channel-busy duration during a back-off
procedure, when the delays are caused by channel access of initial transmission and retransmissions.
Because TIFSs is a fixed-time duration defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard, it cannot be changed.
Tpreamble is also determined by the IEEE 802.11 standard. However, by using UL OFDMA transmission,
only one Tpreamble is required for multiple stations, because UL stations transmit their preamble
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simultaneously at the beginning of the UL transmission. Tdata is the time duration required for
over-the-air data transmission. In the EDCA case, the cumulative Tpreamble would require a much
longer duration, even though it does not include any information for VR applications. Therefore,
the proposed scheme utilizes the multi-user physical frame structure to reduce the effective Tpreamble
although it requires a longer Tdata, owing to the small size of the resource unit (RU) for a single device.
The RU is a unit of the frequency resource for OFDMA transmission, and the size and location of the
RU for UL OFDMA transmission can be indicated by the trigger frame.
The proposed wireless multi-user VR system can reduce not only the effective Tpreamble, but also
Tcontention. Because not all VR devices in the VR AP BSS are allowed to transmit their UL control data
without receiving the trigger frame, there would be no contention. On the other hand, because VR
devices cannot transmit their UL data without a trigger frame from the VR AP, we added a new delay
factor Tsync. Tsync is a delay parameter caused by the time gap between the trigger frame reception and
VR traffic generation.
In this paper, we assumed the existence of nine wireless VR devices, including VR controllers and
VR headsets. Additional specific simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. Because of the effect
of preamble overhead reduction, a duration that is nine times that of TSU-UL could be replaced by
a single TMU-UL duration in the proposed multi-user VR mode case. TAIFS is the required time duration
for channel sensing before trying to perform the channel access procedure. MQueue is the size of the
queue parameter for each device. If the MQueue is filled, and an additional frame comes to the queue,
the IEEE 802.11 system would discard the last frame, which is calculated as a packet loss that increases
the packet loss rate. λTrigger is the trigger frame delivery rate controlled by VRCL, as mentioned above.
VRCL could configure this value to provide seamless VR UX.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters.
Symbol Description Value
NVR Number of VR consumer devices 9 (3 headsets, 6 controllers)
TUL-SU Transmission opportunity time of a control frame in single-user transmission case 90 μs
TUL-MU Overall transmission opportunity time for UL multiuser transmission case 540 μs
TAIFS Channel sensing duration before initiating channel access procedure 36 μs
MQueue Size of frame queue in number of frames 1000 frames
λTrigger Trigger Frame delivery rate (Configurable) 100 Hz to 1000 Hz, 1000 Hz is default
λMotion Motion sensing rate 1000 Hz
Nretx Maximum number of retransmission (Configurable) 0 or 2
NOBSS Number of interference devices (Configurable) 0 or 9
λOBSS Frame arrival rate of each interference devices. 1 Hz
TOBSS Transmission opportunity time of an interference frame 10 ms = 10,000 μs
Even though λMotion, which is the motion sensing rate, is fixed to 1000 Hz by hardware, the VRCL
controls its delivery rate, and undelivered information is used to generate interpolation frames in a VR
headset. Nretx is a parameter for the maximum number of retransmissions (retx). Because VR systems
are real-time applications, a large number of retransmissions is not suitable. In this study, we simulated
cases involving no retransmissions up to two retransmissions. In order to test the robustness of the
proposed system, we considered the presence of WLAN interference devices. NOBSS is a parameter
that shows the number of WLAN interference devices that exist. In the no-interference cases, NOBSS is
set to 0; otherwise, nine interferences devices are assumed. In order to measure the actual effect caused
by interference devices, the reasonable rate of WLAN frames should be set to WLAN interference
devices. In this paper, λOBSS, which refers to the frame arrival rate of each WLAN interference device,
is set to 1 Hz. This means that every 1 s, WLAN interference devices generate a frame to transmit.
The frame generated by WLAN interference devices has an air-time duration of TOBSS, and in this
study, we set it to 10 ms.
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3.2. Simulation Results
In conventional EDCA cases, nine devices generated their UL frames containing motion-sensing
information every 1 ms. For conventional EDCA cases, the packet loss rate and Ttransfer_UL are shown in
Figure 7. Because VR systems require real-time processing, the number of maximum retransmissions
did not need to be set to a large number. If it was set to 2, as shown in Figure 7a, it would lower the
PLR for a short time, but then increase to 0.4 PLR shortly afterwards. From the start, the PLR observed
in conventional EDCA cases was not usable for consumer VR devices. In the no-retransmission case,
as shown in Figure 7b, even though there was a large PLR and relatively small delay, not only was the
PLR destructive, but the delay also could not be used. After 8 s, the delay value increased over 1 s
for the motion-sensing data delivery. From the results of Figure 7, we can observe that conventional
EDCA procedures cannot afford wireless multi-user VR systems. At a minimum, wireless VR systems
require ms-level delays and a very low PLR for reasonable user experience.
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7. Delay and packet loss rate (PLR) for proposed WLAN structure with conventional enhanced
distributed channel access (EDCA). (a) 9 VR devices with max number of retx = 2; (b) 9 VR devices
without retx.
The proposed VR AP disables the conventional EDCA procedure, which can cause tragic delays
and PLR results as shown in Figure 7. If there are no interference devices, which are usually called
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OBSS devices, VR AP is the only wireless device that initiates the channel access procedure. In this
case, a VR AP always obtained transmission opportunity without channel contention and back-off
procedure, because the channel was idle during every channel access time period. This meant that the
VR AP did not require an additional contention delay that is caused by the back-off procedure.
Although the proposed architecture and schemes work very well, as shown in Figure 8, the channel
condition could be worse, owing to interference devices in the 5-GHz frequency band. As opposed to
60 GHz band radio, the 5-GHz band radio has a relatively long transmission range, interference range
in this case, and 5-GHz frequency band devices are widely used by ordinary consumers. This means
that a VR AP should consider the influence of interference. In order to consider and measure the effect
of channel interference, in this paper we considered nine additional IEEE 802.11 devices that utilized
the 5-GHz band. Each device generated its data frame with an air time of 10 ms every 1 s. The result is
shown in Figure 9, and as opposed to the no-interference case, these results showed relatively large
delays. Most frame-delivery delays were under 10 ms, but a large delay jitter was observed. If we set
the maximum number of retransmission parameters to 0, the delay jitter would be decreased, as shown
in Figure 9b.
  
Figure 8. Delay and PLR for proposed WLAN structure with proposed schemes in a no-interference
environment.
 
(a) 
Figure 9. Cont.
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(b) 
Figure 9. Delay and PLR for proposed WLAN structure with proposed schemes in a severe-interference
environment. (a) Nine interference devices with max # of retx = 2; (b) Nine interference devices
without retx.
Even though the 10-ms delay performance was relatively good for multi-user VR, in the
severe-interference case, the delay jitter still needed to be minimized. The proposed algorithm to
control the trigger frame delivery rate in Figure 6 could handle this severe interference case. Because
the proposed VR system could realize variable-motion sensing information delivery rates, owing to
its VR video interpolation module in VR headsets, its sensing data report rate could be adjusted to
a small value. In this study, we assume a 100 Hz to 1000 Hz sensing data report rate. If the channel
conditions are very poor, the VR AP should set its trigger frame delivery rate to 100 Hz. In order
to measure the effect of controlling the trigger frame, we simulated the case with a 100-Hz trigger
frame delivery rate in the severe-interference scenario. The result is shown in Figure 10, and it showed
that in the no-retransmission case, all of the frames were delivered in a 10-ms delay. This means that
the proposed wireless multi-user VR system guarantees a 10-ms wireless uplink delay, even in the
presence of severe channel interference.
 
(a) 
Figure 10. Cont.
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(b) 
Figure 10. Delay and PLR for proposed WLAN structure with proposed schemes and delivery rate
control algorithm in a severe-interference environment. (a) Nine interference devices with max # of
retx = 2; (b) Nine interference devices without retx.
4. Conclusions
The proposed architecture, schemes, and rate control algorithm are able to substantially improve
the delay performance in a wireless multi-user VR system. We showed that the conventional EDCA of
WLAN could not fully support multi-user VR systems, because its delay and PLR were not affordable
for multi-user VR system. We need to consider the proposed multi-user VR system for next-generation
consumer VR devices, in order to support multi-user VR services. Unless there is an OBSS, the proposed
multi-user VR system achieves very low delay and PLR, which could guarantee seamless VR UX.
We observed that the retransmission procedure did not provide meaningful PLR improvement in
the proposed wireless multi-user VR system. Without the need for retransmissions, by setting the
maximum number of retransmission to be 0, we can significantly enhance the delay performance.
Furthermore, because the proposed wireless multi-user VR system does not require modifications
to the standard, the proposed scheme can be easily used with commercial WLAN chipsets that are
available on the market, by adding VRCL layer proposed in this paper.
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